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01  How We Plan to Retire on Dividends 2

The world runs on dividends and love. Well, I just made that up, but MY world runs on
dividends and love. I wrote the article “How We Plan to Retire on Dividends” roughly five
months ago, and a lot has changed since then.

Actually, everything is the same, just the amount of passive income from dividends has
increased—by a lot. The month that I wrote the first article, we received roughly $200 in
dividend income. Last month, we received $550 in dividends.

The moral of the story is to keep focusing on your dividends, and the results will speak for
themselves. Watching our dividend portfolio grow has been a breath of fresh air. We are still in
the workforce, but soon (4-8 years), we will be relaxing on the beach, enjoying our dividends.

The first article was a collection of all the investing pieces I had written over the prior five
months. Well, I will continue that tradition and round up all the recent investing articles and put
them in one lovely spot for you.

Even better, I am going to collect them together in a book and release it for free. You should see
a link to it above this paragraph. Go ahead and grab it, read it, and start building your dividends
today.

Growing a dividend portfolio will teach you patience and the importance of compounding. In our
first month of dividend investing, we earned $0.03. To go from that to $550/month is absolutely

http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/04/17/how-we-plan-to-retire-on-dividends-part-1/


insane. And we are just getting started. I plan to keep writing about dividends and our story until
the end. So one day, I will write an article titled “How We Retired on Dividends!”

With no further ado, let’s get into the investing articles that could change your life. And don’t
forget to grab part one, which is more focused on beginners. Enjoy!

INVESTING MINDSET

Having the proper mindset for investing is the most crucial aspect of becoming a successful
dividend investor. If you aim for huge capital gains or overnight income, you are in the wrong
place. Everyone should know “Why They Need to Invest in the Stock Market.” Having an overall
vision of your life, goals, and dreams is vital to long-term investing success.

My wife and I have been living frugally for a while now. Since dividends are guilt-free money, we
decided to spend $1,000 on a dividend shopping spree. We planned for this to take place on
Black Friday; however, it will be hard to spend this amount of money. We just aren’t used to
spending this type of cash on ourselves.

Investing is especially difficult for women because of the unknown. Most women are
security-focused, and investing removes a layer of security from the investor. I wrote an article
titled “The Woman’s Guide to Investing” that I hope can assist you through the early stages of
investing. The key is only to invest the amount you feel comfortable with at first.
A lighthouse brings in ships through bad weather and foggy nights. Dividends can do the same
through rocky and unknown times of retirement. Let dividends be your lighthouse to guide you
when things go sideways through retirement. It’s good to have income outside of fixed sources.

I started the Cash App dividend challenge to help new investors learn how to invest cash daily
into the markets. Over time, you can build significant wealth by just investing small sums of
money. After 52 weeks of the dividend challenge, my portfolio is paying $100 in dividend
income. Not too shabby.

Everyone believes that we are heading for a market crash soon. Maybe, maybe not; however, I
can promise you there will be a crash sometime soon. As investors, we always have to prepare
for the next bear market by using defensive investing, hedging, and keeping cash on the
sidelines.

Fall is an excellent time of the year; it’s even better when you are flush with dividends. There is
no better time to FALL into investing than the autumn season. If you begin this year, by this time
next year, you can reap the benefits of dividend investing by next Christmas.

INVESTMENT PLANNING
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Having a considerable dividend growth investing (DGI) portfolio can bring you a significant sum
of dividend income. However, using options, you can safely increase your income by selling
covered calls or cash-secured puts. Here are the five benefits of options trading.

If you are a younger investor, cryptocurrencies are all the rage right now. But don’t forget about
stocks. Stocks and cryptos, when used together, can be powerful allies and can make you rich.

Income investing is different than dividend growth investing. Some of the high-yield securities
that I use in my income portfolio are business development companies, closed-end funds, and
real estate investments trusts. Together, these securities give you income today to invest for
tomorrow.

Dividend growth investing uses dividend-paying blue-chip stocks to build a portfolio that will
compound on itself until you are rich. The concept is to buy these companies as they increase
their dividend payments, the stock price rises, and you reinvest the dividends. Many people
have become rich this way. Here is a list of my favorite 24 blue-chip stocks.

THE MAGIC OF

The magic of dividends is that they are guilt-free money. You are free to spend them as you
wish because you know you’ll be getting another payment very soon. Having a stable of
dividends can be very addicting indeed.

Index funds may get a bad wrap from the DGI crowd. However, the magic of index funds is that
they can provide your DGI portfolio with the growth element to keep up with inflation. As your
blue-chip slowly grows, index funds can accelerate your portfolio's growth, along with the overall
stock market.

I never understood the fascination with Roth IRA until I had an idea. I could use my Roth IRA to
grow my index funds tax-free. Then, when I hit age sixty, I can build an income portfolio with all
of my Roth cash and get all my dividends tax-free. I get a high-income dividend portfolio that
pays tax-free cash flow—that’s the magic of a Roth IRA.

The magic of dividend growth investing lies in its simplicity. You pick the best blue-chip
companies, schedule auto investments, and let the power of compounding create you an
income powerhouse. It seems simple; it is simple.

The magic of income investing lies in its complexity. You pick outstanding high-income securities
that pay you colossal cash flow. Your cash flow builds up, and you redeploy your dividends into
more high-yield securities. Rinse and repeat until rich.

INVESTING FOR DIVIDENDS
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The Investing for Dividends series covers some unique aspects of becoming a dividend
investor. I covered some great topics over the last few months. I talked about the importance of
index funds to your dividend portfolio, the various ways to extract your dividends, and the pros
and cons of dividend ETFs.

HOW TO START DIVIDEND INVESTING

Getting started with dividends is the most challenging part of the entire process. Once you have
a game plan, it is pretty simple to auto-invest your money into the correct portfolios. But, you
have to start somewhere, and that’s why I created the How to Start Dividend Investing series.

Over the last few months, I have covered; how to find your “why,” setting tiny goals, picking the
platform that fits your needs, and how to choose your stocks. Hopefully, there is enough to get
you heading down the right path.

BECOME A BONAFIDE INVESTOR

Becoming a dividend investor is incredible, but you have to understand the larger investing
landscape to be truly successful. There are so many outside influences on our stocks that we
need to know how they affect stock prices.

We need to understand what we can control as either an insider or outsider, how to recognize
inflation, prepare for inflation, the value of commodities, and why we should leverage gold and
silver. These are just the start of some of the influences on the stock market performance.

VERSUS SERIES

I spent a lot of time comparing various investment vehicles over the last few months. As
investors, we only have limited amounts of cash to invest, so we need to make the best
decision.

We can invest in multiple things, so having a comparison can help us decide what’s best for our
current situation. What’s best now may not be what’s best for our entire future. We need to be
flexible and educated.

Here are some of the verses articles I wrote over the last few months; “Dividends vs. Royalties
2,” “Inflation vs. Dividends,” “Annuities vs. Dividends,” “Preferred Shares vs. Closed-End
Funds,” and “Dividend Growth Investing vs. Income Investing.”

INVESTING BOOK TAKEAWAYS

It’s hard to believe that I only read two investing books over the last five months. I think I
focused on reading about my book business. Anyways, “Covered Calls for Beginners” gave me
an inside look at how to safely profit by selling covered calls on top of my DGI portfolio.
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“Mortgage Backed Securities” are investments vehicles the average investor can leverage to
profit from Mainstreet mortgages. MBS are relatively safe, and you will mainly have to worry
about interest rate shock.

CONCLUSION

It has been a great five months, and I have learned a lot about dividends. I have focused more
on my income portfolio because my DGI portfolio is in auto-pilot mode right now. I am proud to
offer this book for free. Please download a copy now.

My next investing article will be the first to go into part three of the series. So, hopefully, I will
see you in five months (or sooner). If you want to read more from me, follow me on Twitter or my
Facebook Page. Enjoy and Happy Investing.

INVESTING MINDSET

02  Why Do I Need to Invest in the Stock Market?

Let me start by saying that I understand that you are afraid to invest in the stock market. I get it
entirely, and I have been there before as well. You work so hard for your money, and you fear
that investing in the stock market is too much risk to handle.
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Why Invest in the Stock Market?

You wouldn’t be wrong for thinking that the stock market is risky. Everything we do in life has
some inherent risk, from driving on the freeway to flying in an airplane. The way we continue to
travel through risky situations is by mitigating risks.

I will gear this article towards the large segment of people who have never invested in the stock
market and do not even know people who have invested. When I started investing, I had never
heard of passive income, dividends, and electronic traded funds.

With so much information floating out there, it can be challenging to navigate the truth. Plus,
many people producing content also have an underlying motivation to sell you their investment
products. I give all my content away for free. I also put it in a book format for avid readers. I
have nothing to gain from teaching you to invest in the stock market, only your gratitude.

First, the most crucial part of investing will be your mindset. A few months ago, I wrote an article
called “Build the Mindset of an Investor,” which talked about staying calm through hard times. I
need to become even more profound today.

We need to build a “why” to invest so strongly that it takes over your life. If you have watched
the movie “Inception,” where the idea takes over the man and his life, this will be similar. Once
you have a purpose of investing, it will overcome everything and assist you in making sound
decisions.

Many of you are living paycheck-to-paycheck—I’ve been there. You may believe that only rich
people invest in the stock market or that you don’t have all the information available. One of my
rules is, “You do not invest in the stock market to become rich.”

You see, the mindset of most people is to get rich by investing in the stock market. This lust can
lead them to make bad choices because they are chasing substantial capital gains. I do not
believe that we should invest in the stock market to become rich. The stock market is not a
wealth generator. Some true wealth generators are business, real estate, and the military.

The idea is to become rich using your wealth generator and then invest those proceeds into the
stock market. So this begs the topic question, “Why Do I Need to Invest in the Stock Market?”
The answer is that you cannot allow your money to sit still. If you can grasp this concept, you
will understand the importance of investing.
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First, let’s talk about work and investing. If you decide to invest, you will be creating a “shadow”
of yourself that begins to perform some of your work for you. The shadow also starts to get paid
and contribute to the household and investments. Let’s name your shadow Billy.

Now, Billy the Shadow starts small, like a baby. When you begin investing in dividend-paying
stocks (we invest for income), Billy will begin to bring in some cash per month. The more income
you feed Billy, the bigger he becomes. Eventually, the goal is to get Billy to become big enough
to pay for all your bills and living expenses. At this point, your child is a man and can provide for
you and your family.

Now, since Billy eats income, the more you feed him, the faster he grows. If you are working a
job and providing him small amounts of income, he will grow slowly. That is why most people
wait to retire until 65, even then Billy is not big enough to provide for them completely.

But what if Billy the Shadow had a sister who specializes in business and a brother who
specializes in real estate? They would also help you feed Billy income. How long would it take
for you three to feed Billy enough income to make him full grown? This teamwork is what we call
diversifying our passive income.

Now, you have a family of four: You, Billy, sister business, and brother real estate. When you
want to retire fully, you may only want to keep Billy around and let the others go off and get
married to someone else. In essence, that is why we invest in the stock market.

The stock market, when fully funded, will allow us to have a completely passive lifestyle—no
worrying about real estate, business, or a job. I envision myself keeping my companies and real
estate, but the important thing is to have the choice.

Ideally, you will want to start building up your investments (Billy) in your 20s, 30s, and 40s.
Investing is best when combined with time because time allows the power of compounding to
work its magic.

There are other reasons to invest, such as beating inflation, but those side reasons act more as
an additional benefit. The main reason will be how you view your retirement lifestyle. If you want
to be cooped up in a small house or apartment living off your $1,000/month social security
check paid on the 3rd of the month, go ahead. Have at it.

My wife and I have seen this life play out multiple times as landlords. Many of the elderly
tenants we had, lived extraordinary lives of wealth and adventure. Only they did not grow Billy,
and now they live paycheck to paycheck.

They usually have money for about a week before being broke again. If that is the life you want
to live, please go ahead. However, something tells me you are different from the large number
of Americans who live this way.
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Now, you will need to reflect on how you view your future. Where do you see yourself and with
whom? Let the answers guide you. Don't worry about only investing $100-200/month. You will
get there.

Building passive income is one of the most addicting things you can do for yourself. It’ll start
slowly, and then you will begin to see massive results. As your money compounds, your thirst
for more passive income will compound as well.

Self-education compounds just as fast as your dividends. Your mind will start to connect the
dots on specific ideas and courses of action. You will understand the concept of a wealth
generator and the truth about discretionary income. You will know why saving money is bad,
and how to invest your cash.

But you will need to start somewhere. Luckily, I have been documenting my journey and created
an in-depth guide on how to start. “How We Plan to Retire on Dividends” is a great place to
begin your journey and is also in book format.

I genuinely wish you well on your journey. Be someone who thinks on their own, exercises
JOMO, and lives for today AND tomorrow. You will be surprised at how fast you can turn your
circumstances around. Good Luck!

03  $1,000 Dividend Spending Spree
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My wife and I rarely spend much money on ourselves. We have never been the type just to go
out and spend a ton of money out of nowhere on stuff that means nothing. But, ever since we
began our journey to financial freedom, we have become even tighter with our spending.

$1,000 Dividend Shopping Spree

If you gave me $1,000 today, I would invest $1,000 tomorrow. I wouldn’t even contemplate
spending a dime on something I wanted. To be honest, there is nothing that I want. Yesterday, I
received a $32 dividend from Altria (MO) on my Cash App debit card, and I keep telling myself I
will spend it on something. Yeah right.

But, this year, I am making a goal to spend some money on myself. It all started when I opened
my M1 Finance spend account that comes with a metal debit card. I then transferred $41 from
my current dividend to have some cash on hand when I get back to America in a couple of
weeks.

Sustainable Riches: Return to Earth. Make Green.

It got me thinking, though. What if I put some more money into that account over time? I finally
concluded that I want to get $1,000 into that account. Better yet, all of the money will come from
dividends. Finally, I will spend all the money on Black Friday or during the Christmas season.

For years I have been telling myself that I would have a mini-spending spree on Black Friday,
and it never comes to fruition. It is hard being responsible for so many people, houses, and
scenarios, to actually spend money on oneself.

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B09996SQ7F
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But the time has come to enjoy all that we have worked hard for. My wife and I have been
stationed apart from each other for over a year. We have put this time to good use by paying off
all of our debt, starting a blog, a Facebook group, creating an eBook series, writing 1000+ words
a day, refinancing 2 of our homes, and building a $200,000 (in a few months) dividend portfolio.
All on top of raising two amazing boys and keeping up with family and friends.

So yes, it is time to enjoy some of our cash. But, I want it to come from dividends because that
is how the rich spend their money. We could quickly grab the money from the earned income
from our jobs, but that won’t be the best way to finish. The best way to spend will be to invest all
of our earned income and spend the money that our investments pay us. That is what I have
learned after reading my 54 books this year.

How to Start Dividend Investing 102: Set Tiny Goals

The plan. The plan is to collect up dividends from all my accounts and funnel them into my M1
Finance spend budget. Last month, I made $350 in dividends from my accounts, so I should be
able to direct at least $150 into my M1 Finance every month while reinvesting a lot as well. That
is the power of dividends; they give you options on how you want to spend them.

Two issues. There are two issues I foresee preventing me from achieving my goal.

1) First, I am going home for the first time in one year in about two weeks. It will be a romper
room when I get home, as my spending will be out of control. I will be home for two months, so
hopefully, I will still have enough to collect into M1 Finance.

Active Service, Passive Income- Includes Free Pdf Book

2) Second, it will be pretty easy for me to collect up my money, even with my trip home.
However, I opened an M1 Finance spend account for my wife as well. And, we gave her the
same goal. Her dividends produced about $150 last month, so we will have to double down to
get her to $1000 by November.

So the goal is really $2,000 because it is $1,000 for each of us. Yes, we could easily get this
money from rents, and maybe towards the end, we will grab a few hundred from rents. However,
the intent is to use dividends because it sounds cool.

What I plan to buy. I don't yet know what Kris intends to buy with her cash, but I will spend it on
Nintendo Switch games. I haven’t bought a game in a while because I haven’t played my Switch
in a bit.

However, I plan to gather $1,000 and go on a spending spree via Amazon and Walmart on
Black Friday. I want to maximize my cash and get the most bang for my buck. I will keep
everyone posted on my progress and my spending.
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Retirement Planning for the Average Person- Includes Free Pdf Book

Why dividends? So why the fascination with dividends? Dividends are a guilt-free way of
spending cash. You are spending money that your investments pay you, so the assets remain
after you finish. They will pay you again either monthly or quarterly. Over time, your investments
grow, and your dividends grow as well.

We have worked hard to build our portfolio to where it is now. I started with $0.23 in my first
month, to $350 last month. And every month, we are investing $3,000 to $5,000 into the
portfolio. We plan to do this for the rest of our lives.

Yes, it is time to enjoy our cash hoard. We are living the American dream of working hard and
playing hard. However, our hard work consists of using our minds to create money from thin air.
We have earned the luxury to spend some of our passive income from investments.

What about you? Are you interested in creating your dividend spending spree? Go ahead and
bookmark my site or join my email list if you want to read more about dividends and enjoy some
free books. Reading is the best thing you can do for your mind. Enjoy and Happy Investing.

04  The Woman’s Guide to Investing

Let me start by saying that I have been married for 15 years. I would want my wife to read this
quick guide to investing if something should happen to me. I hope I do not offend anyone or
offer up any gender stereotypes, as that is not my intention.
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The Woman’s Guide to Investing

For the most part, there is a difference between how women and men value money for the
future. If I had to put words to it, I would say that women like the security aspect of money. Men
like the freedom aspect of money.

Sometimes these views can conflict with one another. For example, given $10,000, a woman
may want to save this money in a high-yield savings account or a certificate of deposit. A man
may want to put it all on a hot investment tip that he heard about at work.

Prepare for Inflation

As a man, I am constantly seeking the worst-case scenario or asking, “what’s the over-under?” I
understand that of all my investments; a couple may lose money or tank. But I value the big
picture of my portfolio growing over time.

My wife has a different view. She always wants to make sure that we are debt-free—this helps
her sleep well at night. In fact, everyone has different opinions on money. The book “Smart
Couples Finish Rich” has some good exercises to assist couples in getting on the same page as
far as retirement, investing, and wealth-building. I highly recommend this book to all couples.

Today, I specifically want to focus on the financial mindset of investing for women. I will review
some of the particulars later, but I want to help you build trust in the stock market. When I ask
most people about investing, most people (guys and gals) say something to the effect of
“doesn’t everyone lose money on the stock market?”

It is essential to understand that most people invest for capital gains. I invest for income; I invest
for dividends (book). Capital Gains vs. Dividends is a hotly debated topic for the ages, but
investing for dividends is “the long game.”

When people invest for capital gains, they are attempting to get rich from the stock market. I do
not believe the stock market will make you rich. The stock market is not a wealth generator—the
best wealth generators are real estate and business. Wealth is having excess income vs.
expenses.

Why Do I Need to Invest in the Stock Market?
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What we want to do is create a wealth generator first. Then, with the excess cash flow, invest in
the stock market. Now, we are making a good amount of wealth, and the stock market is helping
us keep that wealth growing. The book “The Millionaire Fastlane” calls this funding your money
system.

So before you invest tons of money into the stock market, understand the big picture. You want
to find something to increase your income, lower expenses, and use the excess cash flow to
fund your investment account. For example, if you begin renting rooms. That extra cash could
go directly to your money system (investment account).

Hopefully, this helps you sleep better at night. I know many people who don’t want to lose their
hard-earned money in the stock market. I can honestly understand that. So we need to increase
our cash flow with business or real estate. Investing will be the tip of the iceberg.

Diversify Your Passive Income

However, as we create our wealth generator, we can still take a little money and invest it. The
intent would be for us to begin to feel comfortable with the stock market. My goal for you is to be
able to invest $100 into dividend-paying stocks and index funds by the time you finish this book.
You don’t need a lot of money to start investing.

The Basics of Dividend Investing. Dividend investing is actually pretty simple once you learn
what companies, stocks, and ETFs to invest in. You don’t have to keep checking your stocks or
worry about when to sell.

Dividend investing is like buying a rental property and holding it while you collect the rent. Over
time, the rent will make you rich, and the house should grow in value. That is akin to dividend
investing in a nutshell.

Receiving dividends every month is a fantastic feeling and hard to describe. My wife and I have
amassed a $180,000 dividend portfolio and are growing it every month. Our goal is to have a $1
million portfolio five years from now.

A quick side story. I have been investing in my wife’s dividend accounts for the last year. For
her fourth brokerage account, I asked her to open a Cash App account. I helped her decide
what dividend stocks to invest into this account.

Achieve Work-Life Balance 2

One day she asked me something kind of funny. She said, “My Cash App keeps having money
in the account. I haven’t transferred any money there, but there is always a few dollars in the
account. It keeps growing.” I said, “Babe, those are your dividends.”
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That is when she truly understood the magic of dividends. Now, she is becoming as obsessed
as I am with the process of dividend investing. In fact, we started a $1,000 dividend spending
spree challenge in time for Black Friday.

Three parts of a dividend portfolio. Okay, this is my take on dividend investing. You can scour
the internet and create your own way. When you look at all nine of our dividend brokerage
accounts (five for me, four for my wife), they are all built this way. The three parts of my dividend
portfolios are index funds, blue-chip stocks, and high-yield products.

Index funds. Index funds are the growth element of our dividend portfolio. When I look at my
dividend portfolio, I want to achieve 4% capital appreciation (growth) and 4% dividend yield
(income). I plan to live off the income and let the other money continue to grow. Index funds will
increase the portfolio while we collect the dividends.

How Much Do You Need for Retirement?

Blue Chip Stocks. Blue Chip stocks are the biggest companies in America. Some examples
are McDonald’s, Starbucks, Target, etc. There is no right or wrong answer to the blue-chip
stocks that you invest in. Blue Chips stocks give us good growth and good dividends. Over time,
the compound returns can make you very wealthy. So we definitely want to buy into some solid
companies over time.

High-Yield products. This is where the fun comes in. High-Yield products (book) give most of
their returns through income, meaning they have little growth but huge dividends. In a perfect
world, you could live from only the high-yield element of your portfolio. High-yield products
include REITs, closed-end funds, and preferred shares.

Building your portfolio. So you have your $100, and it's time to invest. In How to Start
Dividend Investing 103 (book), I recommended either the Cash App or Stash to begin investing.
I use both of these, and I love the simplicity. Once you get more advanced, you can branch-off
into more complex products.

For my wife’s Cash App, here is what we did. (This is not investment advice, just exactly what
we started her account with.) I believe we started her account with $2,000. We just split it five
ways.

a) Index fund is Total Stock Market (VTI) amount was $400
b) Blue Chip that pays in January- Altria (MO) amount was $400
c) Blue Chip that pays in February- AT&T (T) amount was $400
d) Blue Chip that pays in March- Prudential (PRU) amount was $400
e) High-Yield Product pays monthly- AGNC (AGNC) a REIT amount was $400
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So we tried to hit all the wickets. We have a growth element, blue chips that pay across all the
different months, and a high yield monthly payer. This is the basis of a long-term dividend
portfolio. You can add more index funds, blue chips, and high-yield. It is really up to you.

Conclusion. I hope you leave with the main takeaway that you will need to learn to trust the
market. The stock market is not for wealth creation; it keeps and grows the wealth you have.

I love dividend investing, but my wife and I have three rental properties and military retirement.
Those are our wealth generators. With that excess income, we invest most, if not all, of it into
the stock market. When the dividends hit our accounts, that is our discretionary income.

How to Invest During a Downturn

I see more and more single mothers or women serving as the head of the household. They
must think long-term. As a provider, I am already thinking about how to provide for my
grandkids. I am only 40 years old, but I am investing with them in mind already.

The hardest part is just that initial trust in the market. Understand that we have all felt that way
before. However, it is something that you must overcome. Trust me; I remember when I
released my first blog post, I was so nervous. Now, I have books all over the place.

I have been documenting my weekly dividend portfolio growth for my Cash App. You can see all
49 weeks here on Pinterest. I started with $170, and it is now $22,000. You can see how the
market fluctuates, but in the end, it goes up slowly.

Remember, the stock market is for keeping the wealth you have already built. Find a wealth
generator in business or real estate. Start small and learn to trust the market and enjoy
dividends. You will be okay. Good Luck and Happy Investing.
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05  Let Dividends be Your Lighthouse through Retirement

None of us have a crystal ball to predict what the future holds. As much as we prepare for our
retirement, our kids moving out, and future travels, we have no freakin’ idea how anything will
play out. We are at the whim of the universe.

Let Dividends be Your Lighthouse through Retirement

So, how are we supposed to navigate this unknown future if we have no clue what will happen?
We have to become rich. I know the word “rich” has a negative connotation, but we must get
over that. Being rich means, we have excess income vs. expenses—that’s all.

One of the best ways to navigate retirement and life is by building a huge dividend portfolio.
Dividends are the lighthouse during the choppy storm that is retirement. We can now focus on
our dividend portfolios to ensure they grow to be the brightest lighthouse in the port.

Retire Early as a Well-Rounded Millionaire
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How are dividends useful during retirement? Hopefully, we all will have some kind of fixed
income throughout retirement. These fixed income sources could be a pension, social security,
401k distributions, Roth IRA distributions, etc. These will not be enough.

Fixed income is a great base for our long-term retirement planning because we can count on it
to pay our monthly expenses. But what other things will pop up during retirement?

Do we need to put the car in the shop? How about treating our spouse to an anniversary
dinner? What if the grandkids come into town? Do we need cash to treat them? There are so
many things that we want to do, but where does this money come from?

We need immediate income. We need income that we have available and ready for random
events throughout retirement. Even better, if we don’t need our income, we can reinvest it back
into our portfolio and ensure it will be even bigger next month.

Dividends give us the flexibility to live our life the way we want. I can adjust my portfolio to meet
my needs on the fly. If I am sitting on a large sum of capital gains with my index fund, I can sell
them and invest that cash into a closed-end fund to get maximum dividend yield.

If I want to invest my dividends from my closed-end fund into index funds to maximize growth, I
can do that. There is no limit to what I can do with my dividends, even if I am already retired.

6 Types of Income Streams

I have already discussed how a dividend portfolio can give us ultimate flexibility versus an
annuity. Now, we can see the big picture that dividends can be a large part of our overall
retirement planning.

This month, I received dividends from PCI ($50), NVG ($12), and AT&T ($31), among others. I
reinvested the dividends from PCI and NVG and took my wife to sushi with AT&T cash. That is a
small example of the magic of dividends.

Now, imagine we multiply those numbers all by ten—PCI ($500), NVG ($120), and AT&T ($310).
Do you see where I am going with this? Once you add in rents and royalties, you can see how
powerful your retirement planning can become leveraging passive income.

How do we get started building our dividend lighthouse? The hardest part of creating a
dividend portfolio is learning to trust the stock market and the companies it contains. I wrote a
guide to start the trust process titled “The Woman’s Guide to Investing.” Yes, men can read it
too.

How We Plan to Retire on Dividends
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The first step is learning terms like dividend yield, profit and earnings, and federal funds rate.
Make a daily habit of reading a stock market website like Seeking Alpha. Find your favorite
author (here’s mine) and read their works. Read the comments as well. Dividends, and the stock
market, have to become part of your life.

Every passive income source you build will require some kind of grind, and dividends are no
different. But what you get in return is a powerful tool that you can shape to fit your daily needs.

Now that I am 40 years old and a landlord, I have seen many people who depend on one
income source through retirement. They get one check a month and pray that nothing bad
happens to ruin their plans. They live a life of scarcity.

The opposite of scarcity is abundance. We should always feel that money is coming to us and
we have more than enough to satisfy our needs. Part of this feeling is defeating toxic
consumerism and living a small, peaceful existence.

The other part is building a colossal lighthouse to rescue you from any situation that may arise.
My goal is to earn $6,000/month in dividends. That is $1.8 million in our dividend portfolio. There
is no doubt that we will achieve this, but we will keep going once we do.

High-Yield Hijinks

Why keep going? Because dividend investing is a part of who we are now. We pay ourselves
first by investing; then, we live off the income that our investments pay us. It is a simple tweak to
our regular spending habits that allows us to build our portfolio continually.

If you are interested in becoming a dividend investor, I have many tools available to you.

1) Stock Market Investing 101 series
2) Investing for Dividends series
3) Preferred Shares series
4) Intro to REIT series
5) How to Start Dividend Investing series
6) Become a Bonafide Investor series

Retirement shouldn’t be a turbulent sea of sadness, regret, and frustration. We should always
see our lighthouse, allowing us to avoid the storm and the drama calmly. It is incumbent on us to
build our lighthouse well before retirement age.

Dividends are one of the most important pillars of our retirement planning, and we need to treat
them as such. Start learning what they are and how to build them. You will not regret your
decision when a storm hits. Enjoy and Happy Investing!
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06  52 Weeks of the Dividend Challenge

Yep, it’s been a year since I started the Cash App Dividend Challenge. I host the Cash App
challenge in my Facebook Group to show everyone that investing isn’t as “risky” as people it
makes it out to be.

The goal of the Cash App Dividend Challenge is to invest $5-10 every day in the stock market. I
buy dividend stocks. Not only will my stock portfolio grow in size, but my dividends will start to
compound as well.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/231490384820780


I started investing in the Cash App when I launched my blog. When I began the Cash App
challenge, I had $170 already invested in some dividend stocks. From there, I got focused and
never looked back.

You can see every week here on Pinterest. Look at the ebbs and flows of the stock market.  We
had some rough weeks, but for the most part, it has been a fun ride. I never withdrew any cash,
and my balance as of Week #52 is $23,606, with a gain of +$1,839. That is a gain of
+8.45%—not too bad.

But who cares about capital gains? I care about dividends, and that is where the portfolio has
really grown. In September 2020, the first month, I received $0.28 in dividends. In August 2021,
less than a year later, I received $94! That is impressive growth. In the last two weeks, Cash
App decided to add a “news” section that messed up my screenshot, so I had to cut and paste
my gains to get them into the image.

Now, what are my takeaways from Year One of the Cash App Dividend Challenge?

1) Dividends are amazing. Watching your dividends grow can be one of the most
obsessive, addictive things in life.

2) Cash App is unique because your dividends flow directly into your spendable account. I
believe this actually helps you stay more focused on your goals. I wrote more about this
in Investing for Dividends 105.

3) Stay the distance. Most people can’t get past the first year when you are receiving
pennies in dividends. However, the power of compounding helps your portfolio grow
exponentially.

https://www.pinterest.com/kingmarine/military-family-investing/daily-investing-challenge/
http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/06/19/investing-for-dividends-105-how-do-you-want-your-dividends-served/
http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/04/28/compounding-the-8th-wonder-of-the-world/


4) Make dividend investing a daily requirement. Even if you only invest $1, you are
investing in your future.

I look forward to Year Two of the dividend challenge. If you are nervous about investing, take a
look at my Pinterest. You can see an entire year of gains and losses. Also, feel free to join our
Facebook Group if you want to follow, or join, the dividend challenge. In the end, we are up in
capital gains, plus we received $416 in dividends—what a fantastic year.

07  Be Smarter than the Average Bear (Market)

“The market is going to crash!” You have probably been hearing this for the last 4-6 years, or
even longer. The market always seems to be hitting new highs, and it never seems to be a good
time to invest.

Be Smarter Than the Average Bear (Market)

However, time in the market is better than timing the market. This saying means that today is
the best day to invest, besides yesterday. We have to prepare ourselves for good days and bad
days on the market.

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B09G6MKYSR


Being an investor, vice a trader, gives us the benefit of long-term thought processes. Building
the mindset of an investor means that we know how to make money whichever direction the
market heads.

Retirement Planning for the Average Person 2

I want to discuss how we can prepare ourselves for a prolonged bear market. I briefly touched
on the topic in my article “How to Prosper During the Next Recession.” Today, I want to perform
a deep dive into what we can do on the stock market to best position ourselves for the next
downturn.

Let’s start with some definitions. Wall Street considers a market correction when the market
moves downward 10% from its recent highs. A bear market is when the market moves
downward 20% from its recent highs, usually over a few months to a year.

The stock market, as with most asset classes, moves on a boom/bust cycle. Understanding
these cycles is vital to your overall investing performance. The boom/bust cycle is outside of the
scope of this article, but I took a note to write about in my Become a Bonafide Investor series.

Right now, we know that the market is going to correct itself at some point. We can try to predict
the catalyst, but nothing in investing is certain. Who could have predicted the pandemic
correction of 2020?

Positioning ourselves. There are three ways to position ourselves: education, hedging, and
cash. We will need to leverage each of these to have the best chance of thriving (not only
surviving) in the next crash.

Orange You Glad You Have Passive Income?

Education. Education is the most important aspect of preparing for the crash and bear market.
Each asset class (commodities, REITs, housing, consumer products, automobiles, etc.) has its
own boom/bust cycle. They also have their own catalyst.

Let’s look at sectors inside Real Estate Investment Trusts as an example. Mortgage REITs buy
paper mortgages (loans). They make money by leveraging the difference between interest rates
and the 10-Year Treasury bond. When interest rates spike higher, they may suffer. So we need
to keep our eyes on the Federal Reserve to see how they will adjust interest rates.

Commodities do well in inflationary periods because the prices of goods rise. However, they are
highly cyclical (meaning they move in cycles). Look at the cost of oil over time. If we want to
leverage commodities, we need to understand their various cycles and find a way to get into a
position to benefit from a bear market. We may even decide to buy during the recession.
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The best thing I can say about education is to become a lifelong learner. Read SeekingAlpha
daily. Understand how growth stocks react to a downturn, as well as blue-chip stocks. Some
stocks and securities are more likely to cut their distributions (dividends) during a recession,
such as banks. Get smart!

Passive Income for Christmas

Hedging. Now that we are reading every day, we also need to put physical measures in place to
hedge against downturns. Hedging is “to limit or qualify something by conditions or exceptions.”
In layman's terms, it is to use a procedure, process, or security to protect your investments.

One way to hedge is with options trading. If you are tracking the stock market closely and have
a few positions with high capital appreciation, you may want to protect them by buying a put
option.

A put option gives the buyer the right, not the obligation, to sell a stock. So if my XYZ stock is
sitting at $100, I can buy a put option for the strike price of $90. If the price drops to $80, I will
want to exercise my right to sell the stock to the seller at the agreed-upon price of $90.

Bonds can be a way to protect yourself from total stock market annihilation. As we saw during
the pandemic, bond funds went to the toilet just a much as everything else. However, they
recovered quickly and shot to an all-time high before growth stocks made a comeback.

I like to dollar-cost average into bond funds through the year. When the market crashes, I
expect my bonds to bottom out; however, I hope they will recover quickly. I can sell them as they
top out and convert that income into buying opportunities if they do.

21 Passive Income Ideas

Gold, and to a lesser extent cryptocurrencies, are also hedging against market downturns.
Usually, during bear markets, recessions, and depressions, people lose faith in the US Dollar.
We can hedge against the loss of confidence in the dollar by holding gold, silver, and
cryptocurrencies. We don’t have enough data about how cryptocurrencies react during a bear
market to speak confidently, yet.

Cash. Cash provides us with a few options to protect us against a bear market. The first is it
stops us from selling our stocks. The last thing we want to do during a downturn is sell anything.

If we are living off dividends, we will need a significant cash cushion to protect us from the
sequence of returns risk. I wrote about the sequence of returns risk in Living Overseas
Passively 103. We need at least two years of expenses in cash. I said expenses, not “perfect
living conditions.” We may spend $5,000/month when comfortable but only truly need
$2,000/month for expenses.
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How Would You Invest $300,000?

Next, cash allows us to buy stocks at a discount. If we are doing our research, we should know
what stocks are selling for great prices. I remember seeing McDonald’s selling for $150 during
the pandemic (it was $218 before). Now, MCD trades at $241.

I wasn’t in a position to buy McDonald’s at the bottom. However, next time, I will be ready and
able to purchase great blue-chip stocks, preferred shares, and closed-end funds at a discount.
Cash is king. It can protect us from selling shares and ruining our retirement with a poor
sequence of returns. Cash can also give us the option to go shopping while everyone else is
panic selling.

The Woman’s Guide to Investing

Conclusion. I would love to dig deeper into this topic because it is a vast ocean of possibilities.
However, knowing what kind of investor you are in the first key. If you are a blue-chip dividend
growth investor, you should know how to hedge against their reactions in a downturn.

Suppose you invest in commodities, real estate, closed-end funds, index funds, bonds, etc.,
know what to do when trouble strikes. If you invest in capital gains, maybe options are your best
hedge. There is no reason to “spray and pray” in the stock market.

If you feel the market is too high, dollar-cost-average 50% of your money into the market, and
save 50% in cash or USDC (at 9% interest!). There are so many ways to win that we shouldn’t
be scared of a market crash; we should be ready!

http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/08/01/how-would-you-invest-300000/
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08  How to FALL into Investing

Autumn is creeping upon us, and what better time to start investing? The leaves are turning
orange, the weather is becoming cool, and our wallets are preparing for the busy Christmas
season.

How to FALL into Investing

Wouldn’t it be nice to have our dividends pay for Christmas shopping next year? In the article “A
$1000 Dividends Shopping Spree,” I talked about my wife and I using dividends for our Black
Friday shopping this year. Dividends are an amazing way to build wealth, fund expenses, and
splurge on luxuries.

Goals. Investing can help you achieve many goals that you might have in life. The hardest part
of investing is knowing where to start. Luckily, I have many books and articles on the topic.
Everything I talk about, I also do myself. The only exception is trading options because I need
more shares available before I begin.

The Magic of Dividends

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B09H66YKGJ
http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/08/13/passive-income-for-christmas/
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Before I get into the different types of investing, let’s review your goals. Having an end state is
the most critical part of the process. Where do dividends fit into your overall retirement plan?
How much do you need for retirement? How long do you have before you plan to retire?

These questions will help you form an opinion about your investing process. Remember, things
will change as you learn and evolve, but you need to know where to start. A good example will
be if you plan to retire overseas on dividends by age 50.

If that were the case, and you are currently 40, you may need to become an income investor.
The “How to Start Dividend Investing 101” series discusses more investing mindset and goals.
Don’t worry if you don’t know exactly where your path leads; just guess.

For example, you can decide that having a $1,000/month dividend income to support your video
game habit would be nice. Next, you pick your timeline—and tada! You have an investment
goal.

Paths. Having a goal is great, now we need to pick a path to follow. There are almost an infinite
amount of ways to invest in the stock market. I am going to condense them down into three
different approaches.

Diversify Your Passive Income

Of course, each path can have branching routes and extra modifiers—so don’t feel like you
have to conform to a direction 100% of the way I present. The three investment styles I follow
are income investing, dividend growth investing, and index fund investing.

Income Investing. Investing for Income is when you seek immediate returns from your
securities (stocks and ETFs). Usually, income investors look towards high-yield products that
give more of their gains through dividend distributions.

Some of the high-yield products I use for income investing are preferred shares, real estate
investment trusts, closed-end funds, dividends ETFs, and business development companies.
When I invest in these products, I am looking for immediate income, usually the next month.

For example, if I invest $10,000 in the closed-end fund PCI (9% yield), I would receive
$75/month. In ten years, without reinvesting, my $10,000 would still be worth roughly $10,000 to
$11,000. However, I would have received $9,000 in dividends. Most of my returns would be in
the form of dividend payments.

Prepare for Inflation
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With income investing, I can use those dividends to fund my lifestyle and expenses. I can also
use excess cash flow to reinvest in more income products or dividend growth stocks. I have
many options when I have cash flowing from dividends.

Of the three, income investing is the fastest way to see your returns. However, high-yield
products do not hold up very well when interest rates rise—just something to remember.

Dividend Growth Investing. The idea behind dividend growth investing is to buy
dividend-paying blue-chip stocks for the long term. These stocks pay dividends that they also
increase over time. Between the stocks appreciating, dividend reinvestments, and growing
dividends payments, DGI is a compounding powerhouse.

DGI is the slowest of the investing methods. It will take years to feel the effects of compounding
your dividends. However, in time you will come to appreciate the income that a DGI portfolio will
produce. Let’s explore.

Let’s put our $10,000 into McDonald’s stock at the current price of $246. We will reinvest all
dividends for 30 years. We predict that the stock price will appreciate at 3% a year, and they
continue to pay a 2.5% dividend.

Dividends vs. Royalties part II

In 30 years, my portfolio will be worth $49,800. My payout will be $1,245/year or roughly $103
per month when I stop reinvesting dividends. Not bad for a $10,000 one-time investment.

However, you unlock the power of DGI when you keep contributing. Let’s start with $10,000 and
add $200/month for the next 30 years. Now we are looking at $223,000 and $5,575/year. That is
$464/month of dividend income.

With DGI, you let the blue-chip stocks and the power of compounding do all the heavy lifting. I
like to use DGI on top of my income investing tactics. I can use my DGI income for nice-to-have
items.

Index Fund Investing. Index fund investing is, on the surface, the easiest choice for investors.
You invest in one of the four indexes that dominate the market. They are the total stock market
(VTI), S&P 500 (SPY), Dow Jones Industrial Average (DIA), and Nasdaq (QQQ).

My favorite index fund is VTI. The idea of index fund investing is to simply keep investing into
these index funds for all the years until retirement. I would start by investing as much as
possible into my Roth IRA because the returns will be tax-free.

Pay Down Debt or Start Investing?
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Very few people have ever beat the stock market’s returns over a consistent period. So, in
essence, you are getting maximum returns by just investing in the stock market index. Let’s say
the stock market averages a 9% return over 30 years.

If we invest our $10,000 and add $500/month for those 30 years, we would finish with $950,000.
The question now becomes how to use this money. I don’t like index fund investing because you
have to sell your ETFs to produce income.

Yes, if you have a Roth IRA, the sales would be tax-free, but that still sucks. I would sell my
index funds after they reach an all-time high and buy income products, like closed-end funds.

Let’s say we walked away with $650,000 after taxes and put that into my favorite closed-end
fund, PCI. At a 9% dividend yield, I would be receiving $4,875/month in income.

You’ll Need $20,000/month Passive Income

I do use index funds in my portfolios, but only as a growth accelerator. I do not plan on selling
them in the future. Index funds seem simple, but withdrawing them will be very complex. You will
need to know how to invest by that time, so you may as well learn now.

Conclusion. So what’s the best of the three methods? I have no idea; that’s why I use all three.
I love having my hands in all of these pots and watching my portfolio grow over time. However, I
spend a lot of time reading and writing about my portfolios.

http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/08/05/to-be-truly-free-youll-need-20000-month-passive-income/


1) How to Start Dividend Investing (book)
2) How to Choose Your Stocks (book)
3) The Pro and Cons of Dividend ETFs (Free PDF)
4) Let Dividends Be Your Lighthouse through Retirement (book)
5) Blue Chip Stocks (book)
6) The Woman’s Guide to Investing (book)
7) The Magic of Dividend Growth Investing (Free PDF)
8) Why Do I Need to Start Dividend Investing? (book)

Building a dividend income stream is a fantastic way to add revenue to your life; however, don’t
take it lightly. Keep reading and following my blog. I also read Seekingalpha every day to see
what's happening in the world of investing. I’ll leave you with a few short books to help you get
started with investing for dividends. Enjoy and Happy Investing.

INVESTMENT PLANNING

09  5 Benefits of Options Trading

Can you make active income from passive income sources? Do you have a nice-sized dividend
portfolio sitting around, waiting to produce more revenue? Then you might want to research
trading options in the stock market.
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Options are contracts giving the owner the right to buy or sell an asset at a fixed price for a
specific time. The fixed price is called the strike price. I will go more in-depth into the vocabulary
of the options market in other articles.

I have not traded options before. I read the book “The Options Playbook,” and I had a plan to
open a paper options trading account—giving me the ability to practice buying and selling
options safely without real money involved. However, I have been busy catching up on
cryptocurrencies as of late.

The great part about options is that they exist in the stock market world, the commodities world,
and the cryptocurrency world. So learning the terms and techniques of options will carry over
between the different worlds.

Trading options needn’t be risky. In fact, most people use them as a hedge against another
position. A hedge is a type of insurance. Hedges are significant in the commodities markets for
owners or producers of crops. If you would like to learn more about the commodities markets,
read “A Trader’s First Book on Commodities.”

However, options can be perilous because you do not need to own the underlying positions. It
can get confusing, so I won’t go too deep into the methodology now. But understand that you
can get yourself into trouble exceptionally quickly in the options world. These risky techniques
are not what I am pitching today.

Today I want to talk about why it may be a good idea to give some attention to options trading.
There are many reasons why the world of options can interest you, and I will lay out five solid
reasons for you. Of note, options sell in lots of 100 stocks. So they can be very pricey.

Before we get into my five reasons, I want to give out a couple of definitions that will serve us
well throughout the article.

Buying a call option gives the owner of the option the right (but not the obligation) to purchase
an asset at a fixed price. Buying a put option gives the owner of the option the right (but not the
obligation) to sell an asset at a fixed price. These concepts are deep, so I will give real-world
examples to explain them better, hopefully.

Call option real-world example. Let’s say that the price of Nintendo Switch consoles hovers
around $300 at Walmart on an average day. From time to time, they go on sale for $250.
However, these sales are unannounced and unpredictable. If I wanted to buy the console for
$250, I would buy a call option for the strike price of $250. To purchase the call option would
cost me an amount of money based on the time I want to keep the option valid. The more time,
the more money. Let’s say the price of the option was $10.

Then I would go about my business. I am the owner of an option, not the Nintendo Switch
console. If the Nintendo Switch price dropped to $250, Walmart would telephone me and ask

http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/03/06/5-takeaways-from-the-options-playbook/
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me if I wanted to buy the console. I would have the “option” to accept the console, hence the
name. Whether I buy the console or not, I still would have paid the $10.

If the price of the console never drops to $250, then the option will expire worthless. Most
options contracts expire worthless—this is good to remember.

Put Option real-world example. Continuing the above example, let’s say I receive the
Nintendo Switch. I can now buy a put option for the right to sell it at the strike price. I will set my
contract for a fixed price of $280. Again, I pay $10 for the options contract.

I want the price to recover to $300+, but $280 will be a reasonable price for someone to buy a
Nintendo Switch if it doesn’t. So I will get a phone call asking me if I would like to sell my
Nintendo Switch console. I have the option to sell it at this price, hence the name. With the put
option, I covered my bet that that price would spike back up to $300.

Here is another example, this time from Investopedia. Remember, these are complex theories,
so take your time to understand them. It won’t come all at once. I am writing this article to help
you decide if this is something that interests you. I believe there is value in the world of options,
so I continue to understand it the best I can.

https://www.investopedia.com/articles/investing/122815/it-risky-invest-options.asp


1) Insurance. We can use options to hedge our risk against the market. If your Tesla stock is
moving higher and higher, you may want to buy an option to limit your downside. Remember,
you will have to pay for this insurance.

If you are a speculator, then using options as a hedge or insurance is a must. You may seek to
get the highest capital gains possible and take profits at the peak of the euphoria. Others may
be waiting for a 5-10% reduction in price before they buy. Options can satisfy both parties.



2) Make extra cash. If you have an extensive dividend portfolio, you may want to make some
money by selling covered calls. A covered call means that you own the underlying assets. So
you may have 100 stocks of T (AT&T) and would like to sell covered calls.

How We Plan to Retire on Dividends

Someone would buy your calls, hoping to buy at a particular price. Most options expire
worthless, so you get to keep the premium. If the market reaches the strike price, then you may
lose your stocks. However, with the correct strike price, you should have profited from the stocks
and the premium.

3) Gauge market sentiment. If you follow the options market, you can see how the market
feels about a particular stock. Most options are closed by taking the opposite position than what
you bought. When you buy or sell an option, you are opening a position. So you will need to buy
or sell to close your position.

The Options Clearing Corporation keeps track of all open positions and gives the “open interest”
of a particular stock. The “open interest” of a stock provides a gauge of where the stock is
headed in the future. Open interest is an excellent way to start your research on a particular
stock.

4) Get stocks at the price you want. If you are deadset on buying the right stock at the right
price, then options trading is for you. Remember, you will pay a premium for this luxury. And the
further out you extend your option contract, the more expensive (and risky) it can become.

Mailbox Money: The Power of Dividends, Royalties, and Rents

5) Stay busy in retirement. Trading options is an excellent way to increase income on your
dividend stocks and stay active throughout retirement. Yes, I believe that to trade options safely,
you should own the underlying stocks. So, in this case, it takes money to make money.
“Covered” means you own the underlying stocks, “Naked” means you do not own the underlying
stocks.

But, I see this as a great way to earn income, stay engaged, and build some excitement during
your retirement years. I look forward to retiring and being able to focus some of my attention on
options trading.

Conclusion. I hope I was able to add some value to your knowledge of options. Again, if you
are unsure about options, I would try paper trading first. That is my intent as well. I just became
inundated with information on cryptocurrencies before I could get into paper trading.

The world of options trading can seem complex; however, I think once you get the hang of it, it
can be lucrative. I think the people who don’t get emotional or carried away can make a good

https://www.investopedia.com/articles/optioninvestor/08/covered-call.asp
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steady income from options. To learn more, read these books, and try your hand at paper
trading. If I get to do it first, then I will report my findings. Good Luck!

10  Stocks vs. Cryptos

I know, I know; you don’t think that this will be a fair fight. Stocks have been around for a long
time, and cryptos have been kicking for about ten years and are only recently becoming
mainstream.

Stocks vs. Cryptos

However, when it comes to your money, everything is equal. Remember, all these investment
sources are fighting for your hard-earned dollars. So, let’s do a quick rundown of what each
investment brings to the table. Stocks will win; however, we do need to decide what our
allocation of each will be. I will give what percentage I have in each at the end. Let’s get into the
battle of the ages.

Capital Gains. Capital gains are the speed and velocity at which your investments go up in
price. Crypto easily wins this battle because it can quickly go up 30% in a day. If you want a wild

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B095LP4QVJ


ride, go with crypto. However, what goes up can come down. Crypto, in its current state, can
crash violently at a moment's notice. You’ve been warned. Winner: Crypto.

Dividends. Stocks have the best history for dividends at the moment. For over 100 years,
dividends have been making consistent investors rich. Crypto does have some good deals in
interest rates. I am currently receiving 9% interest in my investment in USDC, a stable coin.
Every month, the interest rates can change, so I do not know how long this particular deal will
last. I love the interest in crypto, but I will have to go with stocks on this one. Winner: Stocks.

Research capabilities. To make great investments as an investor, you will need to conduct
research (or due diligence). Stocks have the most research, safest websites and information,
and longest history. Crypto is starting to gain reputable sources as well. But if you are getting
started, I would start with stocks. Winner: Stocks.

Ease of starting. Stocks have some of the best websites and apps to get you started. For
example, M1 Finance will let you place many stocks into a pie. Let’s say a pie of McDonald’s,
Starbucks, Target, Walmart, and Papa John’s (all stocks I own!).

Okay, now that I have my pie, I can set up M1 Finance to withdraw a set amount (say $300)
from my checking account every month. It will then spread my money across the stocks, buying
the highest amount of best-priced ones. I am automatically investing in top stocks at the best
prices—it is hard not to win!

Crypto doesn’t have anything close to this. Crypto, currently, is all about capital gains and not
long-term dollar-cost averaging. I believe that over time crypto will stabilize and become more of
a buy-and-hold commodity, like stocks. But for now, stocks have it beat with apps like Stash,
Cash App, and M1 Finance. Winner: Stocks.

Cool Features. OMG, crypto wins this, hands down. There are so many cool things to do in
crypto; it is insane. First off, you can trade your crypto with anyone. So I can send some Ether
(ETH) to anyone I want. Stocks are locked down under your social security number.

Crypto also has many cool gimmicks, depending on the coin. Some can be mined or staked for
extra dividends. Some coins go out and search for more yield. There is a coin that will act as an
ETF and invest in stocks. There is so much new stuff in crypto that you will have to read every
day to keep abreast of everything. Winner: Crypto.

Future Outlook. Stocks will be in the same place today as they will be tomorrow. Nothing new
will happen in the stock market space. It is old money but still extremely necessary for
businesses to have liquidity.

This crypto timeframe is currently akin to the internet in the 1990s. We have no idea of what will
happen, but I will say that it will be huge. The crypto genie has been let out of the bottle, and it
will not go back in. However, it will have many fits and starts along the way. Remember,



Microsoft, Apple and Amazon were trading at their low points at one time or another. You have
to maintain a long-term outlook to ride this wave. Winner: Crypto.

Final Allocations. You need to allocate most of your dollars to stocks right now and probably
for the next 15-20 years. How much you allocate depends on how bullish you are on crypto and
how strong your tolerance is for daily volatility.

If you are investing for capital gains and your stomach turns on crashes of 20% or more, I would
keep your allocation at 5%. Right now, crypto is 90% speculation. You can make a killing one
day and be killed the next day.

If you are an investor looking at where crypto will be in the next 20 years, you can allocate
more. I am thinking about 10%, but only if you can stand horrible crashes. Ensure you are
investing in coins that have an actual purpose, and you should be fine.

I am putting about 7-10% in cryptos. I have a nice-sized dividend portfolio now, so I want to
grow my crypto portfolio and better position myself for the future wave of technology. Okay, how
do you begin your journey in either stocks or crypto? Luckily I have written some articles to get
you started. Good Luck!

11  Love Income? Try Closed-End Funds

I think that closed-end funds are my favorite products on the stock market. They aren’t very
sexy, and they don’t give me sky-rocketing capital gains, but boy, do they get the job done.



And what job is that? Their job is to give me large amounts of income. I use closed-end funds as
the anchor of my dividend portfolio, ensuring that I receive a nice piece of consistent income
each and every month. But what are closed-end funds?

Closed-end funds are mutual funds that have a set amount of shares. The amount is set at the
funds IPO and can only be changed by a management decision. This differs from open-end
(normal) mutual funds and electronic traded funds (ETFs) because they buy more shares as
more money comes into the funds.

How does this mechanic change the buying thesis of these funds? Because the funds have a
set amount of shares, they have a Net Asset Value or NAV. The NAV is the amount of the assets
the fund holds, which differs from the price. Because of this, the funds can trade at a premium or
a discount to NAV.

I will give you an example of NAV. Let’s take Pokemon cards, for example. For high-value cards,
people can rate the card by sending it to a card specialist. Then, there is a book that tells the
value of the card. Let’s say the book says the card is worth $5,000. When the card owner puts
the card on the market, depending on the supply and demand, he could ask for more or less
compared to the $5,000. The NAV is $5,000—the price is what the market will support.

Luckily, most brokerage firms and websites like Yahoo Finance display the NAV and the
premium or discount for everyone to see easily. Here is an example from a PIMCO fund.



It is important to note that some funds may trade at a premium to NAV most of the time. This is
because the fund manager is considered good, and the fund performs well. You pay more for
quality funds. Yes, closed-end funds are actively managed.

One of the main selling points of ETFs, especially index funds, is that they are passively
managed. Passively managed funds track a particular index and stick to that index. The robots
can manage these funds; thus, the funds have a very low expense ratio. Sometimes the
expense ratio is as low as 0.03%.

Actively managed funds have managers that have to be paid, making their expense ratios
considerably higher than index funds. Some of my favorite funds have an expense ratio over
2%, which is an enormous leap over 0.03%.

The good part is that the dividend yield already subtracts the expense ratio. So if you see a
dividend yield of 7%, that is after the expense ratio and the cost of leverage. Josh, what is
leverage, and why do closed-end funds use it?

Leverage is the act of borrowing money and other such tactics to maximize returns. Inherently,
borrowing money leads to interest costs, which are factored in before seeing the dividend yield.
Leverage has another downside, though, and that has to do with interest rates.



Closed-end funds are notorious for performing poorly with changing interest rates and inflation.
Using leverage can multiply your returns or compound your losses; this is just something to be
aware of. Various CEFs perform differently in rising inflation and low/high-interest rate
environments. You have to understand which CEFs you are investing in and why.

Now, to the main attraction, the income—the main reason to buy CEFs is the monthly income.
CEFs aren’t known to give high amounts of capital gains; however, if you follow a particular
CEF, you will be able to buy it when it is on discount.

The strategy I use is to follow 4-6 CEFs closely as my main income generators. Over the years,
there will be great buying opportunities, and that is when you pounce. Just like I wrote in the
Preferred Shares series, buying at a discount can genuinely maximize your returns.

Most of the returns you will receive from CEFs will come in the form of dividends. So, if I buy a
CEFs for $20/share, I expect it to stay somewhere between $20-23 for most of the time. If I can
find it at a discount for, say, $15, then I can lock in some significant gains as well. Let’s look at
my two favorite funds, PIMCO Dynamic Income (PCI) and Nuveen Tax-Free Municipal Bonds
(NVG).

I have minimal capital gains but look at the estimated annual income. It is important to note that
NVG has a lower dividend yield, but the entire dividend is tax-free because they invest in
municipal bonds. So how does this income look on payday? Let’s take a look.

There are very few things as attractive as seeing these two dividends arrive on payday, each
and every month. That is $60 coming that you can do anything you want with. That is enough to
pay for Netflix, Hulu, and HBO MAX.

My goal with these CEFs is to get to a point where I can pay all of my bills just from them. But
again, they should only be a portion of your income portfolio. I wish I could buy only CEFs for
my dividend portfolio, but that would lead to trouble very quickly.

http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/04/17/preferred-shares-105-long-term-preferred-strategy/
http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/03/03/municipal-bonds-tax-free-goodness/


You see, the CEFs are not a massive part of my Wells Fargo portfolio. And across my entire
portfolio, they are even smaller. I use the other dividend-payers to make up because my CEFs
generally stay static on growth.

So I can buy other index funds, ETFs, and blue-chip dividend payers to protect my CEFs from
themselves. Over the years, I will keep adding to my CEFs and eventually get them to pay me
$2,000-$3,000 a month while still keeping them to 20% or less of my portfolio. That is a tall
order, but in time I can achieve this.

That is the best way to employ CEFs, as an anchor to your portfolio. They can give you great
consistent dividends. Stack some blue chips and index funds, and you have growth and income
funds that protect you from inflation and pay you today. It is not a bad way to do business.

Before you buy a CEF, look into the premium or discount to NAV, and read if it is historically a
good time to buy. You can track the NAV to price over time. You may learn that certain funds can
trade above NAV for years on end.

Also, understand that they are leveraged funds and can be risky if you don’t know how they
react to low/high-interest rates or inflation. Understand what sector and what the funds invest in.
Some are real estate, banking, mortgage debt, infrastructure, etc. These are all things you
should know before you spend your hard-earned dollars.

I love CEFs, and they have been very good to me over the last few years. If I were closer to
retirement age, I would load up on CEFs for immediate income. I would also add in some
preferred shares and dividend ETFs. I would also ensure I had 6-12 months’ pay in treasury
bonds and cash in case of a market downturn. I wouldn’t want to sell CEFs when they are at
their low points. I would like to be buying them at that time.

Closed-End Funds are great if you understand what you are getting. Instead of getting the stock
market 7-9% return in growth, you get it in pure income. There are trade-offs, but if you can
leverage them correctly, they are a great addition to anyone investing for income. I know that I
am an income investor, how about you?

http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/05/09/investing-for-dividends-104-the-importance-of-index-funds-to-your-dividend-portfolio/


12  Love Income? Try Business Development Companies

The more I invest, the more I love venturing into new territory. As our dividend portfolio reaches
$200,000, the thought of trying new things seems like a great idea. I noticed that I follow two
separate yet distinct investing philosophies.

The first model is called Dividend Growth Investing (DGI). It consists of investing (and
reinvesting) in large blue-chips companies. Over time, your shares, value, and income will
increase.

The other model is called Income Investing. I will write an article on Income Investing; however, I
wanted to create the first piece on business development companies.

Orange You Glad You Have Passive Income?

Business Development Companies (BDCs) are part of a segment of products I call
“High-Yield.” High Yield products pay a large percentage of their profits through dividends. Other
high-yield products include real estate investment trusts, preferred shares, and closed-end
funds.

BDCs are a unique opportunity among the mix of other high-yield products. BDCs offer average
people like us the ability to invest in businesses that we could not invest in on our own.

Most businesses in the United States do not trade on the stock market. That leaves about 99%
of companies not trading on the stock market and available to standard investors. Enter BDCs.

http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/09/18/the-magic-of-dividend-growth-investing/
http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/09/03/orange-you-glad-you-have-passive-income/
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BDCs invest in these bigger businesses that aren’t big enough or choose not to trade publicly.
BDCs lend money to businesses to help them grow or sustain their businesses. So in a sense,
they are similar to banks.

The Pros and Cons of Dividend ETFs

However, there is a significant difference between BDCs and banks; BDCs can also accumulate
equity in companies. This means that they issue debt and receive interest on their loans. But
they can also request shares of these companies.

As the value of these shares appreciates, BDCs can also profit from the company's growth. So,
BDCs give investors the best of both worlds—debt and equity.

Why should investors buy shares of BDCs? Above all, BDCs offer excellent yields. Similar to
REITs, BDCs pay most of their profits out in the form of dividends. These payments can be a
boon to income investors.

How about price appreciation? I would not buy BDCs for price appreciation—high-yield
products are usually cyclical. BDCs loan money to companies, so they make their money with
the “spread” between what they can borrow and their lending amount.

So if a BDC can borrow for 3.5% and loan for 9%, they have a 5.5% spread. Now, when the
federal funds rate is low, like today, then BDCs can borrow at a low cost—a positive for them.

Why Invest in Gold & Silver

However, if the federal reserve decides to raise rates, BDCs would borrow at a higher cost,
potentially charging the companies the same amount. They would then lose some of their ability
to make profits.

So BDCs, like REITs, depend on the interest rates to make their profits. As rates rise, their share
price may fall. You have to understand their cycle to make the best investing decisions.

What’s the best way to invest in BDCs? I invest by dollar-cost-averaging. Over time, I will buy
them when they are at their highest and their lowest. As long as I purchase solid BDCs over
time, I can collect high yields and have some capital appreciation.

You’ll Need $20,000/month in Passive Income

What are some solid BDCs? I currently invest in two business development companies. The
first BDC is Ares Capital Corporation (ARCC). It is the largest BDC and is also considered a
blue-chip stock.

http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/08/29/investing-for-dividends-106-the-pros-and-cons-of-dividend-etfs/
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The other BDC I invest in is Owl Rock Capital Corporation (ORCC). It is a relatively new
company but worthy of my hard-earned dollars.

How do BDCs fit into my Income Investing portfolio? My income investing portfolio consists
of BDCs, REITs, blue-chip high-yield stocks, closed-end funds, and dividend ETFs. I just started
this portfolio under an M1 finance pie.

I intend to grow this portfolio to produce enough cash flow that it feeds itself into its entirety.
Ideally, I would like it to make $300/month to reinvest into itself. Then I can build a similar one
for my wife.

Conclusion. Income investing is more exciting than dividend growth investing, at least for me. I
love watching my decisions lead to immediate income. However, with income investing and
BDCs, you will need to be aware of their cycles.

As long as you prepare yourself for the highs and lows, you can earn a good amount from
BDCs. I love to read about my two BDCs and see the smaller businesses in which they invest.

If you do begin to invest in BDCs, dig deeper. Ensure you understand their particular business
model. If you love high yield and interesting, unique investment opportunities, BDCs may be
right for you.

https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/ORCC?p=ORCC&.tsrc=fin-srch


13  High Yield Hijinks: Get Huge Income from the Stock Market

Most people invest in the stock market for capital gains. They love to watch as their stocks (or
crypto) prices go up and up. It is a great ride, as long as the prices keep going up. Good for
them and more power to their future wealth.

High-Yield Hijinks

I invest for income, cold-hard cash. I like to watch my bank account go up and up. I love to
spend my time looking for great high-income investments and going with other blue-chip
dividend payers such as Johnson & Johnson (JNJ) and McDonald’s (MCD).

So what do I consider high-yield? I would consider anything over 4% dividend yield as
high-yielding, but I want to be somewhere between 7-10%. My overall goal for my portfolio is
4% capital gains and 4% dividend yield.

My index funds yield roughly 1.5%, and my blue-chips are somewhere between 1.5% and 2.5%.
Therefore, my high-yielding products need to do the brunt of income production. So, where do
we find high-yield products?

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0972YBCFX


There are a few places to find high yield. You have high-yield blue-chip stocks, high-yield
ETFs, junk bonds, closed-end funds, municipal bonds, preferred shares, and REITs. Let’s
take a look at each of these.

High Yield Blue Chip Stocks. High-yield blue chips can be a great way to diversify into high
income without going crazy into other types of products. Ensure you are getting solid blue-chips
and not buying a sinking ship. Some great high-yield companies I own are AT&T (T), Verizon
(VZ), and Altria (MO).

High Yield ETFs. These ETFs specialize in buying blue chips and preferred shares, so you
don’t have to buy into individual stocks. Look at their top 10 holdings and their prospectus to see
what they like to purchase and hold. Some high yield ETFs I keep are Global X Superdividend
(SDIV) and Invesco Preferred ETF (PGX).

Junk Bonds. Junk bonds are bonds from corporations and businesses that may not be doing
so hot. Therefore, their bonds produce a high amount of income because of the interest rates
they must pay to borrow money. I invest in Junk Bonds through an ETF called SPDR Corporate
Bonds (JNK).

Closed-End Funds. Closed-End Funds are my favorite place to get high-income; however, you
need to know what you are looking at and buying. Here is an article on Closed-End Funds. My
two favorite CEFs are Pimco High Dynamic Fund (PCI) and Reaves Utility Fund (UTG).

Municipal Bonds. Munis are a great way to get tax-free income. I like to purchase them in a
closed-end fund called Nuveen Municipal Bonds Fund (NVG). Here is an article on why you
should try to get some of your income tax-free via Municipal bonds.

Preferred Shares. Preferreds are a great way to increase the dividend yield of your portfolio.
The central concept is to buy preferred when they are yielding high amounts. I wrote an entire
series on preferred shares. You have to learn where to find preferred shares to be successful at
investing in them.

Real Estate Investment Trusts. You can find some fantastic yields in REITs; however, not all
REITs are created equal. You will need to know what sector the REITs invest in and also how
each one reacts to inflation and low/high-interest rates. Here is my series on REITs. Some of my
favorite REITs are AGNC (AGNC) and Medical Properties Trust (MPW).

As you can see, there are many ways to invest in high-yield products, and each one is unique.
Do not buy securities just because of the yield; that is a losing battle. Know what you are
investing in and why. Also, understand how it will react under stress.

If you can understand the investing thesis for each of your securities, you will be in a good
position. I like to layer on index funds like Total Stock Market (VTI) and Dow Jones Industrial
Average (DIA) to get some growth.
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Then I also layer in a fair amount of blue-chip stocks like Starbucks (SBUX), Target (TGT), and
Microsoft (MFST). Together I ensure I am getting a fair amount of growth, income, and stability.
I love investing because you can have it your way. Please dig into these articles and begin your
high-yield journey!

14  Blue Chip Stocks: Tasty Growth & Yummy Dividends

Building a dividend portfolio is one of the most rewarding adventures that you can choose to
partake in. Watching as your stocks start to not only grow but pay you dividends can be an
exciting way to spend the month.

Blue Chip Stocks

We recently talked about adding index funds to your dividend portfolio, and I explained why the
Total Stock Market Index Fund (VTI) was my favorite one. Next, we talked about high yield
products like closed-end funds, real estate investments trusts, and preferred shares.

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B09B1BRQTL
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But what serves as the meat of our portfolio? If index funds are for growth and high-yield is for
income, are there securities that can give us growth and income? Yes, there are, and they are
called blue-chip stocks.

Mailbox Money: The Power of Dividends, Royalties, and Rents

Blue-chip stocks are the world’s best companies—businesses that have been around for a
long time and still are growing and paying dividends. If you invest in these companies for the
long run, you stand to benefit from years of compounding interest and dividend growth.

Some examples of blue-chip stocks are McDonald’s (MCD), Starbucks (SBUX), Walmart
(WMT), and Johnson & Johnson (JNJ). Adding these stocks to your portfolio is the final key to
unlocking growth and income and allowing you to sleep at night.

How to find blue-chip stocks. An excellent way to start building your blue-chip portfolio is to
google “Blue-Chip Stocks.” Yes, it is that simple—don’t worry, we still have some research
(called due diligence) to conduct.

Your Google results will probably return a list of Dividend Aristocrats, which are companies
that have increased dividends for 25 years. Dividend Kings are companies that have raised
dividends for 50 straight years. Please google these titles to get a list of current Aristocrats and
Kings—as they do change.

Now, we can’t just add every single Blue-Chip stock to our portfolio. I mean, we could, but at
that point, we may as well buy the S&P 500 index fund (SPY). We need to get the appropriate
blue chips that fit into our dividend portfolio well.

When adding blue-chips, the three things I look for are dividend yield, sector diversification, and
what month they pay their dividend. Once I know those things, I can invest in the best
companies in the world and watch as my dividends keep increasing over time.

Boring Investing is Good Investing

Dividend Yield. For blue chips (and all securities), we don’t just look at the highest yield. The
higher the yield, the slower the growth, as a soft rule. There are a few exceptions, say Abbvie
(ABBV), but for the most part, the rule holds up.

For me, the sweet spot is between 2-3% dividend yield. This usually gets me some excellent
growth and a nice dividend payout. Companies like Procter & Gamble (PG), McDonald’s (MCD),
and Johnson & Johnson (JNJ) fit nicely into this category.

You do have some outliers that you will still want to add. Software companies usually grow
faster but have a much smaller payout. Microsoft (MFST), Visa (V), and Apple (APPL) are some
of the high-growth dividend payers.

http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/04/15/mailbox-money-the-power-of-dividends-royalties-and-rents/
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Stock Market 106:  High-Yield Alternatives

You have others who have very little growth but pay a high dividend—AT&T (T) and Verizon
(VZ) fall into this category. You will want to mix it up and ensure you are getting some of the
newer blue-chips and the older companies like Exxon (XOM) to give you huge dividends.

I would say to aim for a combined dividend yield of 2.5% for all of you blue-chips. Remember,
you have your high-yield products for huge income payouts; blue-chips are for growth, stability,
and compounding dividends.

Sector Diversification. Each company falls into a different sector on the stock market. The 11
stock sectors are:

a) Energy
b) Materials
c) Industrials
d) Utilities
e) Healthcare
f) Financials
g) Consumer Discretionary
h) Consumer Stables
i) Information Technology
j) Communication Services
k) Real Estate

Each sector has its quirks, and they all tend to ebb and flow throughout different periods. For
instance, energy stocks (XOM) were hit extremely hard during March and April 2020. There was
an oil crisis at the same time as the pandemic. Oil and natural gas companies hit rock bottom
prices and super-high yields during this time.

Municipal Bonds: Tax-Free Goodness

Warren Buffet, probably the greatest investor who has lived, has a great quote. “Be greedy
when others are fearful, and fearful when others are greedy.” This means to buy at the
lowest prices. Energy had a great discount during these times.

At the same time, work-from-home companies like Microsoft and Apple had huge growth.
Computers and services were flying off the online selves early in the pandemic. These sectors
were information technology and consumer discretionary.

It is good to know what sector each of your blue chips fall into and ensure you are not
overloading into one industry. As long as you are diversified into a few different categories and
know how the sector reacts to interest rates and inflation, you should be okay.

http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/03/12/stock-market-investing-106-high-yield-alternative-investments/
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Cash Flow 102: Creating Passive Income for Retirement

When they pay dividends. Finally, I like to look at when the companies pay dividends.
Remember, I am trying to retire on dividends, so I want high income coming in monthly. I can
find a high yield that pays me monthly.

From there, I can layer on my blue-chip stocks to get a great month of income from high-yield
and blue-chips, with the occasional index fund dividend. An excellent place to look for dividend
pay dates is Yahoo Finance. You can look at their price chart and sort by dividend pay dates.

Most blue-chips pay once every quarter. So the rotation for one would be something like
January, April, July, and October. You will learn these like the back of your hand, and you will
also know what companies pay when. I look forward to my dividend payments more than my
work paycheck (maybe).

Print Your Own Money

For the January string, Altria (MO) and Phillip Morris (PM) are my favorites. For the February
string, AT&T and Abbvie (ABBV) are my go-to’s. And for the March string, Johnson &
Johnson (JNJ) and McDonald’s (MCD) are my jam.

Conclusion. Blue chips are vital to a growing, compounding dividend portfolio. People have
become ultra-rich over time, investing in blue chips. You will want to get some of the mature
companies with high payouts, as well as younger companies.

Part of the fun is trying to pick the younger businesses that will eventually turn into the most
prominent companies. Right now, Ally Bank (ALLY) is one of my favorites for the long term.

My wife just put together her first dividend portfolio on Cash App. It had an index fund (VTI), a
monthly-paying REIT (AGNC), January blue-chip (MO), February blue-chip (T), and March
blue-chip (PRU). Yes, building a portfolio is that simple. From there, it is just about adding some
diversification.

I hope you learned something awesome from the article. If you are interested in more on
dividends, check out the article “How We Plan to Retire on Dividends (book).” Please follow our
Facebook Page to get daily passive income articles. Enjoy and Happy Investing.
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15  My 24 Favorite Blue-Chip Stocks

Ah, the magic of blue-chip stocks cannot be understated. Not only can they provide steady
growth, but also excellent dividend growth as well. These two factors make them compounding
powerhouses. Now, if only you could discover some of the best blue-chip stocks out there.

Blue Chip Stocks

I am here to help, but before I go into my favorite blue chips, go ahead and check out the sister
article “Blue Chip Stocks: Tasty Growth and Yummy Dividends.” If you are new to the world of
investing, please start with this article, “How We Plan to Retire on Dividends (book).”

These are the blue chips I hold across my five dividend portfolios. I invest in each of these
stocks either weekly or monthly. STASH is the best app for investing weekly into multiple
separate companies.

Why I am Bullish on Chainlink

I will write a quick sentence or two about the company and whether the dividend yield is low
(1-1.5%), medium (1.6-3.5%), or high (3.6% or higher). Also, I will list the dividend payout
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months. January (refers to January, April, July, and October). February (refers to February,
May, August, and November). March (refers to March, June, September, and December). I will
also list their sectors. Let’s begin.

1. McDonald’s (MCD) Dividend yield: Medium Sector: Consumer Discretionary Dividend:
March
Boy, do I love McDonald’s. I don’t know which is better, their stock or their food—this is by far
my favorite blue chips stock. They are a restaurant powerhouse and have an excellent yield
along with good growth. I am so proud to own MCD.

2. Coca Cola (KO) Dividend yield: Medium Sector: Consumer Discretionary Dividend:
January
Coke has been around a long time. You buy Coke for their dividend yield and their ability to stick
around for a long time. They have done a great job of diversifying their products over time—and
I foresee that continuing.

3. Realty Income (O) Dividend yield: High Sector: Real Estate Dividend: Monthly
Realty Income is a Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) that specializes in triple net lease
properties. This means they own the land, and the tenant pays most of the bills, including
property taxes. Taco Bell is one of their main tenants. They produce a tremendous monthly
dividend.

4. Altria (MO) Dividend yield: High Sector: Consumer Staples Dividend: January
Altria is a tobacco company, so many people avoid it. I’ll keep my dividends coming in.
Government leadership is trying to force cigarettes out of existence, so Altria is pivoting to other
sources of income like IQOS heat-not-burn cigarettes.

Retirement Planning for the Average Person

5. Phillip Morris (PM) Dividend yield: High Sector: Consumer Staples Dividend: January
Phillip Morris is also a tobacco company, just like Altria. In fact, they were once one company.
All the same guidance applies to Altria. Buy for the dividends.

6. AT&T (T) Dividend yield: High Sector: Comm Services Dividend: February
AT&T is one of the most discussed stocks on the market because of its super high yield (7%).
There is talk of a dividend cut that would potentially increase growth. In its current form, but for
the dividends. One of my favorite stocks. AT&T paydays are amazing.

7. Abbvie (ABBV) Dividend yield: High Sector: Healthcare Dividend: February
One of the few companies with high growth and high dividend yield. People avoid this stock
because of the pending loss of the Humira patent. This means that other companies can build
generic drugs off of the Humira protocol. I am still a huge fan and a big investor.

Accumulate Your First $100,000
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8. Kinder Morgan (KMI) Dividend yield: High Sector: Energy Dividend: February
Kinder Morgan operates natural gas pipelines throughout North America. A nice, boring stock
that pays a huge dividend. Energy is usually dull, but those dividends are very exciting. Invest
for the dividend.

9. Pfizer (PFE) Dividend yield: High Sector: Healthcare Dividend: March
We saw how vital Pfizer is during the pandemic. The best growth years may be behind the
stock, but the dividend is a great reason to hold Pfizer. The company is still a cash flow king, so
I am buying as much as I can.

10. Pepsi (PEP) Dividend yield: Medium Sector: Consumer Discretionary Dividend: March
Pepsi is everywhere, even places you aren’t looking for them. Look at the graph above. The
dividend is healthy, and there may be some small growth coming. I buy them because Pepsi will
be around for a long time. My grandkids will be drinking Pepsi and Coke (hopefully Coke).

11. Walmart (WMT) Dividend yield: Low Sector: Consumer Staples Dividend: January
We saw how important Walmart was during the pandemic. I know it felt great to get out and go
to Walmart during the lockdown. Growth is slow, and the dividend is low, but I like it as a
long-term play. As much as Amazon is taking over for online shopping, a neighborhood isn’t
great unless Walmart moves in. The dividend moves between months, which is somewhat
weird.

Inflation vs. Dividends

12. Prudential Financial (PRU) Dividend yield: High Sector: Financial Dividend: March
Insurance is super dull, making Prudential one of my most boring companies. However, I get
excited every time my PRU dividends come through my Cash App. Huge dividends and some
growth over time, it’s hard to lose with Prudential.

13. T. Rowe (TROW) Dividend yield: Medium Sector: Financial Dividend: March
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T. Rowe Price provides financial services to individuals, companies, retirement plans, etc.,
including managing portfolios. In layman's terms, they manage mutual funds, along with much
more. Managed funds will always be popular because many people fear getting into the stock
market without guidance. The growth on this stock is impressive, plus a good dividend. Buy this
stock for both growth and dividend.

14. Procter & Gamble (PG) Dividend yield: Medium Sector: Consumer Staples Dividend:
February
Procter & Gamble was huge during the pandemic. PG brands include Tide, Gain, Charmin,
Covergirl, and Febreeze. So I have been buying PG brands for a long time, may as well buy the
stock. Medium growth and medium dividends make for a great long-term play.

15. Verizon (VZ) Dividend yield: High Sector: Comm Services Dividend: February
Verizon’s best years of growth may be behind it, but everyone needs a cellphone. The dividend
is a great reason to invest and continue to dollar-cost average in. They usually pay on the same
day as AT&T, which makes for a fabulous February 1st!

How to Invest During a Downturn

16. Apple (APPL) Dividend yield: Low Sector: Information Tech. Dividend: February
Apple is still a high-growth stock and has years of extraordinary returns for investors ahead.
Heck, I am thinking of buying the new iMac, and I haven't bought an Apple product in four years.
However, the dividend yield is super low (about 0.70% today). Buy, hold, and continue to buy for
a long time. I predict that they will become a dividend powerhouse in roughly 20 years.

17. Public Storage (PSA) Dividend yield: Medium Sector: Real Estate Dividend: March
Self-Storage is a vast business, and it is still growing year over year. Public Storage is a
blue-chip REIT and in the S&P 500. Why not get those rental income profits via dividends. PSA
is still a growth company, and the dividend is medium as well. An outstanding buy-and-hold
stock.

18. Johnson & Johnson (JNJ) Dividend yield: Medium Sector: Healthcare Dividend: March
Johnson & Johnson has been around for a long time and has been paying a dividend for many
years. They are still growing, and we saw how valuable they are during the pandemic. Some of
their brands include Tylenol and Benadryl. I would recommend JNJ to anyone who wants
growth and yield.

19. Cincinnati Financial (CINF) Dividend yield: Medium Sector: Financial Dividend: January
I never heard of Cincinnati Financial until I started researching dividend payers. CINF has
increased its dividend for 60 years straight, and I am delighted I found this company. They are
just a boring insurance company, that is, until dividend payday.

How Do You Want Your Dividends Served?
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20. CVS Health (CVS) Dividend yield: Medium Sector: Healthcare Dividend: February
CVS has performed well during the pandemic and beyond. I think we all see the value of having
a local medical service location to conduct business. Growth is slow but still strong and a
medium dividend—a great long-term medical play.

21. Starbucks (SBUX) Dividend yield: Low Sector: Consumer Discretionary Dividend:
February
Who doesn't love Starbucks? I think SBUX proved that everyone still wants to buy coffee, no
matter the cost. I prefer McDonald’s coffee, but I will take an Iced Caramel Macchiato whenever
I get a chance. They are still in the growth phase, so the dividend is low. Buy and hold for a long
time.

22. Exxon (XOM) Dividend yield: High Sector: Energy Dividend: March
Everyone wants to get rid of oil and fossil fuels, but they are here for another 40-50 years (in my
opinion). Exxon was beaten up badly during the pandemic and oil crisis in early 2020, but they
have recovered nicely, along with oil prices. Man, those XOM paydays are enormous! Buy and
hold, and you can use the dividends to buy into alternative energy plays.

23. Target (TGT) Dividend yield: Low Sector: Consumer Staples Dividend: March
Yes, I can hold Walmart and Target—they serve different consumers. Target has moved into
clothing lines and the online space. I love walking into Target, and I think they have done an
excellent job of diversifying away from Walmart. Maybe they are secretly working together?
Target is still growing, so the dividend is low. Buy and hold for your grandkids.

24. Well Fargo (WFC) Dividend yield: Low Sector: Finance Dividend: March
The federal reserve pretty much made Wells Fargo cut their dividend during the pandemic, but I
held and gained excellent capital appreciation. Hopefully, the dividend doubles soon. Everyone
should own at least one of the four major banks (Wells Fargo, JP Morgan Chase, Bank of
America, and Citibank). I use Wells Fargo brokerage, so I love the stock. Hopefully, we get back
to the 3-4% dividend yields over the next five years.
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16  Selling Covered Calls for Passive Income

Options, options, options—we all love having options. Therefore, we should all learn how to
trade options on the stock market. Learning to trade options is part of our bigger plan to diversify
our passive income.

Free 47-Page PDF Download

First, a quick disclaimer. This article will not give you an exact science or step-by-step guide to
selling covered calls. I will refer you to a couple of books that will help you along your path if you
like what you read.

Even those books may not be enough to teach you exactly how to trade options. I watched a
YouTube video to learn how to conduct the step-by-step tutorial on trading a covered call on
Charles Schwab. Options are complex, so be warned. I am giving you an idea of why options
are vital to our long-term passive income goals.

Don’t Gamble Your Retirement Away 4
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Speaking of long-term passive income goals, let's take a bird’s eye view of retirement as an
average person (that’s us). To build our happy cash flow retirement system, we will use the
combination of retirement income, investing, cryptos, real estate, and business.

Under the investing pillar, we have dividends, interest, commodities, and gold (& silver). Once
we have a large enough dividend portfolio, we can trade options to increase or supplement our
dividend income.

Let’s talk a little bit about options before we get into the philosophy of trading covered calls.
Options give the buyer the right to buy or sell the underlying stock or asset, not the obligation.

Buying a call option gives the buyer the right to buy the underlying stock from the seller.
Buying a put option gives the buyer the right to sell the underlying stock to the seller.

When you are the seller of options contracts, you are in the insurance game. You are giving the
buyer some form of insurance to perform whatever move they are attempting in the stock
market.

The first book we should read is called “The Options Playbook.” It gives a nice history of options
and also many different options plays. It is good to have an extensive overview of options
trading before drilling down into our specific techniques.

The Pros and Cons of Dividend ETFs

Now, do not fear if buying and selling options sound confusing—it is off-putting. It is very
different from buying stock or shorting stocks. Since options are so confusing, they can be
dangerous for new traders like us.

Therefore, our brokerages have put safety mechanisms in place to protect us from harm. The
first of which is having options trading levels that we must qualify for first. Each options play (or
technique) requires a skill level.

To conduct our play, our brokerage must qualify us to make this play under our options level.
Trading covered calls require a level 0 trading account on Charles Schwab. Even though it is the
lowest level, you still have to request permission to access options trading. I was able to qualify
as a level 0 options trader.

Now let’s get into the overview of trading covered calls. I highly recommend you read the
excellent “Covered Calls for Beginners” for a very in-depth look at covered calls. I plan on
reading an in-depth book for every play I want to learn. Options trading has many benefits, but
we have to take it seriously and conduct due diligence.

Do I Need Lots of Money to Start Investing?
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Selling a covered call means selling insurance to the buyer while you own the underlying stocks.
One option contract consists of 100 shares of the underlying stock. Since you own the 100
shares, you are “covered” if the buyer exercises the contract.

Two important terms are the “strike price” and “in the money.” The strike price is the
agreed-upon price that the option will be “in the money.” We will get into these as we progress. I
think it's prudent to give an example to dissect it as we dig deeper. Don’t worry if this is
confusing; it took many more months and a few books to wrap my brain around options.
Remember to keep a growth mindset vs. a fixed mindset. A growth mindset allows us to learn,
even when things seem difficult.

We own 100 shares of AT&T (T) stock. The current price of T is $28. Let’s say T has been
range-bound between $27 and $30 for over two months. We are not expecting any major news
in the upcoming 30 days.

Mailbox Money: The Power of Royalties, Rents, and Dividends

We decide to sell a covered call with a strike price of $30. As long-term investors, we do not
want to lose our stock; we want to collect the premium and let the option contract expire
worthless. That is why we can sell covered calls for passive income. I’ll discuss this more after
the example.

This chart may confuse you; however, we see that the strike price of $30 offers us a price range
of $0.04 and $0.05 a share. We can offer to sell our call at $0.04/share for a total of a $4
premium. We can also see that there is 367 “open interest” in this call—so there is liquidity
there.

We sell our covered call for $4 minus the broker’s fee, and then we wait 26 days for it to
expire—hopefully worthless. If all goes as planned, we keep our premium (we keep our
premium no matter what), and we do the same covered call next month.

Now, let’s dig more into the mindset of selling covered calls for passive income. First, we need
to own plenty of shares in our blue-chip stocks. Those are the stocks we should be trading
options with monthly because high-flying stocks or growth stocks, like Draftkings or Palantir,
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move up and down at incredible speeds. Here is a list of my 24 favorite blue-chip stocks; there
are many more than those I list.

We can safely sell covered calls once we have enough shares in our blue-chip stocks, say
400-500. First, we want to look at the 3-6 month chart of our blue-chip stock to see its trading
range. We want to assign a strike price that will allow us to keep our premium and our
stocks safely.

Do not get greedy with the strike price. As you can see, the closer to being “in the money,” the
more premium we can collect. This extra premium can be tempting, but we need to think as
long-term investors and protect our stocks at all costs.

Stocks vs. Cryptos

Why are buyers buying insurance? It is good to know the rationale of the buyers as well. Most
likely, the buyer of the call is expecting the stock to make a significant jump in price during the
move towards the expiration date.

In our example above, the buyer may think that the T stock will move to $33 or $34. If the price
moves that high, they can either sell the contract for a profit or collect the stock and sell the
stock for a profit.

Whatever the buyer's intent, we, as sellers, want to collect our premium safely. Now, what does
this $4 premium do for our overall yield? Let’s say AT&T yields 7.55% annually. Each share
currently pays us $2.08. That means our 100 shares would produce us $208 annually.

If we collected our premiums safely each month, at $4 per contract, that would give us $48 in
insurance premiums (minus broker fees). We can then add that $48 to the $208 of dividend
income we receive, for a total of $256. Our total yield increases from 7.55% to 9.29%.

Retirement Planning in Your 50s

If you are confused, that is okay. It takes a while to wrap your head around these concepts. If
they were simple, everyone would trade options. Let’s review how we could use options on the
path to living our dream laptop life.

Options will increase the yield of our blue-chip stocks by forcing “synthetic dividends.” Trading
options and selling covered calls is a safe way to collect premiums. The worst that can happen
is that the stock crosses the strike price, and our stocks get called.

We can trade options from anywhere in the world so that we can certify them for laptop life. The
hardest part, once we understand covered calls, is to remain consistent. We do not want to get
greedy with the strike price. We want to collect our premiums safely and repeat the trading
process next month. That is how we continue to build wealth, month after month.
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Did you understand the purpose of selling covered calls? Do you want to read more about
options? I recently read a book about selling cash-secured puts to buy dividend champion
stocks. I will write an article about that technique next time. Enjoy and Happy Investing.

THE MAGIC OF

17  The Magic of Dividends: Guilt-Free Spending

Did you ever have a best friend that you could count on through thick and thin? Isn't it great to
be able to trust someone and make decisions based on that trust? Well, there is a way to
rekindle that trust in the form of monthly income.

Having monthly income coming in consistently is like using a warm blanket inside a nice
air-conditioned room in the desert. Even though you like to have the house nice and cool, it still
feels good to have the choice to warm yourself with a blanket.

Dividends give you a choice on how you want to spend your income. If you have never received
dividends before, then you are missing out on the magic. You see, receiving dividends is like
receiving free money, at least to me. I’ll explain.

I currently work hard for money. I go to my daily job in the military, quietly earning a wage. I use
all of my earned income to pay expenses and fund my dividend portfolio. I have been doing this
for two years, during which time I have decreased my spending habits.



When I started dividend investing, I was concerned about building a retirement portfolio to take
into retirement. As I learned more and more about passive income sources, I created various
income streams.

I started by investing with small amounts, but soon it became a passion. I reinvested all of my
dividends back into the stocks that they came from. I opened more and more brokerage
accounts. I now have five brokerage accounts, and my wife has four.

I also have a treasurydirect.gov account where I keep government bonds and a Fundrise
account, a real estate investment trust that pays me quarterly dividends. I won’t even go into my
rental income and royalties—I’ll save those for another article.

Needless to say, I stuck with my dividend investing over the last two years, and now my wife
and I have amassed over $170,000 in our portfolio. I am forty years old, and I will be a
millionaire (from my dividend portfolio) before turning fifty.

The terrifying part is that our dividend portfolio is only part of our five-pillar approach to our cash
flow retirement. The other pillars are becoming just as strong as dividends; the other pillars are
retirement income (military pension, social security), cryptocurrency (capital gains, interest
payments), rental income (homes, rooms), and business (royalties).

All of this is a long-winded way to say I can enjoy some of my dividends today. When you look
up and earn passive income every day, it changes your perspective on things.

My wife and I put in the work to learn about passive income and build our dividend payments.
By having five different dividend accounts, I can choose how I want to spend my dividends. And
this is the magic of dividends: guilt-free spending.

If you are like me, you didn’t grow up with a lot of money. In your 20s, you were working hard for
money, and you had to buy some items with your credit card. You are not a crazy spender, but
you have to do what you have to do when you have a young family.

But, the day finally comes when you have to pay off your debt, and that is when you start to feel
it—the guilt. You begin to feel guilty when you spend money on yourself. You may see a
videogame or jewelry and have an urge to buy it; then you think about how responsible you
need to be.

You think about paying off your car loan, student debt, credit cards, etc., and you want to do the
right thing. One day, you ultimately pay off your debt, but you know what remains? The guilt.
You still feel as though you have to prepare for the future by saving and investing.

And then one day you realize you are rich! It kind of sneaks up on you. As I write in “From
-$77,000 to +$150,000 in 22 Months,” it happens fast. All the money that you were paying
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towards debt now is going into your dividend portfolio. You receive a pay raise from work, your
rents increase, and your royalties improve.

Also, your dividend payments have increased to a level that they are fun to receive. So you are
relatively young (40 or 50), and if you continue on the same glide path, you will become even
more prosperous. What are you going to do? You are doing everything right; all you have to do
is continue on the path. Perhaps create more streams of passive income, because, why not?

Now, back to that guilt. For me, I looked at all that I have learned and all that we are doing. We
are doing amazing things at a young age. Our kids have brokerage accounts, treasury bonds,
and rental properties. Plus, I still go to work every day. Why do I still have this guilt?

We are taught to work hard from money. Passive income is the exact opposite; it is thinking
hard for money. When we don’t have to work 8-10 hours a day to earn a paycheck, it concerns
us. This is how we are taught to build an income, by exchanging time for money. Bullocks!

It is time to enjoy our lives. We achieved the unimaginable. We paid off our debt, set up our kids
for the future, have an emergency fund, own rental properties, created royalties from our
creative works, and built an extensive dividend portfolio—what more do we need to do before
we give ourselves a break?

So, my guilt is subsiding. When I receive dividends, I have every intention to spend them, at
least in my Cash App. You see, my Cash App dividends arrive directly to my checking account
and can be spent using my Cash App debit card—immediately when I receive them.

It is like receiving little paydays throughout the month, except now they are not so little. Last
month, my total from Cash App dividends was $77. That is $77 of guilt-free money deposited
directly into my checking account.

If you haven’t received guilt-free money, it is a game-changer. To me, it may as well be $1,000
because you can buy anything you want and have zero remorse or worry. You know that next
month, you will be receiving even more guilt-free money.

Remember, I am investing all of my earned income from my job. So each month, my dividends
will continue to increase. I am also reinvesting 70-80% of my dividends, which leads back to
guilt-free spending.

Have you ever walked through a store with $77 trying to spend it on something? You have zero
guilt. You aren’t telling yourself, “Oh, I need to pay down the credit card,” or “I should save this
for a rainy day.”



No, this is your money, and you know that your investments will continue to grow and keep
paying you. This cash is just a small showing of appreciation from your investments to you.
Thanks, brother.

If you have no idea what I am talking about, you probably haven’t got on
the dividend bandwagon yet. That’s okay; you still have time. You can start now by reading my
article “How We Plan to Retire on Dividends (book).”

I’ll be honest; your dividends will start with minimal amounts. My first month off dividends was a
total of $0.25. For the entire month. You know what? I was incredibly proud of that quarter
because it was my first taste of passive income. It started the fire that still drives me every
morning.

Now our dividends are roughly $500/month. I have a single monthly dividend that pays me $52
on the first of every month. I look forward to that money more than the paycheck from my job. It
is truly magical to see money appear from the air—all the while your investments are still
growing.

This article is probably hard to read and understand if you don’t know the feeling of dividends.
The best thing is to jump in and get started. Start small, start large; you will have to overcome
your learning curve. Everyone has their own risk tolerance; there is no investment style for the
masses.

The only way to learn is by doing, so jump in. Trust me; the water is warm and guilt-free. The
even scarier part is this. My wife and I have only been doing this for exactly two years. What
happens when we get to $2,000/month or $4,000/month. It will be insane.

But all we can do now is keep grinding our accounts up. We can enjoy our small victories in the
form of dividend payments. In the end, having $77 to spend guilt-free is all we need. Everything
else is a bonus. Good Luck!

http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/04/17/how-we-plan-to-retire-on-dividends-part-1/
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18  The Magic of Index Funds

Man, do I love dividends. But do you know what I love just as much as dividends? Ensuring that
my capital (money) is also growing along with the stock market. When you invest for dividends,
capital appreciation is a secondary requirement for your stocks.

In English, when I buy dividend stocks, I am looking for them first to pay me, and second to
grow in value. However, in my opinion, I still want my overall portfolio to continue to appreciate.
To ensure that my portfolio keeps up with inflation and continues to appreciate, I use index
funds as its growth element.

What are index funds? Index funds are electronic traded funds (which are baskets of stocks)
correlated (tied) to a specific index. For example, if I created an index called the “A” stocks that
contained Apple, AT&T, and Abbvie, I could make an index fund tied to the “A” stocks index.

Dividends vs. Capital Gains

Because the index fund is tied directly to an index, it requires very little management, thus
costing very little in expenses. Expenses can add up very quickly, so index funds are a great
way to invest while saving your capital from expenses.

Investing strategy. Many, many people ONLY invest in index funds. It is damn near impossible
to lose money in the long run with index funds. The stock market has never lost money over a
specific twenty-year period. Thus, if you invest in stock market index funds, you will attach
yourself to these same gains.

http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/01/07/dividends-vs-capital-gains/


The problem with index fund investing. There is a problem with index fund investing, at least
in my opinion. People who invest in index funds for the duration of their lives will have to sell
their index funds to extract value from them.

Index funds pay very little in the form of dividends, yielding 1-2%. So, if I had $1 million of index
funds, that would equal $10,000-$20,000 of dividend income per year. Of course, the value of
my index portfolio would grow, but I would need to sell some securities to obtain income.

Introduction to REITs part IV: REITs vs. Rentals

Also, investing in dividend-paying stocks has perks like dividend growth, capital appreciation,
mergers, dividend raises, and compounding of dividends. I love to combine these methods of
investing. In fact, I wrote two entire articles about my combined approach, “Stock Marketing
Investing 103” and “Investing for Dividends 104.”

Why I love index funds. I love index funds because they are drop-dead simple. You cannot, I
repeat, cannot miss these things up. You find the index funds you like, and you add money to
them every week and every month. That’s it. For the most part, you reinvest the dividends that
they pay you and keep doing that for the rest of your life.

Another reason I love index funds is that I use them to supplement the gains of my high-yield
dividend investments. For example, I love to invest in closed-end funds—which are not known
for their capital appreciation.

So, I can purchase a ton of Pimco Dynamic Fund (PCI) knowing that it will not appreciate.
Therefore I can add an equal amount of my favorite index fund and get capital appreciation.

Investing for Dividends 102: Keeping Score

If I had $10,000 to invest, I would put $5,000 in PCI and $5,000 in VTI (more on this later). PCI
would give me a 10% dividend yield, and VTI would give me roughly 10% capital appreciation.
So, I would have a 5% dividend yield and a 5% capital appreciation. I would be getting solid
returns and will be paid close to $45-50/month. Not bad at all—this is my overall investing
strategy.

I start my dividend portfolio with high-yield products such as REITs, Preferred Shares, and
Closed-End funds. Then I layer in Dividend Growth stocks, otherwise known as blue-chip
stocks. Finally, I add in my favorite index funds to ensure I am capturing the growth of the
overall markets.

But Josh, what the heck is your favorite index fund!? Okay, okay—sorry. I like to give the
full context before I get into the details. I have four index funds that I have in almost all of my
portfolio. My top index fund is usually the top holding in all of my portfolios. Let's take a look.
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Municipal Bonds: Tax-Free Goodness

#1) My favorite index fund is Vanguard Total Stock Market Index Fund ETF or VTI. I
absolutely adore this index fund because it has served me well since I started dividend
investing. I would consider this index fund my best friend. It is tough to mess up your total
portfolio if you have an allotment of this index fund around.

Look at the gains that VTI has made overall since its inception. Keep in mind that you want to
buy as much VTI as possible when the market is down. That is why, in your portfolio, you would
have gained so much more over time. Whenever I hear the stock market drop 2-3%, I am “all in”
on buying VTI. It’s a no-brainer. Let’s take a look at the combination of VTI and PCI that I talked
about earlier.

You can clearly see that the lion’s share of growth (16%) comes from VTI and the lion’s share of
income ($610) comes from PCI. So, I am getting good returns and an excellent monthly income
average of $55. I couldn’t ask for more.

http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/03/03/municipal-bonds-tax-free-goodness/


I am a simple investor. I just want to look at my overall portfolio, see that it is doing well, and
have it produce a high income in the form of dividends. When I first started dividend investing, I
didn’t use a growth element at all. It was a nightmare. I want to share in the returns of the stock
market and get paid while doing so. Is that too much to ask? Let look at a couple of other
examples of how I use VTI.

You can see VTI at the very bottom, accounting for almost 13% of my portfolio. My Charles
Schwab portfolio is what I call my blue-chip growth portfolio. However, VTI has a prominent role
in it. Let’s look at my M1 Finance account.



You can see that I have a different pie just for index funds as my growth element. Looking inside
my index pie, you see my favorite index fund VTI, along with my other favorites, Dow Jones
Industrial Index (DIA), S&P 500 (SPY), and Nasdaq (QQQ). Finally, let’s look at my Cash App.



And there you see my baby at the very top. Again, VTI has served me well in all my accounts
and allowed my dividends to flourish and still retain market gains. My final account, STASH, has
the same story.

Conclusion. That about wraps it up. I wanted to give a quick insight into my favorite index fund
and probably my top three securities in total. I would not start any account without VTI. It is
simple, and it does the job well. When the stock market has a good day, you are guaranteed to
have a good day if you have enough VTI. It’s even better when you receive a $33 dividend, as I
did today. Enjoy and Happy Investing!



19  The Magic of a Roth IRA

I will be the first to admit that I was never a fan of Roth IRAs or traditional IRAs, for that matter. I
never understood why you would spend all these years building something up, only to dismantle
it during retirement. I do have a Roth IRA, but I have been investing into it sparingly.

But everything changed while I was reading the book “Smart Couples Finish Rich.” With a
couple of sentences, my whole investing outlook towards Roth IRAs changed. But before I get
into that, let’s do a quick review of what Roth IRAs are.

The Magic of a Roth IRA

A Roth IRA is an after-tax savings account. This statement means you will get paid from an
earned income job, pay taxes, and fund your Roth IRA after that. There are some limitations on
Roth IRAs that you will need to be aware of.

Is Saving Money Bad?

http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/06/19/5-takeaways-from-smart-couples-finish-rich/
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Information on Roth IRAs. First, there is an annual cap to how much you can invest per
year—each year is different. For 2021, the cap is $6,000/ year if you are under 50 years old.
$7,000 if you are older than 50 years old.

Second, you can only invest if you have earned income for the year. And you have to make
more earned income than you invest. For example, if I work a job that pays me $3,000 for the
year, I have a $3,000 limit for the Roth IRA. This is important for people like me who plan to
retire on dividends.

Lastly, your money needs to stay in your account until age 59.5 before you begin withdrawing.
The money you invested can be withdrawn at any time; however, your earnings face severe
taxes and penalties if drawn before 59.5 and under five years of owning the account. So if I
invested $1,000 and earned $500 over a timespan, the $1,000 is a free game. I need to wait
until age 59.5 to withdraw the $500 in earnings and face a 10% penalty, plus capital gains taxes.
Read more about Roth IRAs here. Please get to understand the rules before you jump in.

Where does the magic come in? “Josh, this sounds boring and not magical at all! I want to
see the magic!” Okay, okay, here comes the magic. With traditional IRAs (pre-tax investment
vehicles), there is something called required minimum distributions or RMDs.

RMDs basically tell you that you have to start withdrawing money at some point, roughly age 72.
So after years of building up your pre-tax traditional IRA or 401K, you will have to sell off your
investments and pay taxes on the whole piece of the pie. Each year in retirement, my RMDs
would become larger and larger until I would be withdrawing vast sums of money until my death.
Whatever is remaining is left to my children, who also have to continue to dismantle the
account.

Dividends vs. Royalties Part I

This rule never made sense because I will have a sizeable military pension that my wife and I
will use to fund our retirement. Why would I build up a $1 million account, only to watch it get
withdrawn, taxed, and the balance forced to zero?

For the last couple of years, I believed that the Roth IRA also had RMDs. I was under the
impression that you also had to dismantle your Roth IRA starting at roughly age 72. However,
Roth IRAs have no RMDs! I repeat, Roth IRAs have no RMDS!

How is this magical? That means that you can build up a considerable post-tax Roth IRA and
retrieve all of your dividends tax-free after age 59.5. Let’s take a quick dive into my new Roth
IRA strategy.

Cash Flow 102: Creating Passive Income for Retirement
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My new Roth IRA strategy. My goal is to build an extensive portfolio of growth stocks in a Roth
IRA by maxing out each year’s contributions. I will mainly use the Total Stock Market ETF (VTI)
for my growth vehicles, which is my favorite “growth” stock. Then I will add in some S&P 500
(SPY), Dow Jones Industrial Index (DIA), and Nasdaq (QQQ).

There is no reason to invest in dividend-paying stocks at this point. Remember, I will need to
have earned income. I plan to never work for a full-time job after my military service, so what’s
my plan? I have a part-time job as a military science instructor. It is an online teaching gig. I can
just keep this job for another 30 years, investing all my earnings into my Roth IRA.

So, running the numbers through my compound interest calculator, I will have roughly $700,000
by age 70 in my Roth IRA. This is if I start investing $6,000/year for this year and the next 30
years at an 8% return.

The magic of dividends. So I have $700,000 invested in VTI (Total Stock Market) at age 70. I
can sell all of these off without any tax penalties at all. I now have $700,000 cash in my Roth
IRA. I can then buy the highest-yielding investment products that I want. I can aim for a 10%
return on my investments.

For example, I can put the entire $700,000 into a high-yield closed-end fund such as Pimco
Dynamic Income Fund (PCI), which yields about 10%. This would net me $70,000/year or
almost $6,000/month—all tax-free.

I won’t need the money, so I can literally just give it to my kids. My sons will be 45 and 41 at this
point, and they will be able to access this tax-free money through me. I can keep investing in my
Roth IRA as long as I have earned income from a job or my business.

$30,000/month Cash Flow Retirement

Upon my death, the Roth IRA can be left to my sons. They will have to dismantle the Roth IRA
in ten years, but they still have all the money coming out tax-free. So they can live off the
dividends for nine years and buy some property in year 10.

The most important part is teaching my sons how to leverage this tax-free money. Rolling
everything into real estate may be able to keep everything tax-free for their lifetimes.

Happy Cash Flow Retirement

The magical conclusion. Using the Roth IRA is one of the only ways to get tax-free dividends!
You all know I am about my dividends. I wouldn’t need the dividends now; I would want to invest
in safe stock market index funds to grow the portfolio “worry-free.”
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Once I get to a certain age, say 70, I would sell off all my safe index funds and invest in high
yield dividends to get as much current income as possible. I can then use these dividends to
support my family tax-free. How freakin’ amazing is that.

Now, I need to decide how I want to fund my Roth IRA. It may be best to invest $500/month. I’ll
figure it out and write another article on my progress. Here is a picture of my little Roth IRA
today. As I said, I never made it a priority. Now that I have an investment plan, I can start to fund
it. I will also need to fund Kristina’s as well, while she is in the workforce.

What do you think of Roth IRAs? Have you been diligently investing in them, not being stubborn
like me? I look forward to growing our Roth accounts over the years. Luckily, VTI pays a tiny
dividend; at least, it is something to look forward to every quarter. I love my dividends! Good
Luck!

20  The Magic of Dividend Growth Investing

There is a certain magic in growing your own crops. You fertilize the soil, plant the seeds, and
hopefully pick the fruits that the plants produce. But, gardening should only be for people with
patience. There is no fast way to start a crop-producing garden.



Free 45-Page PDF Download ($2.99 Value)

Welcome to the world of Dividend Growth Investing or DGI. For those with the patience, you
can earn capital appreciation and an exponentially compounding income from your stocks.

Dividend Growth Investing is more than investing for dividends or investing for income. DGI
consists of using the power of blue-chip stocks, compounding, dividends, and time to build your
wealth.

Build the Mindset of an Investor

The magic of DGI lies in its simplicity. You can pick 10-20 blue chip stocks (I have a list of my
favorite 24 here) and simply put the dollar-cost-average method into full motion. With today’s
amazing investing apps, like STASH, it has never been easier to create a DGI portfolio.

DGI consists of four distinct methods to build your wealth; capital appreciation, dividends,
dividend growth, and dollar-cost-averaging. Let’s explore these further.

Capital Appreciation. Most people invest for capital gains. With DGI, you expect modest
capital appreciation over time. McDonald’s isn’t going to double in price in one year. However,
with the rising dividend, the value of McDonald’s also rises.

Some of our DGI stocks will appreciate more than others. The magic in DGI is to pick older,
slower-growth companies (like AT&T) that pay a higher dividend AND younger high growth,
low-dividend companies (Like Ally Bank).

Eventually, you want your younger companies to become your senior ones, and then you can
add fresh companies. It is an amazing game that keeps life exciting.

Dividends. Dividends are a portion of the company's profits. Some growth companies don’t pay
a dividend, instead opting to reinvest the money back into the business. We want our returns in
hand—irrevocable returns.

Boring Investing is Good Investing

The magic of dividends is that they can help you live your best life. Investing in blue-chips
stocks will grow your money while also paying you an income. Who can ask for more?
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We need to diversify our DGI stocks by sector and dividend yield. We don't have too many high
yielders (over 4%) or low yielders (under 1%). A good dividend yield average for a portfolio is
roughly 2.5%.

I have a DGI portfolio and also an income portfolio. Knowing the difference between investing
for income and DGI is vital to picking great stocks. For my income portfolio, I pick high-yield
products like REITs, preferred shares, and Closed-End funds.

You do not want to use DGI with a higher yield, higher-risk stocks. The higher yield stocks in my
DGI portfolio are AT&T (T) and Altria (MO). Then I have a couple of medium yielders like
Prudential (PRU) and Phillip Morris (PM).

5 Benefits of Options Trading

The rest of my DGI stocks yield about 2.5%. These include T. Rowe (TROW), McDonald’s
(MCD), and Johnson & Johnson (JNJ).

I also have some low-yield stocks that I hope will increase dividends over the years. These
include Microsoft (MFST), Apple (APPL), and Costco (COST).

With DGI, you are in complete control of your portfolio. It is hard to go wrong by picking dividend
aristocrats and dividend champions. However, getting some of the younger companies will pay
off in the long run. The power of compounding is just starting with the young ones.

Dividend Growth. Dividend growth is a crucial component of DGI. Dividend growth is when the
company raises the dividend to adjust for inflation and return more value to the shareholders. As
you buy more and more shares, they will eventually pay more per share.

Not only that, the shares themselves will rise in value as well. You can see the power of
compounding as all these things compound. Let’s look at a quick example of dividend growth.

Let’s say you bought 50 shares of XYZ company, and each share pays a quarterly dividend of
$1.00. The first quarter you would receive $50.

Now, the company raises the dividend 5% a year. So, in year two, the dividend would be $1.05,
year three $1.1025, etc. Our $1 dividend would grow to a $4.32 dividend in 30 years using our
compound interest calculator.

Become CEO of Yourself

In the 30th year, our 50 shares would pay us $216. More importantly, if we were reinvesting
dividends, we would have far more than 50 shares. See the magic!
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Dollar-Cost Averaging. The final pillar of DGI is dollar-cost averaging. DCA is consistently
putting the same amount of cash into our stocks, either weekly or monthly. I use the STASH app
to put $5/week into my DGI stocks. Yes, the numbers move slow, but I can see the power of DGI
already, and it’s only been two years.

DCA allows us to buy more stocks when the price is low and less when the price is high. Over
time, we would be purchasing more when the price is low; therefore, we should come out ahead
in the long run with DCA.

As much as we think we can time the market, DCA is the best method for the average person
(us). With STASH, I slowly DCA into roughly twenty DGI stocks. When the company pays
dividends, I reinvest them back into the company. I just repeat this until I die and leave it for my
kids to continue.

Stocks vs. Cryptos

What are the uses of a DGI portfolio? Now we get into the fun stuff. After you build your
unique DGI portfolio, what should you do next? Well, you enjoy the income.

In the end, you are building a DGI portfolio to grow your wealth and income. A DGI portfolio is
similar to owning a rental property. You want the house value AND the rental income to
appreciate.

There are many ways you can choose to serve your dividends. If we build a hefty $2 million
dividend portfolio, we may receive $80,000/year from dividend income. We can choose to use
some of that cash for expenses and some to reinvest.

You can also use some money to speculate into other growth stocks, cryptocurrencies, or invest
in a business. You can even move overseas and live off your dividends. Once you have the
income, you have the power of options.

Retirement Planning in Your 40s

Getting started with DGI. I am going to write an article describing how to get started with DGI.
Meanwhile, you can read some of my articles on Stock Market Investing, Investing for
Dividends, and How to Start Dividend Investing.

I am a DGI and Income investor. I have been attempting to separate the two because they are
very different mentalities. DGI is more of a wealth generation tool. Income investing is more of a
life/expenses tool. We will need both, one to pay expenses and one to grow wealth.

I hope you found this helpful. Don’t worry if you do not fully understand everything; there is still
much to learn. I have been at this for over two years, and I learn something new every day.
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Keep reading my works and other books, of course. An excellent book to read is “How to Retire
on Dividends.”

That’s all I have for today. Thanks for reading. Please grab some of my free PDFs on the way
out. Also, follow me on Twitter for the latest Passive Income PDFs. I want to be the number one
source of free content on the web! Enjoy and Happy Investing.

21  The Magic of Income Investing

This article will be difficult for me to write. Not because of the subject matter, but because of the
multiple paths one can take when income investing. I’ll try my best to contain my excitement and
stay on the mission.

Free 44-Page PDF Download ($2.99 Value)

Welcome to the wonderful world of Income Investing. This world is vastly different from
Dividend Growth Investing (DGI). I released my DGI book roughly a month ago, and people love
the content. Grab a free copy of the book right here.
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Let’s start this adventure by comparing DGI and Income Investing. The mindsets for each will
differ, and you must have the proper perspective to succeed at each.

Life is Not a Game

DGI Mindset. For DGI’ers, the mindset is to invest in the best companies in the world slowly.
Over time, the number of shares, the share prices, and the payment of dividends will compound
until you have an extensive, income-producing portfolio. The mindset is “slow growth.”

Income Investing Mindset. Investing for Income is about trusting and buying companies over a
lifetime. Income investors don’t buy assets for capital appreciation—they buy stocks and funds
for the income they generate.

Once you learn and trust your funds and stocks, you can buy when others are fearful. The best
income investors purchase when these stocks are down in price, sometimes by 40-50%; if you
want capital appreciation with high-yield products, it’s best to buy at a discount.

Expectations are the main difference between DGI and Income Investing. For DGI’ers, they
expect their shares in McDonald’s (MCD) and Starbucks (SBUX) to rise, as well as the dividend
slowly.

Income investors are satisfied with the price staying flat. If you have a closed-end fund whose
price was $100 in 2010, it might still cost $100 in 2021. However, if it were producing a 10%
dividend yield, you’d have all your money back in 7.2 years (using the rule of 72).

Debt-Free? So, What’s Next?

Although the share price stayed at $100, how many times did it dip to $80-85? And when it did,
did the income investor double down and purchase a truckload more?

That’s what is so exciting about income investing, finding great sales. Today, we are in a
yieldless world. This means that the federal reserve is keeping the federal funds rate at 0%. The
ten-year treasury bill is hovering around 1.5%.

Investors want yield today, so they are flocking to high-yield income products. Prices are costly
in the high-yield product category.

I went shopping for preferred shares after I read the book “The Billionaire's Secret.” There were
so many preferreds yielding 18% because of the short recession we had in 2020. I was able to
buy GLOP.C for $13 with a coupon of $25. The yield on the coupon is 8.5%.
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So, at full price ($25), GLOP.C will yield 8.5%. When I bought at $13, my yield was almost 17%.
Now that high yield is in favor again, my shares have rebounded to $25. I have capital
appreciation and an excellent dividend yield. That’s the magic of income investing.

Selling Covered Calls for Passive Income

Building an income portfolio. Now that we have explored the mindset of an income investor,
let’s start to develop our portfolio. As I said in “How to Start Dividend Investing 101: Find You
Why,” you will need to understand the purpose of becoming an income investor.

The average person will focus most of their money on index and mutual funds. A small
percentage of investors will go the DGI route. Income investors are even rarer than those two.

I had never heard of terms like high-yield, closed-end funds, or preferred shares before I began
to read about them. Now, I can’t live without my high-yield products—I love them that much.

My reason for investing for income is a stable and consistent income. I look at income investing
as building your retirement pension. When you invest for income, you set a target amount of
revenue for your portfolio to reach. DGI’ers set a target value that they want their portfolio to
reach.

In the article “Living Overseas Passively 104: Dividend Income,” I wrote that I want to pay all my
expenses with my income portfolio when I go overseas. I want to use my “income pension” to
pay expenses, and any other income from DGI stocks will be for luxuries.

Can You Live the Laptop Life?

Once you figure out why you want to go the income investing route, you need an income target.
Always start with a small goal. If you are new to the world of income, set a reasonable goal that
you can achieve in 6-12 months.

Let’s say that your electricity bill is $300/month, and you want to pay that with your income
portfolio. I would first start with your phone bill that is $80/month. You want to keep yourself
going for the long term. Making crazy-hard goals will deter you from your purpose.

Now that you have your goal of $80, it's time to build. Let’s look at the building blocks of an
income portfolio.
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Closed-End Funds. I always start with CEFs because the income reliability is second to none.
You’ll want to understand if your CEF historically trades at a premium to NAV or not. Once you
look at its history, you can make great buying decisions. CEFs are my favorite high-yield
product.

21 Passive Income Ideas

Mortgage REITs. I love mortgage REITs because they are the wild west cowboys of high-yield.
Mortgage REITs invest in paper mortgages, not equity in homes (physical properties). They tie
their profits to the difference between the price at which they borrow and lend. This makes them
highly volatile. However, if you trust the company long-term, you can find great deals on
mREITs. Learn your mREITs before you invest.

Preferred Shares. Preferred shares are outstanding because you know exactly what you are
getting upon your purchase. If the coupon price is $25, with a yield of 7%, then you can base
your buying decision on these numbers. If you see that product selling for $20, you can
calculate the current yield and achieve high yield levels. Always keep a shopping list of
preferreds to buy during a downturn.

Dividend ETFs. Dividend ETFs combine DGI and Income Investing because they can
appreciate over time. I like to invest a good amount of income into dividend ETFs upfront (say
$1500), turn on dividend reinvestment, and just let it grow (similar to DGI).

I have been using this technique for SDIV for over a year. Each month, the dividend is roughly
$13. The fund continually buys shares of itself over time. When the market crashes, I can be
assured that the fund will purchase many new shares at a discounted rate without my
involvement.

How Would You Invest $300,000?

Business Development Companies. BDCs invest in small to medium-sized businesses. Like
mREITs, they make their money on the spread between borrowing and lending. They can also
acquire equity in these businesses as well. It is possible to achieve capital appreciation with
BDCs over time, but I wouldn’t count on it for your investment thesis.

High-Yield Blue-Chip Stocks. Some blue-chips stocks pay an egregious amount of dividends.
The chances are that their growth days are behind them, but you can buy them for the yield. I
love following these stocks, and you have a slight chance of capital appreciation. Some of these
blue chips are Altria (MO), Exxon-Mobil (XOM), AT&T (T), and British American Tobacco (BTI).
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Income Investing is hardcore. One of the pitfalls of income investing is that it isn’t mainstream.
You won’t find most of these products on investment platforms like STASH and Cash App. You’ll
need to upgrade to a more complex platform like Wells Fargo or Charles Schwab.

The Value in Commodities

I use Wells Fargo for one of my income portfolios because their income calendar is
second-to-none. However, I just started an M1 Finance pie that is specifically for my income
portfolio.

I like M1 Finance because I can just put in several dollars to find the best deals and purchase
them. This way, during a market downturn, I can just throw my money into the pie without
picking individual stocks and funds.

If one stock or fund is having a bad day, I can purchase it at Wells Fargo. Income investing is all
about having options. And options are why we want to generate income at all times.

My use-case. Finally, I will talk about my use case for my M1 Finance income account. You can
set M1 Finance to auto-invest your dividends once your balance reaches a certain amount. I
want to put this amount to $1,000.

Annuities vs. Dividends

Once my portfolio balance reaches $1,000, M1 Finance will reinvest all dividends. I can then
transfer my $1,000 to my M1 Finance card and pay all my expenses for the month. Each month
will be the same, and M1 Finance will continue to put my money to work.

I want to have an M1 Finance pie for myself and one for my wife. Yes, each of these portfolios
will need to reach $150,000, but that is possible over time. Income portfolios tend to grow fast,
especially if you double down during a downturn.
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Conclusion. Wow, what an exciting topic. I love income investing—even more than DGI.
Income investing is a more hands-on approach, and you see near-instant results. I love having
an immediate income. Money today is worth more than money tomorrow.

The goal of life is to have excess income versus expenses. If you can achieve this consistently,
you will become rich. Income investing is a way to build your income in real-time.

Diversify Your Passive Income

My wife and I achieved $650/month in passive income, with $550 of that coming from dividends.
This is a tremendous amount of money, and we did this in two years. How much do you think we
will have in 10 years, 20 years?

Having just $100/month of income is a fantastic feat. That is enough to buy coffee every
workday of the week. That alone should be a motivating factor. Understand that you will need to
build a long-term mindset.

Income investing is a lonely road. Not many people on “main street” can comprehend the
technique, let alone have the discipline to build an income portfolio. While everyone is bragging
about their capital gains with Tesla, you will be getting paid cold-hard cash.

Welcome to the world of income investing. Look for more comparisons between DGI and
Income Investing in the future. I love them both, but my personality type just loves the hands-on
nature of income investing best. Follow me on Twitter for more about dividends. Enjoy and
Happy Investing.

INVESTING FOR DIVIDENDS
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22  Investing for Dividends 104: The Importance of Index Funds

When I first began to read about passive income in June 2019, I was intrigued by the Dividend
Growth Investing (DGI) community. They seemed to be hardcore dividend folks who had a good
pulse on how to create passive income.

I wrote an article on dividend growth investing called “Stock Market Investing 102: Dividend
Growth Investing.” By the way, you can read the other pieces in the Investing for Dividends
series here (101, 102, 103).

Some of the main principles of dividend growth investing are investing in strong, blue-chip
companies with solid histories of paying dividends. Some examples are McDonald’s (MCD),
Johnson & Johnson (JNJ), and Proctor & Gamble (PG).

I love investing in these strong companies; however, they don’t pay massive amounts of
dividends. In fact, the average dividend yield of these three companies is 2.5%. Which is not
bad at all, but I wanted more yield.

I was still a young investor, and I was searching for more yield. I started buying REITs (read
REITs part 1, 2, 3, 4). I even bought some high-yield ETFs. I was very excited with my yield
results until March 2020 rolled around.

In March 2020, my portfolio completely tanked. It seemed that most people had a terrible March;
however, everyone’s portfolio started to recover. Mine remained in the red or negative. Almost
six months later, I started researching the ETFs I was holding.
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As it turns out, my ETFs tracked the banking sector. As I learned later, the banking sector
struggles in low-interest-rate environments. Most of my portfolio was tied to banks, and they
were not recovering well.

At this point, I sold most of these bank sectors and moved that money into Vanguard Total
Market ETF (VTI). VTI allowed my entire portfolio to ride the wave of recovery and perform very
well against all odds. At that moment, I loved adding index funds to all my dividend portfolios.

You see, for me, at least, I am looking at the overall health of my dividend portfolios. As long as
my portfolio is growing and paying me good dividends, I am a happy camper. Index funds
ensure that my total portfolio is continually growing along with the stock market.

On top of this growth, I am getting all the benefits of compounding, dividend raises, and
dividend growth. Compounding is the 8th wonder of the world; I am pleased to be still able to
invest in companies like McDonald’s and Johnson & Johnson.

Here is a look at one of my DGI portfolios, Charles Schwab, which most closely resembles a
proper DGI portfolio. I have bought primarily blue-chip stocks. Let’s take a look.
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We see from the top blue-chip stocks primarily that the overall portfolio is doing well. It has an
overall growth of +7.39%. I always shot for at least 4% growth (or capital appreciation) and 4%
dividend yield. My thinking is that as long as my portfolio can appreciate, or grow, at 4%
annually, it can beat inflation. Then I can remove all my dividends, free and clear.

The top section of the portfolio houses my blue-chip stocks from all sectors. AT&T (T,
telecommunications), Altria (MO, tobacco), Apple (APPL, computers and software), Costco
(COST, retail services), Johnson and Johnson (JNJ, pharmaceuticals), McDonald’s (MCD,
restaurants), Phillip Morris (PM, tobacco), Public Storage (PSA, self-storage REIT), Realty
Income (O, REIT), and Verizon (VZ, telecommunications).

These are notable companies, and I am proud to own all of them. But, I can juice more yield
from the portfolio in the bottom section. I added two of my favorite high-yield ETFs and, of
course, VTI. Global X Superdividend ETF (SDIV) is an international high yield fund. When the
market crashes, this baby will fall hard as well. However, I find using those times as a
tremendous buying opportunity. I was able to buy into this ETF at a 12% dividend yield in my
other portfolio. Schwab is a dividend growth ETF (SCHD), so it is basically like your own
blue-chip DGI fund. It is nice because you do not have to pick individual stocks.

And finally, you have VTI. I consider VTI my core holding in all my dividend portfolios. It is
challenging to go wrong with this index fund. Some other index funds I own are Dow Jones
Industrial Index (DIA), the NASDAQ (QQQ), and the S&P 500 (SPY). They all have their
different sectors in which they specialize.

The overall moral of the story is that I look at each of my dividend portfolios as one total
package. If the package is doing well, I rarely have to dig into the individual stocks to see what
is going wrong. When the stock market has a good day, my portfolio has a good day.

Think of it this way. If you go on a diet and you are losing weight, you continue to follow the diet.
However, if you have a diet and are not losing weight, you have to evaluate everything you are
eating to see where the problem lies.

Using index funds, I rarely have to evaluate my individual stocks. I keep abreast of their news
from time to time, but overall, I just keep adding to my dividend stocks in my portfolio. Then,
once I see my VTI is becoming a small percentage of my portfolio, I buy more VTI (or other
index funds).

Buying index funds has made my dividend investing carefree and convenient. I remember
before I used index funds, and life wasn’t so rosy. I had to constantly go into my stocks to see
who my laggards were. I did not enjoy that. I like seeing a positive overall portfolio and
significant dividends hitting my account. Index funds allow me to do this.

How about you? Do you add index funds to your dividend portfolios? Or do you consider it
blasphemy? I hope I provided some value to your thought process of dividend investing. I have



never read an article about combining DGI with Index funds, so hopefully, it is enlightening.
Good Luck!

23  Investing for Dividends 105: How Do You Want Your Dividends Served?

Having options can make you feel more powerful than you truly are; however, sometimes,
options can prove to be just what the doctor ordered. I have five entirely different dividend
accounts, and each one serves me my dividends in another way.

Investing for Dividends

Welcome back to the Investing for Dividends Series. You can find the other articles here (101,
102, 103, 104). Now, let’s jump into how to spend your dividends!

Today, I want to go over all the different ways I can choose to take my dividends. First, I want to
review why I decided to take 20% of my dividends in cold hard cash, vice reinvesting them.
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I love receiving dividends, and the intelligent thing to do is to reinvest them. The overall goal of
dividend investing is to one day live on them instead of working a day job. For me, that day will
never come. I have a full military pension coming my way.

So I decided to have some fun today, instead of waiting for a day that will never come. I choose
to spend some of my dividends, just for fun. For the most part, I take the dividends from my
Cash App in cold hard cash. But there are some others that I like to accept cash as well.

My wife and I are also investing $5,000-$7,000/month into our portfolio—spending $100-200 of
the dividends isn’t that big of a deal. Plus, it’s fun to spend dividends. We worked very hard to
build our portfolio, and spending some keeps us motivated to keep growing our accounts.

I have a total of five brokerage accounts that serve me dividends, and my wife has four
accounts. My accounts are Cash App, M1 Finance, Charles Schwab, Well Fargo, and Stash.
They all give me various options to invest and receive dividends.

I will describe the various ways I receive dividends today. In the future, I will do a review of each
of my brokerage accounts and compare them to one another. Today has been a long time
coming. It has taken me almost eight months to create this article. I will explain why when I talk
about M1 Finance, which will be last. With no further ado, let’s hop into the different ways I have
dividends served.

Cash App. The Cash App is like a super checking account. Not only does it have a debit card,
but you can exchange money with other Cash app users rather quickly. The primary way to fund
your Cash app account is by transferring money via another checking account.

That is until now. We can use dividends to fund our Cash app account directly, and boy is it
glorious. The way it works is that companies decide what day they are going to pay you. Since
the dividends are going to a checking account and not a brokerage account, there may be a
slight delay.

However, you will get an email and notification that you have received dividends, and your
money will be available to spend on your checking balance. How cool is that? Of the five
accounts, this is the fastest way to get your dividends into a spendable format.

I hope to one day get my Cash app to $500-$1,000/month in dividend payouts. I am currently
sitting around $80. How cool would it be to receive $1,000/month in dividends into your
checking account? Let’s take a look at how the process looks.



Stash. If the Cash app is the best at giving you dividends, then Stash is the worst. You have two
options for your brokerage account, reinvest dividends on or off. That’s it. I value the simplicity;
however, I would appreciate a few more options.

If you decide to turn off dividend reinvestment, the money will accumulate inside your brokerage
account but not your Stash checking account. They call this your cash balance. This is cool
because you can get that money back into the stock market as you choose without performing a
transfer from my checking account.

Let’s say I was receiving $200/month from Stash dividends. I could reinvest $100 into stocks
and take $100 into my Stash checking account or any other account. In the long term, that is
likely how I would take them. For now, I have dividend reinvesting turned on, so no fun for me.
Let’s take a look.



Charles Schwab. Charles Schwab has one significant advantage over the others, and that is
options. With this account, you can choose on a per-company basis which ones you want to
reinvest or take cash.

Even better, it is straightforward to switch between taking cash or reinvesting. Say, I wanted to
take the whole McDonald’s dividend for this month. I could easily switch off dividend
reinvestment, take the dividend, and switch reinvesting back on. This is a handy tool for when
life happens and you need some cash. Let’s take a look.



Wells Fargo. I love Wells Fargo because it is an adult account. There is absolutely no
hand-holding in Wells Fargo. It was my first brokerage account, and it took me a while just to be
able to buy stocks.

When it comes to dividends, they use a money market account style of account. This is where
you transfer money into your brokerage account, and it sits in a money market account until you
pick an investment to place.

Your dividends also go directly into the money market account. It is fantastic to see your cash
balance and take money out; you have to transfer it to your checking account. Not a huge deal,
just an extra step.

It is complicated to turn on dividend reinvestment at Wells Fargo. You have to call every time
you want to toggle reinvesting. You can go stock by stock or your whole portfolio. Either way, it
is a pain in the butt, and I don’t like it. I currently have reinvesting turned on for half my
investments.

Wells Fargo is my high-income account, and I like getting cash from my closed-end funds
monthly. If I wanted, I could set up a monthly recurring transfer from my brokerage to my
checking to capture my dividends. That would save me some headache. Let’s take a look.



M1 Finance. Now for the coolest of the bunch. M1 Finance has a cash balance model, like
Wells Fargo and Stash. This balance is separate from my M1 Finance Checkings account. As
the balance fills up, I can transfer money into a checking account.

It is important to note that M1 Finance does not reinvest back into stocks on an individual stock
basis. All dividends accumulate into the cash balance. This is what separates M1 Finance from
the other brokerage accounts and why it took me eight months to write this article.

Once you reach a certain amount in your cash balance, M1 Finance will reinvest your cash into
the portfolio. You can set the amount, but the default amount is $25. Therefore, I waited to
receive $25 in dividends in one month before writing this article. I wanted to see this in action.

Furthermore, M1 Finance doesn’t just spread the $25 across the entire portfolio; it
systematically picks the undervalued stocks, so you are getting the best bang for your buck. So,
even if I didn’t keep adding $600/month into my portfolio, it would still accumulate some good
stocks.

This is a truly revolutionary way to reinvest dividends and will make you very rich. But let’s take
a look, and then I will give my conclusion across all the accounts.



Wrapping it up. So which one is my favorite? I hate to be wishy-washy, but why choose when I
can have all five? As far as options, Stash has the least amount of them. However, when it
comes to investing, Stash has some of the best options available.

M1 Finance is the most futuristic of the bunch. It will allow your dividend reinvestments to go the
furthest and be used the most efficiently. Cash App is just incredibly cool. To be out and about
and get a text saying you received money is beyond amazing. It is life-changing.

Wells Fargo and Charles Schwab are old money, but sometimes, you need these types of
accounts. The other accounts do not have all the options that these have for finding the best
possible securities.

Overall, I love them all. Each brokerage account has its own personality and functionality. It
makes it fun to build these up and watch them grow, sort of like Pokemon. There are tons of
different brokerages, so don’t feel limited by my selections. These are just the ones I use daily.

My best advice is to have one you know and love, then go out and play with some others. You
may find some features that you love. Good Luck!
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Whew, today’s topic is going to be controversial, at least in the dividend growth communities. I’m
all about stirring the pot if it makes us all a little bit more informed. I will discuss dividend ETFs
and if they will be suitable for your portfolio.

Free 45-Page PDF Download

I always seem to be rude, so let me get this out of the way. Welcome back to the Investing for
Dividends series (101, 102, 103, 104, 105), one of my longest-running series. Here, we talk
about ways to maximize our dividend portfolios with long-term investing strategies. Now, let’s
get into dividend ETFs.

What are ETFs? Electronic Traded Funds (ETFs) are a collection (or bundle) of stocks that
companies group together to trade on a stock exchange. The entire collection trades as one
security, just like one company, say McDonald’s, trades on the stock exchange.

Investing Insider vs. Outsider
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The benefits of ETFs. There are two main benefits of ETFs; simplicity and diversity. By
purchasing one ETF, you can diversify into potentially hundreds of companies. This technique
makes it simple to invest because you do not have to research each underlying company
individually.

Index funds are ETFs—they track an index such as the Dow Jones Industrial Average or the
S&P 500. Other companies create their own index based on specific requirements and then
have their ETF track the index they created. This allows ETFs to function without active
management—making their fees extremely low.

However, creating an index to track passively has its issues. I will get more into the problems
later, but let me give you an example for now. Say I create the hamburger index that includes all
the companies that sell hamburgers. I can now make the Hamburger ETF that passively tracks
my index.

My robots would make trades based on the index. It could be an awesome ETF when I have
McDonald’s and Wendy’s as my star companies. But what if Josh’s Burgers became a listed
company on the stock exchange. My ETF, by definition, would have to trade Josh’s Burgers’
stock—this is where issues will come in later.

Stocks vs. Cryptos

What are Dividend ETFs? Dividend ETFs are ETFs that want to capture the magic of dividend
investing, lowering the barrier of entry. They also give the holders much more diversity, which is
great during rough patches like the 2020 pandemic.

A quick refresher on dividend growth investing. DGI is a subset of income investing. The goal of
dividend growth investing is to find companies with growing profits, growing stock prices, and
that increase their dividend payment year over year.

You may even say that income is a secondary metric of the DGI community. DGI folks are more
concerned with the total return—a combination of capital appreciation and reinvesting dividends.

McDonald’s is an excellent DGI stock as they have increased their dividend for 40 straight
years. Here are a couple of great articles on McDonald’s growth over the years (CNBC and The
Motley Fool). DGI investing is straightforward because of the power of compounding.

So the question becomes, will you capture the power of DGI through investing in dividend
ETFs? And, of course, the answer is yes and no. The answer lies in the example I gave above;
you will get the good stocks and the bad with a random index.

How We Plan to Retire on Dividends
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Part of a good DGI strategy is knowing when your favorite stocks are selling at a discount and
doubling down on them. For example, during the OPEC nightmare in April 2020, one of my
favorite oil DGI stocks, Exxon Mobil (XOM), was down to $37 from a high of $90 a few years
earlier.

If you had added a little more cash to your XOM position, you would have reaped the benefits of
capital appreciation and an increase in income. Following your stocks closely is a principle of
the DGI community.

If you had invested in dividend ETFs, you could have bought at reasonable prices in March
2020, but the returns wouldn’t have been the same. To summarize, due to how dividend ETFs
pick their indexes, they will have to allocate funds to crappy stocks.

For me, I invest in Closed-End funds when investing for income. I have a DGI portfolio (Charles
Schwab), and I also have a portfolio of dividend ETFs (Wells Fargo). When it comes to pure
income investing, I find that closed-end funds suit my taste the best.

Who benefits the most from DGI? I would say investors in their 30s, 40s, and 50s will benefit
the most from DGI. These cohorts have the most time to let the power of compounding work its
magic.

The Velocity of Money and How it can Make You Rich

Who benefits the most from Dividend ETFs? I would say that investors in their 50s and 60s
would benefit the most from dividend ETFs. They may not have the time to track 10-20
companies. ETFs will give them some income and some growth, which is all we can really ask
for nowadays.

Who benefits the most from Closed-End Funds? Anyone looking to replace their earned
income with dividend income should have a small or medium-sized allotment of closed-end
funds. CEFs are actively managed, meaning they do not have to keep loser stocks around.
Their only purpose is to get you income, sometimes at 9-10%. CEFs, however, have little to no
growth prospects.

Why I invest in Dividend ETFs. I still love dividend ETFs. As I said, they do give you some
solid income (3-4%) and some growth (appx 3-4% capital appreciation). I have never been
disappointed by my dividend ETFs because I know what to expect. Some dividend ETFs even
have dividend growth streaks.

Dividends vs. Royalties part I

One of the fantastic things about DGI is watching your stocks give you a pay raise. It is truly a
great feeling to watch as your companies increase their dividend for the upcoming years.
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Yesterday, one of my favorite DGI stocks, Altria (MO), increased its dividend. I love this aspect
of DGI, and I miss that feeling with my dividend ETFs.

My favorite Dividend ETFs. My two favorite dividend ETFs are Wisdom High Dividend ETF
Fund (DHS) and Invesco S&P 500 Dividend ETF (SPHD). As you can see below, they both
have some excellent appreciation and yield roughly 4%. They also both pay monthly, which is
terrific as well. On the far right, you can see their annual dividend payout.

Are Dividend ETFs a good fit for your portfolio? I think everyone has room for a monthly
dividend payer or two. If you are not a DGI purist, which only believes in blue-chip stocks, then
dividend ETFs can be a fantastic fit; I have no complaints.

Is Saving Money Bad?

However, I caution against filling up your portfolio with only dividend ETFs. Learning about your
companies is vital to the long-term sustainability of your dividend portfolio. There is room for all
flavors of dividends, such as preferred shares, dividend ETFs, closed-end funds, bond funds,
index funds, and REITs.

As I said in “Let Dividends be Your Lighthouse through Retirement,” we need to plan for our
golden years as soon as we are born. There is no room to “play around.” Dividend investing is
best when we begin the journey as early as possible.
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Having an excellent portfolio of blue chips and some dividend ETFs is a good way to hedge
yourself against a company going bust in the future. There are some very good dividend ETFs
that should meet your income and appreciation needs.

Ensure you do your due diligence and pick the winners. I keep 3-5 dividend ETFs in my portfolio
at all times, so I am a fan. You will have to see how you can fit them into your portfolio. I hope
this helps you out a little. Please grab the Free PDF ebook on the way out. Enjoy and Happy
Investing.

HOW TO START DIVIDEND INVESTING

25  How to Start Dividend Investing 101: Find Your “Why”

Sometimes we need to go back to the basics. It is good to review our topics from the ground up
with a fresh set of eyes. Personally, I have been getting so deep into dividends that I forget
where I came from.

Indeed, I just bought my first set of baby bonds last night, and I was pretty proud of myself. I
was going to write about that, but I realized 99% of the world doesn't know what baby bonds
are. Which kind of led me down a rabbit hole of how to catch people up to where I am.

So I want to go back to the early days when I started investing. I did not know s***. I didn't even
know what the words passive income meant. I learned all about these topics in June 2019,
when I was sitting in my room in Didim, Turkey, with my wife and our family.
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Municipal Bonds: Tax-Free Goodness

Before you even start dividend investing, you need to have a purpose. Even bigger than your
purpose is your “why.” There is nothing more important than finding your “why” before
pursuing passive income!

Why is finding your “why” so vital to your passive income and dividend journey? Because
building an income stream takes time and dedication. There is no easy way to create money
coming in from the sky. You have to have a deep knowledge of systems and methods for the
money to keep coming in continually, and more importantly, keep growing.

Let’s say you received a tax-free lump sum of $1 million. What would you do with it? How would
you make it last for the rest of your life and your children’s lives? If you don’t learn the ways of
passive income, this money will disappear very quickly.

If you think that you will turn it over to a trustworthy money manager, think again. But you don’t
want that because you want to get involved—that is why you are reading this article.

For me, if I received this money, I know exactly what I would do. I would build a nice triplex that I
would ultimately pay off. My family would be able to live for free in one of the units. We would
rent the other units out for fair market value. This would cost $300,000 in a small city. Now we
never have to worry about money for the rest of our lives. The $2,000 in rent, plus living for free,
would sustain us forever.

Dividends vs. Royalties part I

Then I would spend $100,000 on building a fleet of cars that I could use to start a rental car
business. If I bought four cars, this would produce another $2,000/month, passively.

I would then invest $400,00 into dividend and crypto (3%) portfolios aiming for a 4% dividend
yield plus a 4% growth rate. This would net me $1,300/month.

I would have $200,000 to put into bonds and wait for other opportunities to arise. Things like
private money lending or starting an 18 wheeler business. When you have the knowledge and
funding, opportunities will always come your way. Always.

So from this $1 million, I have a paid-off house, $5,300/month passive income, and a $200,000
stockpile of cash, waiting for more investments to arise. Not bad at all.

My Foray in FOREX

But I didn’t just come up with these techniques and methods or the confidence that comes with
them. I learned these things in the trenches. Yes, I had to read, read, and read some more.
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Then I had to do stuff, like buy dividends, properties, and cryptocurrencies. I had to start a blog
and publish my Kindle books. It takes action. The formula for luck is education + opportunity +
action.

I can literally go on for days. In fact, if you ever want to read my articles in a straight line, that is
the Financial Independence Magazine series. Every day I write, edit, create artwork, and publish
an article. Every ten articles I put together into FIM magazine. If you read all of these in order,
you would be able to invest your $1 million even better than I could. This is my lifelong project
and my “why.”

Now, back to your “why.” Do not start dividend investing until you have your “why.” No, not your
goal. Your “why”— your profound reason what you want to achieve, or an endstate, that you
envision reaching.

Boring Investing is Good Investing

My “why” is to be on the beach, with my wife, kids, and grandkids and not have a worry in the
world. I want to be rich, in love, and surrounded by family. It’s a pretty simple “why.”

Okay, I know you came here for dividend investing, but finding your “why” is even more critical.
Dividend investing is extremely slow at first. You will be receiving pennies every month. I started
investing in dividends in June 2019, and my first dividend payment was in August 2019 for
$0.23 from Papa John’s. That was for the entire month.

So this month, I am looking at receiving $300/month from my portfolio only. My wife is sitting
close to $120, I believe. When I receive a $22 dividend from Prudential (as I did this month), it is
a thing to celebrate.

I have been working on building the knowledge and skillset to receive that considerable
dividend. And now we can enjoy it by buying ice cream for the kids. That is my “why.” I can
spend this money guilt-free because I know it is coming in every month and will continue to
grow. It is a fantastic feeling and the reason why I keep writing about it.
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You can review my Wells Fargo account above. I started it on June 18, 2019, with $250. Now it
is sitting at $31,600. Today is June 25, 2020. So precisely two years. We have $180,000 in total
in dividend accounts. We are very proud of where we are right now, but we had to start
somewhere.

Do I Need a lot of Money to Start Investing?

Look at the annual income that my Wells Fargo account is giving us. Almost $1,500/year. That is
roughly $125/month of passive income that we can spend as we choose. The dividend yield is
approximately 5.2%, which is pretty high.

I am going to teach you all these things throughout this series. I want to take it super slow. I
already have a ton of series on dividends, and there is no need to re-write those. This will be a
prolonged, lengthy series that I want my children to read to start their dividend journey.

Let’s review what series I already have available. These will be for the people who already have
decided to become dividend investors and are looking for faster-paced articles.

First, we have Stock Market Investing 101 Series, where we cover the overall stock market and
some techniques you can use to get invested.

Next, we have Investing for Dividends Series 101 (book), which is purely focusing on starting
and recording your dividend journey.

Compounding: 8th Wonder of the World
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Then, we get into the high-yielding segment of dividends, my Real Estate Investment Trust
Series and Preferred Shares 101 Series (book).

Finally, the best place to start is the article “How We Plan to Retire on Dividends (book).” This
has a lot of information for your journey.

For this series, I want to go step-by-step into creating your dividend journey. Things like how
much you can invest, your investment goal, what is a dividend yield, what companies will best
suit your investment style, etc. There is a lot to talk about, and I will give myself a long time to
cover it.

In the meantime, please consider your “why.” How do you define being rich? Who do you want
to take on your journey? You have a lot to consider. I will see you next time, and I look forward
to spending a lot of time in the How To Start Dividend Investing 101 Series. Good Luck!
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26  How to Start Dividend Investing 102: Set Tiny Goals

I have written multiple articles on how we plan to retire on dividends, and I will continue to do so
over the next 30 to 40 years. But in reality, our military pension will be enough to cover our
significant expenses for the rest of our days.

So why do I keep writing about dividends? Because they are just freaking cool! How amazing is
it to create your own paycheck, and continue to grow it, and also have companies help you grow
it as well? Over time, the compounding effect becomes a tremendous joy in your life.

And as much as I love seeing $20, $30, $40, and even $50 dividends being deposited in my
account, I always remember that I had to start somewhere. Yes, precisely two years ago, my
dividends looked like $0.20, $0.30, $0.40, and $0.50.

How to Start Dividend Investing 101: Find Your Why

So today, after two years of being a dividend investor, my best advice is to Set Small Goals.
And as a side note—Enjoy Your Dividends. To get the best results in the early days, you will
want to combine these two ideas to keep motivating you. Let’s dig into these topics.

Set small goals and enjoy your dividends go hand and hand together. Set small goals refers to
having small goals for your dividends to replace parts of your spending habits. For example,
having $20 worth of dividends pay for your Netflix account.
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Indeed, I have seen many people online say to start slowly having dividends pay for smaller bills
along the way. I think this is a great idea, if not boring. This is why I throw in the “enjoy your
dividends” caveat. Why use your dividends to pay bills when you can use them for guilt-free
spending?

I would rather use my $20 in dividends to buy two Starbucks coffees or go to breakfast at
McDonald’s. I think you get the full effect of dividends when you use them on something fun,
meaningful, and for relationship building.

In the beginning, I reinvested all of my dividends, as the internet instructed me. However, once I
started my Cash App challenge, I realized that not everything had to be reinvested. Why wait 30
years to have fun with dividends. By that time, you will just be using them to pay bills anyway.

I decided to use a portion of my dividends to fund such a fun lifestyle, and it is truly motivating
me TO SAVE MORE. That’s right, the more I look forward to receiving big dividends, the more I
want to invest my earned income to increase my payouts.

The Year of Dividends

If I were just reinvesting my dividends, I would just let time and compounding do their things,
with no motivation to see pay increases. Now, I am counting the days for my Pimco payments
(PCI, $51), AT&T (T, $32), Phillip Morris (PM, $20), Prudential (PRU, $22), and AGNC (AGNC,
$13). Those are just a few of the many paychecks I get throughout the month.

Where should YOU start? Now it is time for you to pick your starting goals. I wish I had picked
some small starting goals in the beginning. I just looked at my dividends on a spreadsheet for
the first year—no fun in that.

Dividends vs. Capital Gains

What is something minor you love to buy at the gas station or Walmart but you feel guilty about?
Maybe a bag of chips, some candy, or a collection of shot glasses? Whatever the case, I would
start with something smaller than $10/month. It may take you a couple of months to get to that
amount of income.

From there, move on to the next goal. It may be a $40 monthly manicure or pedicure. How
about taking the family to dinner at Applebees for $100. It is all in the realm of possibility with
consistent dividend investing. And boy, does it feel good to be in control of your finances. I have
never had this level of stress freedom (just made that up) in my life.

For example, Kris doesn’t check on her dividends accounts often; it’s mainly my forte. However,
when we checked her Wells Fargo account, she had accumulated over $100 in dividends over
the last 4-6 weeks. Truly an amazing accomplishment.
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I could have just reinvented the cash, but seriously, what is the fun in that? She has four
brokerage accounts, and they all have some form of reinvestment strategy; we can spare a few
dollars. I asked her what she wanted to do with it, and she suggested letting it sit there.

However, in proper spouse form, she found some shoes she wanted to buy. So I transferred the
cash from her brokerage account to her checking account, and she bought the shoes. Truly
guilt-free, stress-free living.

Pay Off Debt or Start Investing?

This is just a tiny example of how dividends can indeed be life-changing. Sometimes, you need
to imagine how these dividends will compound into vast numbers, like $2,000/month or
$4,000/month. Can you see the possibilities?

But don’t get too excited yet. Let’s start with your $10/month goal—what do you have in mind? If
I had to go back, I would have started with a weekly ice cream bar for $5/week. Now, I go into
the store, buy my ice cream, and feel fabulous because dividends funded the purchase.

Let me know what your small goal is and what you plan for your more extensive purposes. Your
dividend goals truly can come true if you stay the course. Enjoy and Good Investing.

27  How to Start Dividend Investing 103: Pick Your Platform

Beginning your adventure as a dividend investor may seem daunting from the outside looking
in, but that’s why I am here. In “How to Start Dividend Investing 101,” we discussed your
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long-term outlook for the journey. In “How to Start Dividend Investing 102,” we talked about
slowly integrating dividends into your life—forming a habit of living off your investments.

How to Start Dividend Investing

Now, it is time to put our money where our mouth is. We need to pick a platform and start this
investing train to become a habit for the rest of our lives. I have already written a couple of
articles choosing a platform (Stock Marketing Investing 105, Investing for Dividends 105), but
this article is for beginners.

There are tons of brokerages, banks, and apps to take your investing dollars. I have five
locations where I put my dividend cash, and I recommend two of those for beginners. The two
apps I recommend are STASH and CASH APP.

Annuities vs. Dividends

The most important aspect of being a new investor is “automatic investing.” I first read the
concept in “I Will Teach You to Be Rich,” where the money comes directly out of your checking
account before you even get a chance to see it. Most of us already do this sort of thing with the
401Ks from our employers.

STASH is my favorite app for automatic investing because of the number of options you can
tinker with. You can have weekly and monthly withdrawals from your accounts. I like weekly
investments into my dividend stocks and ETFs.

I have my automatic investments divided into three categories within STASH: my main
brokerage, Roth IRA, and spend account (which I link to a STASH debit card). When I first
started, I believe I had $15 coming from my account each week.

The first schedule I employed was $5 to my brokerage, $5 to my Roth IRA, and $5 to Spend
account. You can start with less if you’d like as well. Over time, you will find yourself investing
much more as you begin to see massive results over time.

How to Stay Motivated

Today, I invest $175 per week into my STASH. Most of that goes into blue-chip dividend stocks
like McDonald’s, T. ROWE, AT&T, AGNC. Of course, I also invest in my favorite index fund, VTI,
inside both my brokerage and my Roth IRA.
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There are two remarkable aspects of STASH that make it exciting to invest in—SPEND and
“Cash to Invest.” I’ll talk about the Cash to Invest feature first. As I discussed in “Investing for
Dividends 105,” most brokerage accounts have a money market account linked inside of the
dividend account.

This money market account is sort of a cash flow checking account. For example, if I want to
invest $100 in AT&T, it may only cost $97. The remaining $3 would sit in my money market
account until my next purchase. When you receive dividends that you do not reinvest, they also
collect in your money market account.

$1,000 Dividends Spending Spree

With STASH, you can send weekly money into your money market account, called “Cash to
Invest.” It is cool because I forget I have money going into my Cash to Invest most of the time. I
may see it once a month or even less.

Then one day, I want to make some purchases, and I may have $40-70 there to invest. I like this
feature a lot, and it seems like free money by the time you get to it. SPEND is the exact same,
except the cash sits on your debit card account.

I have yet to spend any money using my debit card, and I have used STASH since December
2019. When you have cash sitting in the SPEND bucket, you can use it across your brokerage,
Roth IRA, and custodial accounts. So, it gives you more options to leverage your money. It also
has a Stock-Back feature, which gives you a percentage of your spending back as stocks.
Again, I don’t use the debit card.

Retirement Planning for the Average Person

Finally, you can still log into STASH and purchase stocks any time you want. If McDonald’s
drops 10% in a day, I would like to buy it at those prices. I can still log in, make a purchase, say
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$300, and that money is pulled directly from my linked checking account (in my case, Wells
Fargo). This gives you maximum flexibility to make investments on juicy dividend days.

All in all, STASH is exceptionally newbie-friendly, and the automatic investing options are
second to none. You can also choose to have your dividends collect in your Cash to Invest
account. I reinvest all of mine, but in about 20 years, I will just let them accumulate. Then I can
transfer them to my debit card.

Inflation vs. Dividends

I use the CASH APP, the exact opposite of my STASH account. I love the Cash APP because
my dividends come directly to my checking account. I had one of the best moments of my
dividend investing career with the CASH APP.

I was out shopping at the PX on base one day during lunch. I received a buzz on my phone, and
I read that AGNC paid me a $13 dividend. I looked at my CASH APP, and sure enough, I had a
fresh $13 available to spend that very second.

I still find the CASH APP one of the best ways to get addicted to investing for dividends. Yes,
reinvesting your dividends is impressive, but taking a few and spending is how you train yourself
to first pay yourself, then live from your investments⏤this is how the rich spend their money.

Dividends vs. Royalties part II

This month, July 2021, I reached $80/month in my CASH APP dividends. That is 80 guilt-free
dollars that I can spend as I wish, no remorse, no questions. Once you understand the value of
living from your investments, it is life-changing.

You realize that your investments are paying you, not an earned income job. You can also make
money while you sleep, which is the only way to become financially free. For these reasons, I
highly recommend the CASH APP for beginners getting into the stock market.
After you use these platforms for a few months (I recommend 4-6 months), you can move on to
more complex platforms that can broaden your investing options. The other platforms I use are
M1 Finance, where you can make intricate investing pies. Then, Charles Schwab and Wells
Fargo are highly complex but offer you almost every investment option under the sun.

In the end, pick whatever platform you can understand. You may already have the CASH APP
downloaded, so that it might be a good starting point. I have an article on my favorite blue-chip
stocks that may help you make some early choices.

The most important thing is to jump in and start learning. As soon as you become addicted to
receiving passive income, the sooner you will start making choices that can help free yourself
from the confines of work. Welcome to Stress Freedom!
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28  How to Start Dividend Investing 104: Choosing Your Stocks

Going shopping is one of our favorite things to do—why should dividend investing be any
different? Many people avoid handling their own investment accounts because it can seem
intimidating to choose their own stocks. Let’s fix that today by building a small dividend portfolio.

How to Choose Your Stocks

Welcome back to the How to Start Dividend Investing 101 series (101, 102, 103), where I walk
you through the process of dividend investing. Please take the time to read the previous articles
so that you are all caught up before we go on our dividend shopping spree.

Finally, you have the basics of dividend investing: you found your “why,” set tiny goals, and
picked your platform (preferably STASH). Now, what freaking companies and stocks do you
invest in with your hard-earned dollars?

Preferred Shares 103: The Rule of 72
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This is the part that most people try to avoid because they think every company has to be a
home-run hitter. People also get nervous about stocks going up and down. Dividend investing is
different from investing for capital gains because dividend stocks have a dividend yield.

The dividend yield is the annual dividend divided by the stock price. For example, if XYZ
company costs $100 and an annual dividend of $5, the dividend yield will be 5%. Since all
dividend-paying stocks and companies have a yield, let’s start there when building our portfolio.

My personal target is a 4% annual capital appreciation and a 4% dividend yield. What will this
look like after a year? If I invest $10,000 into my 4/4 portfolio in a year, the ending balance will
be $10,400. I will have also received $400 in dividends. The goal for my portfolio would be to
live off the $400, while the rest of my account would continue to grow uninhibited.

Of course, I cannot live off $400/year, but what if I had $1 million in my portfolio. The numbers
would be $1,040,000 at the end of the year and $40,000 in dividends. Now we are talking. In
fact, that is our next dividend investing goal, to reach $1 million in the next five years.

Now, you have to choose your target goals for capital appreciation and dividends. My 4/4 goals
are pretty easy to achieve with a mix of index funds, blue chip stocks, and high-yield products.
However, I am probably a little more advanced than you. So let’s start with a target goal of 5%
capital appreciation and 3% dividend yield.

Stock Market Investing 106: High Yield Alternative Investments

I like these numbers because you can avoid the high-yield products for now. Let’s also start with
$1,000 because it is a nice safe number. Remember, dividend investing is a marathon, not a
sprint. You can see 52 weeks of my dividend challenge where I started with $170 and reached
$23,000 in one year.

Another good method would be to choose the number of companies you want to invest in when
you start. We also need to remember that index funds and blue-chip stocks pay quarterly. We
have some REITs that pay monthly as well. We want our income to flow consistently, so let’s
carefully choose ten stocks, $100/each, that pay us across the various months.

Okay, now our dividend portfolio is starting to take shape. Let’s do a quick review before we
move further.

1) We want to achieve 5% capital appreciation and 3% dividend yield
2) We have $1,000 across ten companies
3) We want to spread out our income

Now, let’s get started. I like to start with my favorite index fund, the Vanguard Total Market Index
fund or VTI. Typically you get 7-10% annual returns from VTI plus a dividend yield of roughly
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1.5%—this is the main growth element of the portfolio. If you want to add a full-on growth stock
like Tesla, Apple, Microsoft, Amazon, you can put it in this position as well.

Do I Need a lot of Money to Start Investing?

Some people only use blue-chip stocks for their dividend portfolios, but I like to have a growth
element. You can read my reasoning in “Investing for Dividends 104: The Importance of Index
Funds.”

Next, let’s pick a monthly paying stock. It is always good to have a consistent monthly paying
stock or fund. I would typically add my favorite Closed-End Fund to this portfolio. My favorite
closed-end fund is Pimco Dynamic Credit or PCI because it pays a 9% dividend yield on the first
day of every month.

But, I know that many apps like STASH and Cash App don’t have CEFs available for investing.
Instead, I will use my favorite REIT, AGNC, as my monthly payer. AGNC is a mortgage REIT
that yields somewhere between 8-10%.

Great, we just need to pick eight more stocks. We need to pick three stocks for each of our
quarterly periods. The periods are January (Jan, Apr, July, October), February (Feb, May, Aug,
Nov), and March (Mar, June, Sep, Dec).

Stocks vs. Cryptos

Luckily, my article “My 24 Favorite Blue Chip Stocks” has all the information we need to pick our
target stocks. We will need 3 for the January group, 3 for the February group, and 2 for the
March group because VTI pays in March.

So go ahead and pull up that article and pick your stocks. I will lay out my picks below.
Remember, this is the fun part of dividend investing. If you know a company, pick them. If you
go to Walmart every day, then you may want to invest in them. Don’t overthink your decisions.
We build trust and confidence as we continue to invest, learn, and research.

Company Ticker Group Yield

Phillip Morris PM January 4.80%

Coca-Cola KO January 2.97%

Walmart WMT January 1.45%

AT&T T February 7.54%
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Verizon VZ February 4.52%

Procter & Gamble PG February 2.40%

Prudential PRU March 4.41%

Public Storage PSA March 2.47%

Total Stock Market VTI March 1.26%

AGNC AGNC Monthly 8.95%

Wow, it was hard to pick just those few stocks. I love dividend investing and picking
dividend-paying stocks. I should be able to reach my 5% capital appreciation goal reasonably
easily. My average dividend yield is 4.077%. I could always swap out AT%T for a stock like
ALLY (Ally Bank), which is on a tremendous growth path, with a tiny 1.45% dividend yield—if I
wanted more growth vs. yield.

Why Do I Need to Invest in the Stock Market?

There are so many ways to invest for dividends; you just need to understand the concept. I was
able to research my picks on Yahoo Finance very quickly. If you don't know the company, please
read and understand what they do, who they are, and how they make money. Do not pick
companies just for the yield.

A quick word on mindset. Investing for dividends is the long game, not a pop-and-swap
charade. In the article “Let Dividends be Your Lighthouse through Retirement,” I explain how
having dividends can be life-changing.

Dividends are the marathon that you always wanted to run. You and these companies will grow
to be best friends. They will have some hard times, but also some great times. Unless
something significant happens or changes, I stay invested with my companies for the long haul.

I hope this helped you get a better look inside dividend investing. I know you may still be on the
fence, but you can build watchlists on some websites and track your progress without spending
money. Paper trading is an excellent way to get more comfortable before jumping into the fire.
Enjoy and Happy Investing.

BECOME A BONAFIDE INVESTOR
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29  Become a Bonafide Investor I: Investing Insider vs. Outsider

So you want to be an investor, huh? Well, being an investor is more than just putting money into
the stock market. You have to understand the bigger picture and also the smaller picture.

The bigger picture is everything external that affects the markets. Whether that is interest rates,
the employment rate, or the housing market, understanding the bigger picture will ensure you
are making the best investment decisions with the information on hand.

The smaller picture is how you structure your investment life. You see, if you structure your
investment life to meet your goals, you will not need to make out-sized returns to achieve
success. And if you don’t need out-sized returns, then you can make decisions at the right time
for the right reasons.

The “Become a Bonafide Investor” series is about understanding the bigger and smaller
picture to help you make significant investment decisions for your lifetime. Although this series
will fall under my investment tab on my website, it will still cover real estate, crypto, and tax
considerations. You see, everything ties together because it all affects you, the investor.

Over the course of this series, we will cover such things as investment cycles, commodities,
interest rates, precious metals, hedging vs. speculation, and FOREX. And these are just the
start. Hopefully, I can continue this series for years to come. But now, let’s get into our first topic
Investing Insider vs. Outsider.



First, let’s clarify the definitions of the words investment insider and outsider. An investing
insider is not doing anything illegal or receiving insider information. The insider has access to
control of his investment vehicle. I’ll explain more below. The investing outsider is outside the
investment vehicle and cannot make decisions that affect the outcome. Let's take a look at how
this plays out in real life.

Real Estate Investing Insider. I am a real estate investing insider. I own multiple houses. I can
increase the return on my homes at any time I want by doing certain things like raising the rent,
adding rental spaces, making great use of my land, etc. For example, we are in the middle of
refinancing our primary residence, which will put $200 back in our pocket. We have control of
the outcome of our returns.

Real Estate Investing Outsider. I own multiple shares of REITs on the stock market and off of
the stock market (Fundrise). I have no control over how they run their businesses. However, I
can control what REITs I own, when I buy them, and how long I keep them. To make the best
purchasing decisions, I need to become a bonafide investor and understand interest rates and
the housing market.

The best thing I can do as an outside investor is to position myself to make the best possible
returns. If I want to increase my return by $200/month, I will need to invest a large amount of
money into the REITs. However, I also carry less risk than owning property directly.

Business Investing Insider. I own my own business—it is a Kindle publishing and website
called Military Family Investing. I write articles daily and publish on my website and combine
them into a book format for easy reading. I control how many books I release, when I release
them, and their price.

From there, I can increase my opportunities to make money by adding advertising, affiliate
marketing, hardback selections, and publishing in different languages. I have complete control
of the financial aspect of the business, and I can do whatever the market can support.

Business Investing Outsider. On the stock market, I invest in Amazon shares. I have no
control over Amazon and their business. They can shut down the business tomorrow or merge
with Walmart. Whatever they choose to do, it is up to them. I am a speculator, for lack of a better
word.

Why is understanding Insider vs. Outsider so important? You need to understand what you
are, insider and outsider, and make sound investment decisions based on where you sit. You
also need to manage expectations.

Too often I see people trying to get rich as an outsider. Being on the outside has certain perks,
like less perceived risks, the ability to move in and out of investments faster, and investing as a
large group. But being on the outside is not for becoming rich. It is to keep your money
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generating more money. The big “pot” or “source” of money should be coming from your insider
investments.

Okay, let’s break this down into different terms. As an example, let’s say I want to bring in
$6,000/month passive income. Using only the stock market, I would need $1.8 million in my
dividend portfolio to achieve this monthly payment amount. I can probably reach this in 8 years.

If I wanted to make the $6,000/month from my business, I could separate it into $2,000/month
each of royalties, affiliate marketing, and website ad revenue. If I busted my ass, I could
probably reach this amount in three years. But the true magic hasn’t even begun.

I can then convert some of my books into audiobooks, different languages, a subscription model
on my website, etc. The money keeps rolling in. On top of that, this money is entirely separate
from the stock market and its fluctuations. I have complete autonomy to increase income as I
deem fit.

How do I become an insider? In the stock market world, you have to become an accredited
investor. When you are accredited, you will need to earn roughly $1 million a year, among other
stipulations. Once accredited, you will have access to a more significant part of investments that
could be deemed risky by the SEC.

Some investments you can participate in are: angel investing into startup companies or helping
to take companies into their initial public offering. You get to buy into companies for low amounts
(say $1/share) and then watch as it goes to IPO and the shares sell for $200/share. Getting in
early is how you become wealthy—not being a buyer at the IPO.

I am not trying to discourage anyone; we all start as outsiders. Just realize where you are on the
wealth pyramid and work your way up. Let’s take cryptocurrencies, for example. Most of us are
on the outside right now. We are learning about coins, smart chains, and smart contracts.

That does not mean that we will always be on the outside. We can work our way up the chain.
Remember, the closer we are to the inside, the richer we become. So we can slowly work our
way up to the groups that release coins. We can buy in before their initial coin offerings. Then
over time, we can start our own syndicate that can eventually release its own coin. It may take
some time, but the real money is in climbing the pyramid and creating an investment vehicle for
others (outsiders) to invest.

The ideas in this article are from the book “Rich Dad’s Guide to Investing.” These ideas changed
my life because I was purely a dividend investor when I read it first. Then I realized I was on the
outside of this business. Shortly after reading this book, I decided to become an insider and
start my business.

You do not have to be an insider in everything, probably just in a couple of areas. You can be a
dividend and crypto investor and own a couple of rental homes and gardening businesses. As
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an investor, we can take a whole life approach. When you synergize your entire life, you
become a bonafide investor.

Let’s take the life of a bonafide investor. In one month, their job gives them a $100/month raise.
That is very nice; however, they also raise the rent to the tune of $100/month. Their dividend
stocks increase the dividend by $100/month, and they make some changes to their business for
an increase of $100/month.

Overall, the bonafide investor brings in $400/month because of the diversity of their portfolio.
They are insiders and outsiders, but the total package leads to wealth building at a fantastic
rate. Instead of trying to be an outside investor attempting to increase their payout rate on the
stock market by $400/month, the bonafide investor uses all their resources to become wealthy.

And that is the jest of the Become a Bonafide Investor series. We want to use everything at our
disposal to become affluent over time and with a whole life diversification mindset. There is no
reason to get involved in risky ventures. We need to be well-read, deliberate, and versatile.
Welcome to Becoming a Bonafide Investor. Good Luck!

30  Become a Bonafide Investor II: Inflation is Coming

To become Bonafide investors we will need to comprehend the bigger picture when it comes to
our investments. In Part I of our series, we talked about the difference between an investing
insider vs. an outsider.
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Today, we will discuss one of the most significant factors in your investment thesis: inflation.
Inflation usually happens when the money supply has increased to the point where too many
dollars are chasing after too few assets.

Consider today’s housing market. A house goes on sale, and within hours bids are starting
above the asking price. The house will sell for above the asking price. Now, the next place can
base its asking price on the comparable home that just sold. Prices all go up—this is inflation.

When it comes to judging inflation, we need to take a holistic approach. It is in the government's
best interest to state that inflation is under control. In fact, part of the Federal Reserve's mission
statement is to manage inflation.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics reports the Consumer Price Index (CPI) every month. Here is a
must-read article concerning CPI on Investopedia. CPI uses a basket of foods, services,
transportations, and medical care to gauge the rate of inflation. CPI controls the cost of living
allowances for such things as social security, treasury bonds, and military pay.

Now, this is where we, as investors, have to dig deeper than the average person. We know that
the prices of goods and services are sky-rocketing in today’s market. I can feel the effects when
I go to the commissary. But where are prices really rising? In risk assets.

Risk assets can be considered assets that contain some form of price risk. The term risk assets
can allude to real estate, stocks, bonds, gold, silver, and cryptocurrencies. They are sometimes
referred to as risk assets because their performance can fluctuate depending on inflation,
among other things.

CPI does not take into account the prices of risk assets. This means that the government may
say that inflation is rising at 2%, but real estate has increased 10%, the stock market is over
15%, and cryptocurrency is 40%. These are all make-believe numbers, but you understand
where I am going with this.

When the government prints money, the prices of CPI goods, services, and education do
rise—however, the prices of risk assets sky-rocket. There are too many dollars chasing too few
assets.

As a bonafide investor, we need to understand why the Federal government wants inflation to
occur. They want to control it, but make no mistake about it; the government needs inflation.

Our government owes a lot of money to ourselves. We are creating treasury bonds that we, in
turn, buy ourselves—this is how we print money in today’s government. We still have to pay the
interest in these bonds, however.

The federal government attempts to control inflation, among other things, with the federal funds
rate. The federal funds rate is the basis for such things as the treasury bonds rates, mortgage,

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/consumerpriceindex.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/f/federalfundsrate.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/f/federalfundsrate.asp


and your savings account. The interest rates on your savings account are a derivative of the
federal funds rates.

When the federal reserve lowers the funds rate to zero, it is trying to stimulate the economy.
Usually, this means the Fed is attempting to fight off a recession or depression. Let’s take a look
at a few affected areas when the funds rate goes to zero.

Mortgage rates hit rock bottom as fed rates lower. Mortgage rates spur the economy by people
buying and selling houses. However, prices and interest rates have an inverse effect on each
other. The easiest way to understand the relationship between prices and interest rates is to
look at a house’s monthly payment.

Let’s pretend that a house is worth $2,000/month. We can arrive at this monthly payment with a
relationship of the price and interest rate. When the interest rate is low, the price goes up. When
the interest rate is high, the price goes down. Right now, interest rates are rock bottom, so
prices are sky-high. Understanding this relationship is key to forming our investing thesis in
many areas, including stocks, real estate, and business.

New businesses began to form during a low-interest rate economy because there is “cheap
money” everywhere. Banks want to originate as many loans as possible for the fees. Banks
actually perform much better in a high-interest rate society, but more on that later.

For the most significant reason, interest rates affect our investments; low-interest rates force
the average person into risk assets. I opened a high yield savings account at Discover bank
in June 2019 with an interest rate of 2.2%. I was thrilled with this interest rate.

Today, my high yield savings account has an interest rate of 0.4%. I am not so happy now
because this interest rate sucks. I keep roughly $5,000 in this account. My last monthly interest
payment was $1.75. I can invest that same $5,000 into Pimco High Credit Fund (PCI) and get
roughly $50/month in dividends. If I needed the money, I would at least move a portion of my
money into PCI, maybe a $2,500 split.

The federal government doesn’t want your money in a savings account; they want you to be
spending it in the economy. That’s right; the government wants you to spend your money. My
favorite author, Robert Kiyosaki, puts it best in “Unfair Advantage” when he says, “savers are
losers.”

If you are trying to save money, at 0.4%, you will lose. Not only that, interest from bonds and
savings are taxed at the ordinary earned income rate. So, not only are you receiving peanuts for
saving but you are being taxed at the highest rate possible on these peanuts. “Savers are
losers.”

https://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/12/inflation-interest-rate-relationship.asp
http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/01/07/5-takeaways-from-unfair-advantage/


Now, back to why the government needs inflation. Remember, they are borrowing money by
selling bonds to themselves. The government needs to pay interest on these bonds. The
interest is based on the federal funds rate and CPI. So if they can keep these rates low, then
their interest payments will remain low.

And if they can let inflation set to a certain extent, they will pay the money they borrow in
cheaper dollars. Take a look at the value of a dollar from when I was born (1981) and today.

The Fed needs inflation to set to a certain extent, but without it getting out of hand. If it gets out
of hand, then they will have to raise the federal funds rate. Raising the funds rate will slow the
economy down. The housing market will slow down, more people will become savers, and fewer
businesses will start.

We can start to see this today. I like to track the 30-year Treasury bond as my clue of inflation.
Most people prefer the 10-year treasury bond. When the Fed lowered the funds rate in
March/April 2020, the 30-year treasury interest rate dropped to an obscene 1.28%.

Now, the rate is creeping up to roughly 2.38%. Why is this important? Because at this yield, you
are competing with some good dividend-paying stocks. Some of my favorites, such as
McDonald’s and Johnson & Johnson, yield close to the amount of the 30-year treasury. I would
hazard a guess that most people do not want to invest in risk assets; they would rather have a
worry-free treasury bond.

Now, what will happen when the 30-year treasury reaches +3% yields again? I would say a lot
of money will leave the stock market. If it hits this amount, I would even buy $500-$1,000 worth
of bonds every month. The stock market is great, but having a risk-free investment that can
match inflation is just as lovely.

There is still a lot more to talk about with inflation coming. I will save that for the following article
to cover how to prepare for investing before inflation. This piece was more of a background, but
hopefully, you learned something. “Savers are losers,'' the Fed wants you to spend your money,
and the federal funds rate controls your savings account are some key takeaways.



As a bonafide investor, you want to get to the point where you can form some of your own
analysis. You can track your metrics and draw your conclusions. It may take some time to get
comfortable looking at random statistics, but boy, does it become fun. That is the Become a
Bonafide Investor Series’s purpose—to help you understand the bigger picture. Good Luck!

31  Become a Bonafide Investor III: How to Prepare for Inflation

I remember when gas was 99 cents a gallon. The year was 1999, I was 18 years old, and I was
in Pensacola, Florida. Man, those were the good ol’ days. Whatever happened to those gas
prices? Inflation happened to them.

Prepare for Inflation

That’s right; inflation can slowly eat into our stockpile of money if we don’t account for it. As a
Bonafide Investor, we will need to take inflation into account for everything that we do. If we do
not, we are doomed to lose much of our spending power over the years.

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B096P8DPK2


In part one of this series, I talked about being an investing insider or outsider. For most of us,
we are outsiders when it comes to the stock market and crypto markets. So why do we still
invest in these markets? I use them as inflation hedges.

You see, I am not trying to get the highest returns possible. For the stock market, I am aiming
for an 8% annualized return. I like to split that up between 4% capital gains and 4% dividend
yield. I can use the same split for cryptocurrencies between capital gains and interest.

In regular times, inflation is roughly 2-3% annualized. So, with my stock market philosophy, I can
beat inflation and have a little money to spare. I like to keep my dividend yield so high because
they can beat inflation by themselves.

If this all seems above your head, that is okay. To form the mindset of an investor, you must
hear someone talk like an investor. As we raise our children, we stop chatting in baby talk and
start speaking to them as adults. Investors always think about inflation.

Earlier, I said that inflation is 2-3% during regular times, but what if it is higher than that? In part
two, I noted that inflation is coming, and I meant it. We do not know how bad inflation is going to
be this time around.

So we need to prepare for the worst when it comes to inflation. Inflation hit an all-time high in
the 1970s, with interest rates hitting 20%. Now, we may not be getting inflation this bad, but it
could get to 4-5% annualized. So how do we prepare?

We can prepare two ways, on the stock market and off the stock market. I am a total investor
and tend to see the world as a complete picture. When people tell me that they made a 15%
return on the stock market, I say, “great.” I am renting rooms for an infinite return every month.
No amount of money can capture the concept of printing money. I am also printing money as I
am writing articles and publishing books.

Do not get caught up comparing yourself to single-minded investors, whether they are real
estate, crypto, stock market, or business. I would much rather be well-diversified into all of them
than be an all-star in one. Here is a sneak peek at a day in my life.

http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/05/20/become-a-bonafide-investor-part-i-investing-insider-vs-outsider/
http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/01/29/build-the-mindset-of-an-investor/
http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/05/26/become-a-bonafide-investor-part-ii-inflation-is-coming/
http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2020/12/29/the-magic-of-the-infinite-return/
http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/02/26/print-your-own-money/
http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/05/29/3-things-i-love-about-being-a-writer/


The best way to get rich and beat inflation is to have money coming in from all angles—every
single day. This is one day, June 1st, 2021, where I collected all types of cash. I earned money
from my Discover high yield savings account, dividends, rental income, crypto interest, and
royalties from books.

If you can do this every day, you will surpass inflation and become rich on the way. But let’s
focus on how we can attempt to beat inflation on the stock market.

On the Stock Market. Certain securities perform better in inflationary and times of high interest
rates on the stock market. Commodities and banks are two types of investments that usually
perform better through these times. I will have an article on commodities coming up soon.

Commodities are physical products used for consumption and production. They include things
like pork, wheat, oil, etc. Getting into the commodities market can be extremely difficult because
there is a steep learning curve. I know because I read a book called “A Trader First Book on
Commodities.”

Just because it is hard to trade commodities doesn’t mean that we can’t invest in them. We can
invest in individual companies that supply commodities. Their stocks may also perform well in
the stock market.

http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/04/05/5-takeaways-from-a-traders-first-book-on-commodities/
http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/04/05/5-takeaways-from-a-traders-first-book-on-commodities/


I actively invest in a Real Estate Investment Trust named Gladstone Land Corp (LAND). They
own farmlands that produce commodities. The REIT is doing very well and has become
expensive. It is important to note that I am a buy-and-hold investor. I dollar costs average into
my positions and hold them. I am not trying to turn a profit on my investment during different
cycles.

Now, that doesn't mean I don’t purchase investments at opportune times, but the intent is to
hold them.

Banks also do well in times of high-interest rates because they can pass these rates onto
consumers via bank loans, mortgage loans, and credit cards. Remember, the federal reserve
may raise interest rates to slow or control inflation.

I love investing in banks, especially when interest rates were cut last year. Now they are
recovering nicely, and I am positioned well going into inflationary times. I invest in Ally Bank
(ALLY) and Wells Fargo (WFC). Their dividend yields are pretty low, but I am investing for the
long term.

Off the Stock Market. I believe the best thing to do for inflation is to keep making money
outside of the stock market. The more diversified you are, the less likely you are to be a victim of
market forces. As I displayed in the picture above, you will need money coming in from all
angles and avenues.

http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/02/25/intro-to-reits-part-iv-reits-vs-rentals/


Remember the five asset classes of passive income retirement income, investment income,
business income, rental income, and cryptocurrency income. Write down these five pillars each
and every month and tally how much you make in each.

You will be stronger in some as you compare to others. Work on the ones that you need to
increase. I did not have any business income starting at the beginning of this year, but I
achieved $40 in royalties last month through hard work. Every income stream has to start
somewhere, and it usually isn’t high. The idea is to keep at it until your income drip turns into a
stream and eventually a waterfall.

I wrote more about this topic in “Diversify Your Passive Income” and the book format. I’ll leave a
picture of the book cover because I think it is incredible!

Inflation is coming, and as a Bonafide Investor, it is your job to account for this money-hungry
monster. On the stock market, you must ensure you are purchasing securities that hedge
against inflation. Off the stock market, diversify your passive income, and keep building wealth
generators.

If you can do these two things, you will be well prepared to defeat inflation and succeed as
others struggle. Good Luck!

http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/06/02/cash-flow-105-diversify-your-passive-income/
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B096FYDCJ9


32  Become a Bonafide Investor IV: The Value of Commodities

Commodities are one of the most important asset classes; however, most people haven't even
heard about them. How is this possible? Well, there is nothing sexy about talking about
commodities.

Before we dive into everything commodities, I’d like to welcome you back to the Become a
Bondafide Investors series (Part I, part II, Part III). This series strives to give you advanced
information on the investing world. Now, let’s jump back into the world of commodities.

What are commodities? From Investopedia; A commodity is a basic good used in commerce
that is interchangeable with other goods of the same type. Producers use commodities as inputs
to the production of other goods and services.

Military Success 105: Financial Fitness

Some commodities include grains, corn, soybeans, wheat, milk, cocoa, coffee, sugar, oil, and
natural gas. To trade commodities, sellers and buyers exchange contracts for a specific amount
on a specific date.

This is all pretty standard stuff, so to unlock the value in commodities, you must understand how
important they are to supply and demand. First, let's talk about the history of futures contracts.

In the 1800s, in the Chicago area, there was a huge market for grain. However, grain elevators
(where they store grain) were limited, leaving storage and transportation as major obstacles to

http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/05/20/become-a-bonafide-investor-part-i-investing-insider-vs-outsider/
http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/05/26/become-a-bonafide-investor-part-ii-inflation-is-coming/
http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/06/03/become-a-bonafide-investor-part-iii-how-to-prepare-for-inflation/
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/commodity.asp
http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/05/14/military-success-105-financial-fitness/


getting grains to market. Many farmers would lose money because of oversupply and bad road
conditions to Chicago.

On the flipside, after harvest, there was so much supply they would dump grain into Lake
Michigan. If only there were a way for the farmer to sell his grain at a certain price point in the
future. That way, there would be no price shock at harvest.

Enter futures contracts. Futures are contracts for commodities that are set sometime in the
future. Futures allowed the farmers to safely bring their grain to market and predict profits on a
reasonable timeline.

5 Benefits of Options Trading

Futures contracts allow farmers to hedge against weather conditions, bad crops, and market
changes. Producers can use futures to price protect (lock in rates) their crops. In the 1800s, this
allowed farmers to produce crops without worrying about fluctuations in price safely. There is an
excellent example of hedging on Investopedia.

Futures contracts also allow non-producers to get involved in the commodities markets. These
investors are called speculators, and they look to make a profit between the fluctuations in
prices—this is called the futures market, and it is a beast.

I read the book “A Trader's First Book on Commodities” to make sense of the commodities
market. To be honest, I haven’t even touched the surface of the world of commodities. Yet, I
persist because Robert Kiyosaki tells me that commodities are their asset class.

Compounding: The 8th Wonder of the World

So now we understand that commodities are essential goods that producers trade on the
commodities market. Futures are commodity contacts that exchange for future delivery.
Producers and speculators use futures contracts to hedge and speculate with these goods.
There is a lot of money to be made in commodities and futures if you understand the world.

But unless you want to dedicate 4-6 hours a day to learn this new world, I would not recommend
you to get directly into commodity trading. The book explains that it is prohibitively expensive to
trade commodities, and most fail to make money. It is an adult world, with adults losing money
every day.

But there are ways to involve yourself with commodities; you just have to know-how. But why
would a standard investor care about commodities? Commodities are an excellent hedge
against inflation.

Inflation occurs when there are too many dollars and not enough goods and services. For
example, say the government gave everyone in America $2,000. Now, everyone wants to buy

http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/05/03/5-benefits-of-options-trading/
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the new 70 inch TV. The TV price would increase because everyone has money to buy it, and
there are not enough TVs to go around. This is inflation—supply and demand.

Commodities are a function of supply and demand, so a conversation about commodities
usually follows when you talk about inflation. Let’s take a quick look at how the timber market
affected the housing market in 2021.

Due to the pandemic, mill shutdowns, and surging demand, prices of timber (a commodity)
began to sky-rocket. CBNC says that due to the increase in the cost of timber, new homes
prices shot up by $36,000. The housing market has a lot of demand and not enough supply, and
timber prices exacerbate the situation.

Preferred Shares 101: Getting Started

So we want to invest in commodities, but going directly into the commodities market can be
dangerous for green investors (us). How do we involve ourselves with commodities then? We
invest in companies that deal with commodities for us. In the case above, we buy companies
that deal in timber, or we buy homebuilders.

Seeking Alpha has an excellent article on some Timber REITs that could be good commodity
plays. By researching companies, businesses, ETFs, and REITs that handle commodities, you
can get exposure to the markets.

I own a farmland REIT called Gladstone Land Corp (GLAD), which exposes me to crops and
land. You can see the picture above; the price of GLAD spiked along with inflation
fears—bringing me to another point; commodities are cyclical.

Can You Achieve Work-Life Balance 2

Right now, commodities are in short supply and high demand—meaning prices are high.
However, they have on-cycles and off-cycles, and knowing both can make you rich. I am buying

https://www.cnbc.com/2021/06/30/lumber-prices-dive-more-than-40percent-in-june-biggest-monthly-drop-on-record.html
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and holding several companies that work in commodities, like Exxon Mobil (XOM), which deals
in oil.

I will dollar-cost average into these positions for the long term, with no intention of making a
quick commodities play. However, sometimes it can be good to take profits, and there is no
better time than the top of a super-cycle.

There is so much to talk about with commodities, so this is just the beginning. There is nothing
sexy about coffee and corn futures, but you can leverage these vehicles to your success if you
speak the language.

Love Income? Try Closed-End Funds

If you want to become a Bonafide investor, you need to speak the language of inflation,
commodities, currencies, options, etc. I recommend reading the book “A Trader’s First Book on
Commodities.” It is a long book, but it will give you valuable history and information on the
complex world of commodities.

Remember, I invest in businesses that handle commodities. This shields me from dealing
directly with the markets. The companies will also follow the path of the cycles, so be
warned—they go up and they go down. Welcome to the beautiful world of commodities; I will
have more to follow. Enjoy and Happy Investing.

33  Become a Bonafide Investor V: Why Gold & Silver
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Everyone seems to talk about gold and silver in the investing world, but what’s the big deal?
Gold and silver don’t pay dividends, aren’t liquid enough, and cost money to store and protect.
Why on Earth would we want to invest in these old-style investments?

Become a Bonafide Investor

Gold and silver are great ways to diversify your investments, hedge against inflation and the US
dollar, and prepare for the zombie apocalypse. There are also many ways to gain exposure to
gold and silver, so deciding your goals is a must before jumping into the precious metal markets.

As always, I am being rude. Welcome to the Become a Bonafide Investor series (part I, part II,
part III, and part IV), where we look at bigger picture market forces that affect our investing
theses (plural for thesis—I learn something new every day). Okay, now back to gold and silver.

What is Your Rich Life 2?

The world has valued gold for an extremely long time—civilizations used it as currency in the
earliest times. Here is one of the thousands of articles on the history of gold as a currency. I
recommend everyone read about the history of gold because it is vital to our investing thesis.
Bitcoin also shows some parallels to gold as a reserve currency.

One of the major events in the history of gold is when US President Richard Nixon took the US
Dollar off of the gold standard. This move meant that the Federal Reserve could print money on
a whim—and it has. This is where understanding the money supply via M1 and M2 comes in
handy.

Basically, M1 and M2 show us how much physical money, and money in checking accounts,
etc., is floating around in circulation. Having high M1 and M2 does not necessarily lead to
inflation. However, we define inflation as too many dollars and too few products, goods, and
services.

Currently, that is what is happening in the US, exactly. The money supply is high from
over-printing, and the supply is weak. What goods are available are being bought at fast rates.
When companies restock these products, they cost even more than earlier—Inflation.

Passive Income in DeFi 101

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B09D5BCLR4
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So why the dialog on inflation? One of the main reasons to invest in gold (and silver) is to
hedge against inflation. There is not much above-ground gold in existence. They say all the
gold can fit into three Olympic-sized pools (don't quote me). So as the Fed prints more money,
the world uses more dollars to buy the same brick of gold. The price of gold rises.

Here is the 20-year chart for gold, courtesy of BullionVault. You can see it spikes during times of
economic hardships and recessions. After our removal from the gold standard, when things get
hard, we print more money. Gold will be great to have in these times. But should we hold gold
and silver at all times? And how should we keep it, physically, on paper, or remotely?

I am an investor, so I hold silver at all times. I keep a safety deposit box at a local bank and
insert coins on a regular period. I am not hunting for capital gains or to make a quick turnaround
profit. Holding precious metals is an excellent way to diversify for the future.

Annuities vs. Dividends

There are five types of people who hold precious metals: the investor, the trader, the
doomsday dude, the collector, and the conspiracy theorist. You just have to pick which one
you are and go with your gut. I will have to explain the five in a separate article; I have too much
to write today.

To be honest, my topic may have been too broad from the start. I’ll break down how to invest in
gold and silver in the following article in the series. For now, let’s dig deeper into hedging.

Many people consider gold its own asset class, separate from real estate, business,
commodities, and stocks. We like to diversify into these different asset classes because they
should all react differently in critical moments in time.

Let’s look at the pandemic in 2020. In March, all of the above classes went sour at the same
time. Businesses closed, people were scared to show homes, oil had a price shock due to
politics, and stocks fell into the crapper. But they all recovered differently.

http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/07/18/annuities-vs-dividends/


Gold went up in price fast due to fears over excessive money printing. The housing market has
a bull run, especially if you already own a house (or three). Gold has remained steady,
businesses are rebounding as new companies pop up daily, and oil has made a comeback
(saving my Exxon Mobil stock).

The idea of using gold as a hedge is sound in theory. When (not if) paper assets tumble, gold
should remain steady or rise. Suppose you need cash, sell gold instead of selling your paper
assets for a loss.

Blue Chip Stocks

Now, digging a little deeper, it may not work this cleanly. Gold and silver now have huge ETFs
that buy precious metals by the tons. When stocks fall, these ETFs may fall as well, making the
ETF managers sell their physical stocks. This may cause gold to have a price shock, along with
paper assets. But, that is a topic for another day.

So, gold should be a hedge to paper assets, real estate, business, and commodities. How about
protection against inflation? I genuinely believe in being a well-rounded investor, so gold is an
excellent hedge against inflation as a total investor.

We know we can’t hold cash as a hedge against inflation. We want to own real estate because
we profit from the price of land, homes, and rents going up. Commodities also go up with
inflation because of the demand for oil, goods, production, and services. Businesses can slow
down during inflation because the cost to borrow money is higher. Stocks also slow down for the
same reasons as businesses.

My First Book on Cryptocurrencies

Gold can serve as a cash substitute. As more money flows into the economy, our gold bars will
increase in value. Again, I am using (unrealized) capital gains from gold to offset inflation—I am
not selling my gold unless something is super-terrific or super-terrible.

Think of investing as an All-Wheel drive vehicle. The tires also have their separate suspensions.
As we drive off-road, each tire works independently to keep our car stable and balanced. But,
we need all four tires. Gold, real estate, business, paper assets, and commodities are the tires.

Conclusion. I know I went off the deep end on this one. I usually try to break it down as best  I
can. But gold has so many different meanings, theories, and stories. It is a fantastic asset, along
with silver.

I will go into the ways to invest in gold and silver in the next episode of Become a Bonafide
Investor. It is an honor and privilege to be able to write for you every day. I look forward to
talking to you all and sharing my version of the world of money. Also, be on the lookout for my
Become a Bonafide Real Estate Investor series as well. Thank you for reading!
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VERSUS SERIES

34  Dividends vs. Royalties 2

I’m back for another installment of the Dividend vs. Royalties experiment. I did not re-read part
one because I want to ensure the most up-to-date emotions I carry about these passive income
sources.

Dividends vs. Royalties

I have been having a great time watching my dividends and royalties grow over the last five
months. Every day I think, wow, what if I keep doing this for the next 15-20 years? That is the
power of compounding, also known as the 8th wonder of the world.

The compounding efforts react to dividends and royalties differently. For dividends, your money
is buying more shares of the companies. Not only are the companies increasing their dividends
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and the share price rising, but you are buying more shares as well. It is a compelling path to
wealth.

For royalties, your brand is compounding. Your knowledge of creative work is growing; you have
more products available, bringing in more people to your brand. New people then want to go
back and consume your older media as well. It is also a potent source of compounding.

But let’s start from the top. What are dividends, and what are royalties? Dividends are a
portion of a companies’ profits that you are paid by owning stock in the company. Royalties are
payments that you receive for someone consuming your media, usually artwork, photos, music,
writings, or videos.

How do you get started with dividends? You have to research what dividend-paying stocks
you want to buy and then buy them via a brokerage or stock market account for dividends.

How do you get started with royalties? For royalties, you will need to create a piece of work
that sells to another person. These works can be YouTube videos, blogs, books, stock music,
music videos, instrumentals, background photos, stock photos, etc.

What is the main difference between dividends and royalties? As someone who is building
a portfolio of both, the main difference is the cost of starting either. Put simply, dividends cost
money to start, and royalties cost talent. Let’s take an in-depth look at both and decide which is
better for you to begin your journey.

I started investing in dividends two years ago, and I can tell you that it takes a lot of money to
get the effect you want. When I started with dividends, I would receive $1-2/month in dividend
income. However, it was magical to see money actually adding to my account. Now, I am
receiving $500/month in dividends, and it feels even better.

To get to this amount of $500/month, it takes over $150,000 in our dividend portfolio. Not only
have we had massive gains in dividends, but the share price of the stocks appreciates as well.
Wealth begets riches. This statement means money makes money, which makes you rich.

I started in royalties with no audience and no product. I have been writing a blog and publishing
books for roughly five months now. The first month I received $3 in royalties income, and this
current month, I am on pace to receive $30. It may not sound like much, but that 10X the
payment in less than half a year.

When you create products that produce royalties, you are entering a larger world of income. You
see, you will be building an audience, and with an audience comes power. I have not even
come close to tapping the earning potential of my books and blogs.



Right now, I am in content production mode. I want to build the most extensive backlog of books
that I can conceive. I am thinking of producing content for another two years, maybe three.
Once I have all these books and blog posts, I can then make some real money.

Let's say that I have 500 books listed on Amazon, with about 5-10 as top sellers. From there, I
can load up my top sellers with affiliate links. I can create an online course on becoming a
successful author on Amazon, which I can then link to in my books or blog. I can turn my
bestsellers into audiobooks for another stream of income. I can also translate my best works
into other languages, each creating its own streams of income.

I read two books on creating multiple streams of income from your writings; “Create Income
Streams” and “How to Make a Living from Your Writing.” It is important to note that other
sources of royalties have a similar branching path of income. For example, you can turn your
YouTube videos into an online course or package them together into a compilation that you can
sell as a Blu-Ray disc.

Now for the question of the day, which is better, Dividends or Royalties? My answer is,
why choose when you can have both? I highly recommend creating both income streams for
your personal growth and long-term financial success. Here are a couple of pictures from two of
my dividend portfolios and my Amazon royalties account.
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The first picture is from my M1 Finance account, and the second is from my Wells Fargo
account. The final image is from my Amazon royalties account. Royalties have a 60-day delay
before being paid.

Needless to say that all this cash is very sexy. Take a step back; when was the last time you
made money outside of your W-2 job? Not many people can say that they can produce income
outside of their jobs. No matter how much your dividends or royalties are, you will feel rich as
they drop into account.

Now let’s get started with dividends and royalties. I wrote two articles that can help you with your
journey into both realms of income. For dividends, “How We Plan to Retire on Dividends” is your
article. For Royalties, “Retire Rich, Retire Comfortable with a Business” is the article.
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If you look at these articles, they will lead to a great starting point for both income streams. As
the stock market ebbs and flows, it is nice to have a source of income completely removed from
this volatility.

In the larger picture, producing cash flow from the five sources of passive income, retirement
income, investments, cryptocurrencies, real estate, and business should be your overall goal. If
you can align all these sources of income, you will have maximum diversity as you move into
retirement. Each of these sources of income has its own volatility, and each has highs and lows
at individual times.

I will leave you with my final thoughts. When I began my dividend portfolio, I didn’t know how
powerful the concept of your money paying you was. Now, after two years, my wife and I can
plan to go dining with our dividends. When you start getting dividends that are $35-50, it is
eye-opening.

When I first started my royalties portfolio, I had no idea how much I would learn along the way.
The first artwork and book cover I created was like the work of a kindergartener. But, by
continuing to work, learn, and read, I have gotten better. I plan to keep going. As I have
increased my skill and my back catalog, my income has increased as well.

For both Dividends and Royalties, I am here for the long haul. When I write part three of the
series in a year, I want to have dividends of $1000/month and royalties of $200/month. These
are powerful ideas and concepts. These are the steps to financial freedom, so start creating
your own path. Good Luck!
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35  Inflation vs. Dividends

I’m sure you already feel the pinch at the checkout counter. That’s right, inflation is among us,
slowly eating away at our wallets and savings. I have previously written a couple of articles on
how to check for inflation and prepare for inflation. Now we are going to use everything we know
about our passive income streams to beat inflation.

In today’s article, we are going to use our dividends to help us fight inflation. Let’s recap how we
build our dividend portfolio; as I wrote in the article “How the Rich Buy Their Bling,” we will use
our earned income to fund our dividend portfolio.

With the income from our jobs, we will pay our living expenses and retirement portfolios first;
then, with the rest, we fund our dividend portfolio. We do not use remaining earned income as
discretionary income...you’ve been lied to. For example, if we make $7,000/month in earned
income, we have $3,000/month in expenses and $1,000 in a Roth IRA, then we invest the last
$3,000 into our dividend portfolio.

Investing for Dividends 103: The Magic of Reinvesting

What comes out of the portfolio each month via dividends is our real discretionary income. For
the most part, we want to reinvest our dividends to accelerate the compounding effect. However,
we have a choice on how to take our dividends.
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With inflation on the rise, it may be prudent to take some of our dividends to assist during these
times of inflation. I didn’t truly realize how significant having dividends coming was until a few
days ago when I talked to my wife over the phone (I’m stationed in Japan).

We talked about random stuff, and she mentioned how she noticed the price of meat has gone
up considerably. She usually likes to make BBQ over some weekends, and she said that her
favorite cut of meat had almost doubled in price.

Stock Market Investing 106: High Yield Alternative Investments

As we talked, I checked into her dividend portfolio (I manage it from time to time because I find it
infinitely more entertaining than she does). I realized that she has about $120 sitting in her Wells
Fargo dividend portfolio cash balance. Money from the cash balance can be transferred out just
like a checking account.

I asked her if she wanted to take some cash out, but she said she was fine, just leave it there for
now. That $120 had accumulated over the last 4-5 weeks of dividend payments. You can see
below how the dividends keep rolling in.

The best part is we can choose how we use our dividends. We are fortunate enough to both
have excellent jobs and multiple income streams coming from many different asset classes, so
we have many options.

For this month, I accumulated $350 in dividend payments across my five different brokerage
accounts. I ended up reinvesting all of these, but I kept them in my cash balance to see how
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inflation would affect me through the month. As things remained normal, I invested the cashback
in making more cash next time.

4 Steps to Become Rich

Which dividend-paying securities can beat inflation? How you choose to beat inflation is
entirely up to you.

Pure Growth. You can beat inflation by investing in a growth stock that will increase in price
over time. Growth stocks are not known to grow exceptionally well during inflationary
periods—be careful. A couple of senior growth stocks are Google (GOOG) and Facebook (FB).
You will see your money (hopefully) growing faster than inflation via capital gains.

Heavy Growth/Light Dividend. You can beat inflation with an old-growth stock that also pays a
very light (0.5%-1.5%) dividend. These little dividends grow over time as the company matures.
You should see capital gains and dividend growth over time. These are perfect stocks to
reinvest dividends old-growth to maximize compounding. Stocks like this are Microsoft (MFST)
and Visa (V).

Medium Growth/Medium Dividend. Most of these stocks are the “blue chip” companies
increasing and paying dividends over many, many years. The dividend yield is usually about
2-3%, and the company still grows over time. These are other companies that reinvest
dividends. These companies include Lowes (LOW), Home Depot (HD), McDonald’s (MCD), and
Johnson & Johnson (JNJ).

Investing Insider vs. Outsider

Light or No Growth/Heavy Dividend. These companies have been around for a while and
usually have a lot of debt.  They have to acquire companies or assets to remain competitive.
You can reinvest dividends or take dividends to reinvest into faster-growing companies. Some
companies that come to mind are AT&T (T) and Verizon (VZ).

Bond Funds. Bonds are an excellent way to stay consistent with inflation. My bond funds yield
3%, but I could get them at a discount during a sell-off—thus increasing my yield. I may break
even with inflation; however, bonds are safer than other securities. You pay for safety. I also
have high yield junk bonds as well, that yield 5%. These funds are Long-Term Bonds (BLV) and
High-Yield Bonds (JNK). I would take cash from these first.
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High-Yield Securities. Lastly, we have high-yield securities. The main reason to buy high-yield
products is for current cash, perfect for times like these. These products yield anywhere from
7-10% and give you consistent money for daily use. On the 1st of the month, I have $60 coming
in from a couple of Closed-End funds. I look forward to these more than my big military
paychecks. My favorite closed-end funds are Pimco Dynamic Fund (PCI) and Nuveen Municipal
Bond Fund (NVG, and it is tax-free).

Defeat inflation. Now you have to defeat inflation. Hopefully, you have kept a tight budget of
your spending habits. As you notice products increasing, decide if there are alternatives. We still
have to exercise some judgment.

Cash Flow 105: Diversify Your Passive Income

Dividends and stocks, in general, are a great way to hedge against inflation. If you are taking
your time and buying stocks at suitable times, you should be getting good capital appreciation
and large dividend yields. You make your profit when you buy, not when you sell.

However, having the extra assistance of dividends can help you through what will be a rough
time. As inflation sets in, do not lower your investing habits to beat it. You must keep your
investing consistent and try to reduce expenses elsewhere.

Capital Gains vs. Dividends

It may be challenging, but getting an excellent portfolio of dividends is the goal. My wife and I
are up to nearly $500/month in dividends and other passive income sources that I will cover
later. This money gives us a warm blanket and is like having a partner that is just giving us cash
profits.

Take the time to reflect on where you are in your dividend journey. I will always sing the praises
of the magic of dividends because they have changed my life. They have also changed my
wife’s as well. You can get started with dividends with this article and book “How We Plan to
Retire on Dividends (book).”

Being without money stress had allowed us to rekindle the pure love we had when we met in
2006. Back then, we had no kids, houses, career stress, etc. We were kids playing adult. Now
we adults play like kids. We have the money to enjoy ourselves and each other. But we aren’t
done yet. We continue on the grind to build up this income to the heavens.

Join us on our journey and as you continue yours. I just completed my most comprehensive
book called “The Biggest Book on Passive Income Ever! (book)” The table of contents is 20
pages, and it is 1,250 pages long. It is everything I learned about a passive income on our
journey to almost a $200,000 dividend portfolio. Plus three houses, a budding book career, and
a military pension. Passive Income is our calling, how about you? Good luck!
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36  Annuities vs. Dividends

As we steam towards retirement, we will start to hear new words that gain more traction as we
age. Annuities are definitely an older person thing, but it is valuable to explore their importance
to an overall cash flow retirement system. We also want to compare them to what a dividend
portfolio can provide for us.

Annuities vs. Dividends

An annuity is an insurance contract issued to create a consistent monthly payment to the holder
for the rest of their life. You can read a more detailed analysis of annuities here at Investopedia.
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How would an annuity function in a real scenario? Say at age 60; you had $500,000 in your
401K savings account. You haven’t been tracking the stock market, and you wanted to ensure
this money lasts you until the end.

How We Built 13 Streams of Income

You would go to an insurance company and give them a lump sum of your cash, say $200,000,
and they would guarantee you a payment for the rest of your life. The payment has many
factors that go into it, and I highly recommend you read the article above for more details.

One of the things annuities are infamous for is being extremely confusing and complex. The
value of the annuity can be tied by the stock market, how long you live, if you want your spouse
to continue receiving benefits, etc. Purchasing an annuity is a big deal, and the devil is in the
details. I usually read as much as I can about annuities on the Kiplinger Retirement website.

But we need to make an assumption to continue the planning process, so let’s say our $200,000
annuity will give us $8,000/year or $667/month. I simply based this amount off of the 4% rule.
You would receive $667/month for the rest of your life and perhaps a small cost of living
adjustment from time to time. Actually, that’s not too bad—but can dividends do better?

Build the Mindset of an Investor

I interrupt this article to have a deep, lifetime discussion. We need to talk about the type of
person who invests in annuities versus that who invests in dividends. The annuity person has
been working hard their entire life, saving their money in a Roth IRA, more likely, an 401K.

In a 401K, their employer and they have been saving a percentage of their earned income
directly into the savings account. They pick the target date fund closest to their retirement year
and keep investing.
In a Roth IRA, there is a high probability that they invest in index funds. Index funds are great,
and even I have my favorite ones, but they don’t pay a lot of income via dividends.

The reason I bring this interruption up is to convey that the average annuity investor doesn’t
know much about the stock market, dividends, inflation hedges, bonds, or high-income
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products. More than likely, they will want to turn their money over to a manager to handle their
income.

Start Investing or Pay Off Debt

Ladies and Gentlemen, there is nothing wrong with remaining oblivious to the world of finance
and the stock market. However, in the long run, you will pay the price. If you still have some time
left before retirement, I highly recommend you start learning to handle your money yourself. It
may take some time, but you will build more confidence, save more money, and leave more
cash to your family. The article “How We Plan to Retire on Dividends (book)” is an excellent
place to start.

One more caveat before I continue the comparison, I believe in a total cash flow retirement
system that encompasses real estate, business, cryptocurrencies, dividends, and retirement
planning. So if I had $500,000, I would diversify this into multiple assets classes and create
income-generating investments that would easily last me a lifetime.

For example, I would:
a) buy a home in a small town ($140,000),
b) put a portion into high-yield stock market products to get a yield of 9% ($100,000),
c) put some in growth products like index funds ($60,000),
d) put some into business ideas like a dog park, an insect business, or rental car business

($100,000),
e) Save into bond products ($50,000),
f) and the remaining in cash ($50,000)
g) I would also ensure I could rent rooms in my new home—if you are new to Military

Family Investing, these are things I talk about every day.

Now, back to our comparison between what an annuity can provide versus what you can earn
via dividends. We concluded that our $200,000 annuity would give us $8,000/year or
$6677/month in income. This income is almost guaranteed, barring the insurance company
doesn't go out of business. There are no guarantees on the stock market.

Dividends vs. Royalties

Variety is the name of the game when it comes to dividends. You have as many choices as
there are stars in the sky. Let’s start with the high-income approach. Our total portfolio was
$500,000. We are using $200,000 to produce a liveable income. If we remain relatively safe with
our remaining $300,000, say cash or government treasuries, we can take some risk with the
additional $200,000.

Let’s put our $200,000 across four closed-end funds and generate a 10% dividend yield across
the board. We will want to average into these positions over a year or maybe even two years.
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You want to buy high-yield products when they are at their lowest prices—offering their highest
yields.

At a 10% dividend yield, our $200,000 investment would produce us $20,000/year or
$1,667/month—almost three times as much as our annuity. But, it is riskier—or is it? If you have
your $300,000 in safe investments, you would not have to cash out of your closed-end funds
during a downturn. You could buy more closed-end funds during the downturn. It is a mindset
that you will
have to build.

Boring Investing vs. Good Investing

Okay, now what if you created a dividend growth investment with your $200,000. The goal of the
portfolio would be to generate 5% growth and a 5% dividend yield. Remember, your annuity is
not growing anymore; you are just receiving a payment.

If we build a solid portfolio of index funds, blue-chips stocks, REITs, preferreds, and closed-end
funds, we could achieve the goals of five and five. There would be two forms of growth in this
portfolio, your overall capital gains and the dividend growth for each company and security.

Let’s look at our capital gains over twenty years (so from age 60 to 80). Using our compound
interest calculator, our 5% in capital gains would leave us with $530,000. Excellent, we have
actually more than doubled our investments.

If we start with a 5% dividend yield, our portfolio will generate $10,000/year or $833/month. So,
a little more than our annuity. However, with our companies and funds growing their dividends,
we would be receiving higher payments every year. Using our simple dividend growth calculator,
you can see how impressive the numbers are. By age 80, without reinvesting your dividends,
you would be receiving $18,000/year or $1,500/month. That is, with a dividend growth rate of
3%, which is highly realistic. I will leave the chart at the end of the article because it is simply
amazing.

Good Debt vs. Bad Debt

Conclusion. You can see that dividends will simply destroy an annuity over time. However,
(with dramatic pause), you would have to jump in and start learning. You would need to take
1-2 hours a day to get familiar with stocks, blue chips, REITs, preferred shares, closed-end
funds, business development companies, and electronic traded funds.

But, you would be retired; what better things do you have to do than grow your wealth? I am a
hardcore dividend investor, and I have seen the magic of dividends. My wife and I have raised
our dividend growth portfolio to almost $200,000 in two years and a monthly payout of
$500/month.
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And we are 40 years old. With our dividend growth calculator, the numbers are insane, even if
we stopped today and just let everything compound. As I said earlier, we are total investors and
believe in a cash flow retirement system. We have rents, royalties, and dividends keeping us
warm at night and a military pension for backup. It’s a great life.

If all this sounds good, jump into Military Family Investing, where I publish an article every day
and release some form of a book each week. Follow our Facebook page to see the daily
release and find our magazine “Financial Independence Magazine” on Kindle. Look at our free
book schedule to know when the magazine will be up for free.

Life is better when you take control of your finances. The best time to take control was ten years
ago, and the second-best time is today. Good Luck and Happy Investing.
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37  Preferred Shares vs. Closed-End Funds

Man do I love dividend growth investing. Buying blue-chip companies, receiving dividends,
reinvesting the income, and let the compounding effect happen over time. I love buying
companies like Coca-Cola (KO), Pepsi (PEP), Walmart (WMT, and Target (TGT).

Free 50-Page PDF Download ($2.99 Value)

Even better is buying growth companies that pay small dividends like Costco (COST) and
Microsoft (MFST). Their small dividend yields (0.7%) will grow over the years. All I have to do is
keep investing and reinvesting.

However, investing for income is completely different than dividend growth investing. Investing
for income is all about getting paid—immediate income. I turn to my high-yield instruments for
my income needs; instruments like REITs, Preferred Shares, Closed-End Funds, and Dividend
ETFs.

Stock Market Investing 106: Pick Your Platform
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Today, I want to compare two of my favorite high-yield security types: Preferred Shares and
Closed-End Funds. Both of these securities are all about finding ways to get the highest yields
versus the current stock market. Let’s do a quick refresher about each type before we continue.

Preferred Shares. Preferred Shares are higher on the equity structure than common stock.
Most preferred shares start with a value of $25 and trade on the open stock market, similar to
common stocks. The company can buy back (or call) the stock after a certain timeframe, usually
a few years.

When the company calls the stock, they pay shareholders the face value of the preferred
shares. Thus the idea is to buy preferred shares at less than par value, hold them for the
dividends, and then get par value upon redemption. Please read my series on preferred shares
here.

Closed-End Funds. Closed-End Funds are mutual funds that have a set amount of outstanding
shares. Open End mutual funds (normal) and ETFs adjust the number of shares as buyers buy
and sell them on the open stock market.

Because closed-end funds have a fixed amount of shares, they can determine their Net Asset
Value or NAV. The NAV is the value of all the investments inside of the closed-end fund. Based
on the quality of the fund and managers, the fund can trade at a premium or discount to NAV.

Investing for Dividends 101: Dividends to the Rescue

A good way to describe NAV is to compare it to new video game consoles. When the new
Playstation 5 arrives, it has a Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price (MRSP) of $500. However,
you will probably pay $700-800 on the open market due to shortages and increased demand.

Therefore, an investing strategy in CEFs is to buy when they are at a discount to NAV; that, way
we can participate in higher yields and capital appreciation. Read my article on closed-end
funds here.

Time to battle. Both types of securities can give us large amounts of income if we know what
we are looking for when investing. Blindly buying either can lower yields and prevent us from
maximizing capital gains. So, let’s start with how to research each of our security types.

Research. Closed-End Funds and Preferred Shares are more difficult to research than standard
common stocks of companies like Procter & Gamble (PG) and AT&T (T).

5 Benefits of Options Trading

You will want to know if the CEF usually trades at a discount or premium to NAV for closed-end
funds. You will want to look back since its inception. The good thing about CEFs is that a fund
manager can control multiple funds. For example, PIMCO is my favorite fund manager. Since I
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trust PIMCO, I can buy into their various funds, leveraging my overall knowledge of their
management expertise.

Preferred Shares are different because they come from a company. More than likely, you will not
know the company. Sometimes, you find preferred shares from banks and REITs that you know,
but the highest yields are from businesses you probably don’t know.

To research a preferred share, you have to look into the company. First, I like to see if they pay
a dividend on the common stock; that is a good indicator. Next, I try to get an understanding of
the company. This research can take longer than a CEF because CEF managers do all the
research for you. You only need to trust the manager. Winner: CEFs.

Capital Gains. I do not invest in capital gains; however, we have a baseline to audit their value
because of preferred shares’ par value and CEFs’ net asset value. By following the preferred
and CEFs closely, we buy at deep discounts during market turmoil.

Preferreds have the upper hand in getting discounts. The hardest part of getting good deals in
preferreds is finding the preferreds in the first place. Once you find them, either buy one share
or add them to a watchlist. Then you can just wait until they go on sale.

Military Success 105: Financial Fitness

I bought preferred shares at $13 with a par value of $25. The yield at the time was 17%. The
price has recovered to $25, and I am still yielding roughly 13% after buying more shares. You
can find fantastic deals in the world of preferred shares.

CEFs can also sell at a discount, but usually when the entire market collapses. You will have to
be ready.  Late last year, I was able to buy PIMCO dynamic fund (PCI) at a nice discount to
NAV. Winner: Preferred shares.

Income generation. Both securities produce excellent results; however, many CEFs pay
monthly. As I mentioned in Living Overseas Passively 101, if I needed a certain amount to pay
expenses abroad, I would have my CEFs pay me that income.

Remember, the company can call the preferred at any time after the call date. You don’t want to
depend on this income and then have it taken from you randomly. Some CEFs offer the ability to
set up dividend reinvestment. Some PIMCO funds provide a slight discount when you buy
shares via dividend reinvestment. You can experience the effect of compounding with CEFs.

Cash Flow 105: Diversify Your Passive Income

Preferred shares are more like one-off investments. There is no guarantee you will be able to
find similar preferreds once someone calls your investments. The best way to employ preferred
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shares is by purchasing them at steep discounts to par. As they get closer to their call date, they
should naturally gravitate to par value.

CEFs allow you to make monthly contributions to your income pool. I can safely buy 15 shares
of PCI monthly, for example. Preferred shares are not so accessible. You will need to research
each month because prices can vary wildly.

Value. These securities extract value differently from each other. The value in closed-end funds
is buying into high-yield vehicles safely. The value in preferred shares is finding diamonds in the
rough at steep discounts.

With CEFs, you can find 2-3 CEFs that meet your needs and ride those until retirement. Once
you have what you are looking for, there isn’t much need to keep searching. It is always nice to
have a wishlist for market corrections, but you can just sit back and enjoy beyond that.

Preferred shares take more work to find those quality shares at steep discounts. However, you
can find yields of 15-20% plus capital appreciation if the shares recover—this is how you unlock
value in preferred shares.

Retire Early as a Well-Rounded Millionaire

If I am looking towards retirement, CEFs hold the most value because of high, consistent
dividend income. Preferred shares carry more weight when I am looking to maximize my
revenue. For value, I have to give the advantage to CEFs.

Conclusion. There is a lot to like about both preferred shares and closed-end funds. Overall, I
give the advantage to CEFs because you can buy them come rain or shine. Even when the
market is near an all-time high, CEFs still hold value. Yes, you won’t get extreme yields, but
safe, consistent income is always worth buying.

Investors are looking for yield with treasury bond rates at all-time lows and interest rates at zero.
Would you rather pay $26 for a $25 preferred share or pay a 10% premium of your closed-end
funds.

The Magic of Dividends

With your preferred shares, you will lose money when the company calls them. Your CEFs give
you the ability to dollar-cost-average your cost basis down over time. As an income investor, I
know PIMCO and other managers. I trust the work they do, and they perform portfolio changes
dynamically.

With preferred shares, I have to depend on that one company for my income. If I had $1,000, I
would instead invest it into CEFs than preferreds, if I am completely honest. However, you can
form your thesis over time.

http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/06/05/retire-early-as-a-well-rounded-millionaire/
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I love both my CEF portfolio and my Preferred Shares portfolio. I love my CEFs more because I
can invest in the manager, not the company. In the end, we all want to sleep at night, with our
investments making us money. Enjoy and Happy Investing.

38  Dividend Growth Investing vs. Income Investing

Fall is a beautiful time of the year. The weather turns cool, the leaves turn orange, and we get to
enjoy our income streams during Christmas shopping. We all have passive income streams,
correct?

Dividend Growth Investing vs. Income Investing

Building a stream of passive income, whether from royalties, dividends, rents, or business, is a
great way to supplement your earned income. One day, if we take it seriously, we may be able
to even retire off of these sources of revenue.

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B09J83Y73W
http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/08/31/im-too-serious/


I think most people consider dividends as their favorite source of passive income—and who
could blame them? Dividends are the most passive of all income streams, but they still take
some knowledge to maintain.

How to FALL into Investing

Inside the world of dividends, there are many techniques and philosophies. You will need to
decide which one(s) you choose to follow. Two of the primary schools of thought are Dividend
Growth Investing (DGI) and Income Investing.

They both lead to the investor having a stream of income during retirement; however, the
mindsets are almost entirely different. Understanding the path that best suits you is the first step
on your journey, so let’s jump right into the battle.

First, let me say that you can mix and match anything and everything you want; I do. I love both
of these methods, so I use them both, along with some index fund investing as well. Only you
can create the perfect portfolio that meets your needs. However, it is good to know multiple
techniques because your priorities can change on a whim.

Dividend Growth Investing is the art of investing in large dividend-paying blue-chip companies
for the long run. Investors use dollar-cost-averaging, share price appreciation, dividend
reinvestment, and dividend growth to build their wealth and income. When you turn off dividend
reinvestment, your portfolio will produce a nice stream of income.

Income Investing is the art of investing in high-yield products for immediate income. You invest
in products that give you a high income today and reinvest excess cash flow to make your
portfolio grow more revenue. The best way to get capital appreciation is to buy these products
at a discount.

We Make $650/Month in Passive Income

Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) is a word that gets thrown around a lot, especially in
the DGI community. CAGR is the total growth of a stock or company. Understanding the CAGR
of a company is one of the main differences between DGI and Income investing.

For example, let’s take the hypothetical company XYZ. You invest $10,000 in 2010 and finish
2020 with $40,000 after reinvesting all dividends. Using our CAGR calculator, our CAGR is
14.87%.

When DGI investors choose stocks, they may look at the CAGR for the last 10 to 20 years and
attempt to predict a CAGR path towards the future. They factor in the dividend yield, share price
appreciation, and dividend growth into their investment thesis.

http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/2021/09/26/how-to-fall-into-investing/
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McDonald’s (MCD), one of my favorite blue-chip stocks, may only have a dividend yield of 2.5%
but may have a CAGR of 15% (random number). Since, as a DGI’er, I am investing for the long
term, this 15% may fit my investing needs.

10,000 Hours to Build an Income Stream

As an income investor, I am screening for a completely different investment thesis. I am looking
at the yield and the stability of the company. As you may know, Pimco closed-end funds are my
favorite income source. I trust PIMCO will give me high immediate income through PCI, PTY,
and PDO funds.

Buying PIMCO products is always in favor, but I double down when their value takes a hit on the
marketplace. The bigger the discount, the higher the yield. I usually have dividend reinvestment
off for my income portfolio. I can use this income today, and when I have excess, I reinvest into
products that are on discount.

An example of $20,000. As investors, we need to know where we are going to create the
appropriate road map and investing thesis. I have written many articles on retirement (it’s what I
do), but here are some I wrote that are age-based.

The Planning for Retirement series includes your 20s, 30s, 40s, 50s, 60s, and 70s. I also have
the Retirement Planning for the Average Person 1 + 2. You also want to look at how your
dividends fit into your overall happy cash flow retirement. Having a total concept of your income
and life goals is the key to investing success. Orange you glad you have passive income?

If I gave a DGI’er and an income investor $20,000, they both would invest it differently. Let’s
provide them with a time horizon of 30 years and see how they allocate these funds.

Living Overseas on Dividend Income

DGI investor. The DGI investor has a military pension, owns a small ATM business, and has
three rental properties. He wants to ensure his $20,000 grows over the next 30 years and give
him income during retirement. He can invest $500/month into his DGI portfolio over 30 years.

The DGI investor splits his investment into four companies; McDonald’s (MCD), Johnson &
Johnson (JNJ), Costco (COST), and Ally Bank (ALLY). Over 30 years, his portfolio grew at 8%,
and he finished with $880,000.

More importantly, when he turns off dividend reinvestment, he sees $44,000/year of income
from the portfolio. He gets this income because of dividend growth over the years. This income
fits into his overall portfolio nicely.
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Income Investor. Our income investor has a high-paying job and aggressively invests in her
401K, Roth IRA, and brokerage account. She also has a blog on that side that she expects to
generate income for her lifetime.

Don’t Gamble Your Retirement Away 4

Since she invests most of her money into her future, she wants immediate income from her
$20,000. She decided to split her portfolio in five ways; Pimco Income Fund (PCI), AGNC
mREIT (AGNC), Altria (MO), Ares Capital (ARCC), and Owl Rock (ORCC).

This portfolio produces an 8% dividend yield, which is about $133/month. She spends about
$100/month as her monthly dining allowance, and she reinvests $33/month for 30 years. At the
end of her years, she has $246,000, and her portfolio produces $24,600/year (or $2,050/month).

The difference is that she spent $36,000 on her entertainment over those 30 years. This gave
her more freedom because she was investing all of her other income. As I said, everyone has
different investing goals. She still ended up with a nice chunk of change and a high income
portfolio.

Combining the two. I make it known that I merge both methods. I love them both; however, my
brain lends more to income investing. DGI is more of a hands-off approach to investing. I have
one of my DGI portfolios through STASH.

How to Start Dividend Investing 104: Choosing Your Stocks

I set my STASH to invest $120/week into my DGI stocks automatically. In one year, my dividend
income went from $11/month to $41/month. Again, in the long term, these numbers will start to
become ridiculous.

My first income portfolio is through Wells Fargo. I reinvest some dividends, but I also take some
cash. I leave the money in my brokerage account and choose my investments based on the
flavor of the week. In one year, my dividend income went from $43/month to $138/month.

Why do I use both? I use both methods because it gives me choices in life. My DGI portfolio is
my long-term success story, so I do not need to dip into these dividends, probably ever.
However, an excellent DGI portfolio would do my kids wonders in life.

My income portfolio is nice to have in today’s world. I don’t need the income, but sometimes it’s
nice to go to restaurants guilt-free. I am currently working overseas and get to come home on
leave every once and a while.

Why Gold & Silver
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When I came home for two months recently, my wife and I went to Sushi five times just on
dividend income. As I wrote in “A $1,000 Dividend Spending Spree,” the point of dividends is to
have guilt-free income. And it feels great to have a large amount of dividend income. We hit
$550/month in total dividends last month.

I love being able to take immediate income as required. If I want to buy a video game, I don’t
want to feel guilty about it—I just want my PIMCO closed-end fund to pay for the game? Is that
too much to ask?

Find your balance. The final choice is up to you. Where are you heading? How much money
will you need in retirement? Where will you be living? These are all questions you need to ask
yourself first.

Then you can ask yourself if you love investing in blue-chip stocks like Apple (APPL), Microsoft
(MFST), Procter & Gamble (PG), and Target (TGT). You may like investing in REITs, CEFs,
BDCs, and dividend ETFs. I love them all and invest in them all. That’s just me, though.

The main questions you need to ask yourself are when do I need this income, and how do I
want it served? A DGI portfolio takes years to get moving, and reinvesting income is a massive
part of the process. An income portfolio is almost like creating a paycheck.

Let Dividends be Your Lighthouse During Retirement

The best way to test the waters is with M1 Finance pies. I have a pie for DGI and another for
income investing. I can put a lump sum into each, and M1 will allocate the money across the
various securities in my pies.

Today’s world is great for investing. There are no fees for buying shares, and you can purchase
fractional shares on a recurring, automatic basis. There are no excuses for getting out there and
building your dream portfolio.

Conclusion. Hopefully, you learned something today. Before you start, it is vital to know where
you are going. Please go ahead and download my free books on Dividend Growth Investing and
Income Investing. They will give you more insight into which method is best for you. As a quick
note, you can also sell covered calls (options) with your DGI portfolio to generate more income.

Don’t forget that you can mix and match your heart's content. You can do whatever you want, as
long as it meets YOUR goals. For more investing articles and more, follow me on Twitter and
also on my Facebook Page. Enjoy and Happy Investing.

INVESTING BOOK TAKEAWAYS
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39  “Covered Calls for Beginners”

“Covered Calls for Beginners” by Freeman Productions is what I needed for my mind to
comprehend options, exactly. I read a massive book on options about four months ago, but I
was still confused.

This book focuses on just one simple strategy for trading options—covered calls. Covered calls
are a Tier 1 (I’ll explain tiers later) options strategy, meaning even a beginner can employ these
techniques. Since I am a beginner, this book is right up my alley.

The “covered” in covered calls means that you already own the 100 shares of the stock in
question. Each option is a group of one hundred of the same stock. With more complex options,
you can write them without owning the underlying stocks.

If the option gets assigned, you would have to buy the stocks to transfer to the option owner.
Anyways, writing a covered call means that you own 100 shares, and if someone exercises your
option, you can transfer the shares immediately.

In a nutshell, you will be the seller of the option to a counterparty. You are betting that the stock
will not gain in value to the strike price of the option. You WANT to keep your 100 shares, as
well as the premium the counterparty pays you. I’ll go more into the setup in a separate
article, but I’ll give a quick example and then get into my five takeaways.

Let’s say I have 100 shares of AT&T. The current price of AT&T is $30, so I write a covered call
to a counterparty with a strike price of $32. The premium I receive is $0.20—so multiply that by

https://geni.us/tXta


100, and I have $20 total premiums that I receive. If the price never reaches $32, I keep the $20
and do the same thing next month. That’s the simplified version, but you get the jest.

I Bought a Kindle Oasis

1) My favorite takeaway is the term “Synthetic Dividend.” I love this word, and it makes the
book 100% worth the read just to use it for the next 30-40 years I have left writing articles.

2) A synthetic dividend is a forced dividend from using options. In the above example, I forced a
$0.20/share dividend on my AT&T stock. Using covered calls can allow you to force dividends,
even when the stock is trading sideways.

3) Don’t get greedy if you are an investor. The goal is to keep your “long” stock position (my 100
AT&T shares) while keeping the premium.

4) You can make more money by picking a strike price closer to being In The Money (say,
$30.50 from the above example), but you risk having to sell your 100 AT&T shares.

5) Even if you have to sell and transfer your shares, you still walk away with the premium and
capital gains from the 100 shares. So, it is a win-win. You only lose your long position, which
may have been building good capital appreciation.

You will want to run covered calls once you have 400-500 shares in a long position. I have a few
long positions over 100 shares; however, I spread them across multiple brokerage accounts. I
think I can start writing covered calls roughly a year from now.

I am excited that they have these in-depth books on options techniques. They can be very
complex, but I believe I can get a handle on them by reading these one-off books. If you are a
long-term investor, writing covered calls may be an excellent method to juice more income from
your static positions. I am building myself up to do just that. I highly recommend this book, just
for the word “Synthetic Dividend.”

Just kidding, this was a fantastic read, and it also goes into the history of options trading and
some technical analysis. I read it through Kindle Unlimited.

This link is to a physical product. The link above is to the digital book. Sorry. I get no credit for digital
product links.
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40  “Mortgage Backed Securities”

“Mortgage Backed Securities” by Justin Adams is a fantastic book just for the fact that it is 30
pages long. After reading an almost 400-page book over the last week, it is great to find a short
book.

Mortgage backed securities are mortgage loans that banks group together and sell like
bond-like securities. You will have to understand some bond terms to get the most out of the
experience.

Most mortgages are backed by Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac, which are government agencies.
So the loans that conform to these agencies are rock solid. You can receive a higher yield from
MBS than treasury bonds, in most cases. Let’s get into my five takeaways.

1) You can buy Mortgage backed securities in increments of $25,000 for Ginnie Mae loans and
$1,000 for Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae loans.

2) MBS are valued using weighted average maturity (WAM) and weighted average coupon
(WAC). These terms are essential and also listed for you when you purchase your MBS.

3) Some risks associated with MBS are prepayment risk, extension risk, default risk, and lower
return than stock risk.

4) Inflation (surprise, surprise) can have an effect on MBS, along with regulatory risk and
economic factors.

https://www.amazon.com/Mortgage-Backed-Securities-Step-Step-ebook/dp/B00KBJO4KM/ref=sr_1_8?crid=3G5WOYI96B1IQ&dchild=1&keywords=mortgage+backed+securities&qid=1630373917&sprefix=mortgage+backed+s%2Caps%2C186&sr=8-8


5) It is also possible to buy into MBS through electronic traded funds (ETFs). This can help you
avoid the $1,000 or $25,000 minimum requirements.

This book came along at the right time. I am in the pre-stages of preparing a series called
Investing for Interest, and MBS is a perfect addition. I plan on looking further into MBS after
reading this excellent short book. Find it on Kindle Unlimited!

Grab something different! -Free PDF Download

http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/download/book-the-magic-of-cryptocurrencies/


Try Something Different!- Free PDF Download

http://militaryfamilyinvesting.com/download/book-debt-free-so-whats-next/
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Want to Build Passive Income from Books and Affiliate Marketing? (Learn
here)

Disclosure: I am not a financial advisor or money manager, and any
knowledge is given as guidance and not direct actionable investment advice. I
am an Amazon Affiliate. Please research any investment vehicles that are
being considered. I wrote this article myself, and it expresses my own
opinions. I am not receiving compensation for it.  I have no business
relationship with any company whose stock is mentioned in this article.

http://7fb4e9lbsb6uoma5nlqk8-2x5u.hop.clickbank.net/
http://7fb4e9lbsb6uoma5nlqk8-2x5u.hop.clickbank.net/

